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Thca Presser Co., Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.

Music as a Major Subject In tlie
High Schools has been included in the offered by Bertram Peacock, who sings the
curriculum ot Washington schools by th.e rOle of the composer in “Blossom Time,” for a
State Board of Education. This big step for¬ worthy completion of Schubert’s “Unfinished
ward in the recognition of music as an Symphony,” the offer to hold good till Deacademic subject is a credit to our great
northwestern state.
“Mozart” is the latest comic opera to be
out at the Volksoper of Vienna. The
Melba has recently sung her favorite brought
music is by Hans Duhan, famous Mozart
rOles in “La Bohemo" and “Faust" at Covent singer
of the Stattsoper, and he also has been
Garden, London, the theater in which she interpreting
the title rdle. The opera closes
made her debut ns Liirta thirty-five years with Mozart’s
death during a rehearsal of
ago. The English critics proclaim her con¬ his
Requiem.
tinued supremity. A correct singing method,
with proper care of the general health, surely
Alfredo
Casella,
who has been professor
will preserve a voice;
of the piano at the Liceo di St. Cecilia of

iSiSS

_ _ _popular, died in New York
on June 29th. Mr. Kerker “sought to pre¬
serve the best traditions of comic opera and
in “The Belle” he gave us one of the finest
light operas of the post-Gilbertian period.”
Charles Wakefield Cad man has been
commissioned to write the music for an art
film production of Goethe's “Faust.” The
music Is to be modelled after the ancient
Gregorian Chant which is considered to lie
best suited to refleet the atmosphere of the
mediaeval philosophical drama.

De Pachmann is announced for a “fare¬
well" tour of America during the next year.
Sounds like the days of Patti.
“The Judgment of Paris,” by John
Eccles, a pupil of Purcell, was an interesting
two-hundred-old operatic novelty of the
Cambridge Musical Festival (England) In
The Secret of the Famous Cremona
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i of the Home for Retired
Music Teachers
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Chicago Musical College
FELIX BOROWSKI, President

CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

The Leading and Largest Conservatory ofMusic and Dramatic Art in America

FALL TERM NOW OPEN
Faculty of More than 100 Teachers including the following noted artists:
PIANO
MAURICE ARONSON
MOISSAYE BOGUSLAWSKI
EDWARD COLLINS
HARRY DETWEILER
MAX KRAMM
ALEXANDER RAAB
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
C. GORDON WEDERTZ

VOCAL
BELLE FORBES CUTTER
EDOUARD DUFRESNE
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN
DR. FERY LULEK
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
BURTON THATCHER

(AlphabeticallyArrange
VIOLIN
LOIS DYSON
MAURICE GOLDBLATT
RAY HUNTINGTON
RUDOLPH REINERS
LEON SAMETINI
PIPE ORGAN
CLARENCE EDDY
HOWARD NEUMILLER
HELEN W. ROSS
C. GORDON WEDERTZ

MOTION PICTURE ORGAN
CHARLES H. DEMOREST
HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE
MARYOTT
'LAURA
D. HARRIS
PAULINE HOUCK
FELIX BOROWSKI
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
HAROLD"--T3AITT
REPERTOIRE—INTERPRETATION CLASSES
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
BURTON THATCHER (Vocal)
LEON SAMETINI (Violin)
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Pi
MAURICE ARONSON (Piano)
CONCERT, CHAUTAUQUA AND LYCEUM
ELENA DEMARCO
MAX FISCHEL (Violin)
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vocal)
SCHOOL OF OPERA
WALTON PYRE (Expression and Dramatic Art)
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
WALTON PYRE
All Orchestral Instrumen Taught

FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES
75 Free and 140 Partial Scholarships awarded each year. Free and Partial application blanks on request. Mason & Hamlin Grand Piano, presented for competition in the
Post Graduation Class by the Mason & Hamlin Co. Conover Grand Piano presented for competition in the Graduation and Senior Diploma Classes by the Cable Piano
Company. Valuable Violin presented for competition in the Violin Department by Lyon and Healy. Entire Musical Education for competition in the Vocal Department.
These prizes will be competed for in Orchestra Hall, Chicago, before woi ld-renowned musicians as judges and with Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Frederick Stock, Conductor.
Opera Scholarships, 15 prizes of $300 each; 15 of $100; 15 of $50 in the classes; also Diamond, Gold and Silver Medals. Dormitory Accommodations.

58th YEAR

TEACHING, CHAUTAUQUA, LYCEUM, CONCERT
AND ORGAN POSITIONS GUARANTEED

620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Music Education in Chicago
Means studying in the Musical Center of
America, amid metropolitan surroundings
and untold advantages. The much lauded
“atmosphere” of European Capitals is now
to be found in an even larger measure in
our own country. In Chicago the student
can hear the First Orchestra of America,
Opera unsurpassed in brilliance, and all

the famous foreign and native artists in
concerts. The Civic Movement in music also
makes possible the hearing of much great
music for a nominal admission charge. These
advantages are carried over into a splendidly
equipped School of Music and there combined
with advantages that make study in such an
institution not only a benefit but a privilege.

FACULTY OF SIXTY ARTISTS
Complete Preparation for Music Career
Located in the Very Heart of Chicago
OFFERED
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AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
CHICAGO'S

FOREMOST

SCHOOL

OF

MUSIC

38th SESSION COMMENCES SEPTEMBER 10, 1923
Offers superior courses in all branches of music and dramatic art, including Master School. Diplomas, Degrees and
Teachers’ Certificates granted by authority State of Illinois. Thorough preparation for concert, opera and teaching
positions. Many special features, recitals, concerts with full orchestra, lectures, etc.
EXCELLENT DORMITORIES OFFER ACCOMMODATIONS AT MODERATE RATES

UNSURPASSED FACULTY OF ONE HUNDRED ARTIST-INSTRUCTORS
Among these might be mentioned
PIANO—Heniot Levy, Allen Spencer, Victor Gar¬
wood, Silvio Scionti, Louise Robyn, Kurt
Wanieck, Earl Blair, May Doelling.
VOICE—Karleton Hackett, E. Warren K. Howe,
Charles La Berge, Elaine De Sellem.

ORGAN — William

Middelshulte,

Frank Van

MUSICAL THEORY, COMPOSITION —
Adolf Weidig, Arthur O. Andersen, John
Palmer, Leo Sowerby.
VIOLONCELLO — Robert Ambrosius.
and many others.

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC—O. E. Robinson.
HARP—Enrico Tramonti, Clara L. Thurston.
SCHOOL OF ACTING AND EXPRESSION
—A. Louise Suess, Luise K. Willhour
Stage Training, Public Reading, Dancing.
THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL—
Frank Van Dusen

GUEST INSTRUCTORS, 1923—Josef Lhevinne, William S. Brady, Delia Valeri, George H. Gartlan
A Ha,svmrr/7c • Including admission to Conservatory Recitals (by members of the faculty and advanced pupils); Teachers Normal training
1A
jLi.Cl' is CLTi'TCJ'QisS • School; Lectures; Students* Orchestra; Vocal Sight Reading Class and A Capella Choir. -5 free competitive scholarships.
(Examinations from Sept. 4 to Sept. 7.. Apply for examination blank.) A Musical Bureau for securing positions.
LYCEUM AND CHAUTAUQUA ENGAGEMENTS SECURED
Examinations Free

Catalog mailed free on application

Moderate Tuition Rates

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY, 571 Kimball Hall, Wabash Avenue and Jackson Blvd., Chicago
JOHN J. IIATTSTAEDT, President—Karleton Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Heniot Levy, Associate Directors

SHERWOOD
MUSIC
SCHOOL
Founded 1895 by William H. Sherwood

The Foremost Music School
of America

Regular Courses Leading to Degrees
Accredited by Board of Education

FACULTY OF 70 DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

BY

COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL
Music and Dramatic Art
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS, President
Fall Term Opens September 10

SEPTEMBER 1923

THE ETUDE

Catalog Upon Request
registrations r

Fall Term Begins Monday, September 10th, 1923
Pupils prepared for concert work or teaching

Positions guaranteed to qualified graduates

MANY FREE ADVANTAGES
All Departments of Music, Theory, Dramatic Art Taught •
Special Public School Music Department

Dormitory Accommodations

E. L. STEPHEN, Manager

Dept. E, 16th Floor, Kimball Building, Chicago

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION AND FREE CATALOG, ADDRESS

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL

Department E, Fine Arts Building

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing onr advertisers.

CHICAGO

„-ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00
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!§lil2> Schools and Colleges ___
CHICAGO (see pages 578 and 579) and NEW ENGLAND

TINDALE CABINETS

Our Graduates are Music
Supervisors in 264 Cities
’’THIS is definite proof of the value of instruction
offered here. These 264 Music Supervisors are
scattered in 38 states—proof of the national recogni¬
tion of this institution.
COURSES LEAD TO DEGREES
Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees are offered and
are fully recognized and accredited in all states. Fall
term opens September I Oth.
ELEVEN FREE ADVANTAGES
Columbia School of Music believes in broad, cul¬
tural musical education, not mere “music lessons.’’
So. in addition to individual instruction in his specialty,
each student is given these free advantages: Courses
in History of Music, in Correlated Arts. Orchestra
Tra rung, Stage Deportment, Children’s Class Work,
Interpretation and Chorus Singing: also personal ex¬
perience in Public Recitals, Public Appearances and
Concerts. Our Service Bureau finds suitable employ¬
ment without charge.
FREE SCHOLARSHJPS-Send for Application
To qualified students otherwise unable to study,
25 Free Scholarships are offered. In addition there are
50 Partial Scholarships. An application blank for
either will be sent upon request.
EXTENSIVE CURRICULUM
Including Piano, Voice, Violin, Violoncello, Theory
and Composition, Orchestra, Normal Training, Dramat¬
ic Expression, Public School Music, History of Music,

Announcing-

FACULTY

equipped with the

Known Wherever
Music is Taught
Clare Osborne Reed
Ludwig Becker
Gertrude H. Murdough
Walter Spry

NEW AND IMPROVED TINDALE TRAY

for Sheet Music and Phonograph Records

CAPACITY

rthur Ogles bee
-.obert Macdonald
Alfred Wallenstein
--— , i.irison Slade '
Parthenia C. Vogelback
Olive Kriebs
Pearl Barker
Mabel Lee
Bertha Farrington
Lena B. Moore
Jessie E. Sage
Anna Chinlund
Katherine P. Hedglin
Helen E. Taylor
Maud Jaeger
Helen Frish
Margaret Farr
. W R--—

(Each Tray)

30 pieces of

Sheet Music
Large enough for

12 inch Records
“A Place for Every Piece; Every Piece in Us Place”
JUST FIND IT HERE-

mrdIHUtm-y^oftEdu«!tion^ndlCol}ege1*Sglish.C^0*OS^

sgpis

COLUMBIA
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

CLARE OSBORNE REED. Director
509 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

THEN GET IT HERE

TINDALE MUSIC FILING CABINETS

IYCEUA\

Sft,RTS
“observatory
o
. N CORPORATED >
A SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART
,

7 President and Director; Theodore Harri-

^ FALL TERM^ OPENS SEPT. 10.^193
fromnLake Michigan.1 North Side06"^’ tW° '
JEANNE lOWARI^o^EJlM

SCHOOL and COLLEGE
Announcements
APPF4R1NG IN THIS ISSUE
CHICAGO—paves 578, 579 and 580
MIDDLE WEST—page 645
NEW ENGLAND-page 580
NEW YORK-page 646
PENNSYLVANIA—page 646
SOUTHERN—ps
- -

OF MUSIC

Single

Prize Songs for Special Occasions
Frank Damrosch, in an article in The Sun

Dr.
and The
Globe of New York, takes a shot at the innumerable attempts
to get music for states, cities and also all sorts of special occa¬
sions, by means of offering a prize.
Richard Wagner needed money very badly when he wrote
the Centennial March; but, notwithstanding the money induce¬
ment and the occasion, he turned out a quite inferior work. On
the other hand Mascagni, in the depths of poverty, competed
for a prize and produced Cavalleria Rusticana.
Dr. Damrosch contends that great music is not to be caught
by prize bait. We believe that he is right. Prizes are valuable
and are an incentive to a certain degree. The difficulty is that,
no matter how well-meaning the judges, they may turn aside a
master for a mediocrity.
The great organist, Edwin H.
Lemare, received from the Royal Academy of Music of London,
no larger distinction for his studies than the Third Prize or
Bronze Medal for piano playing. No mention at all was made
of his organ playing. Later the Academy called him back to
shower distinctions upon him for his organ playing.
The prize distinguishes one and discourages all others. Dis¬
tinctions of this kind, distributed in arbitrary fashion, often do
more harm than good; when the distinction is of great import¬
ance and supposed to be final.
Among other things Dr. Damrosch says: “Imagine, then,
a poet and a composer, or the two in one, sitting down at his
desk to create such a song. The prime motive is to win that
prize, If he is a creative artist of real genius (and, alas! they
are rare), he may start out with noble ambition to produce a ‘
work of soul stirring power. Suddenly his pen drops from his
hand. He fears that what he has written is too “high-brow”—
it will not go “across the footlights.” He amends it to bring
it down to what he believes is the level of comprehension of the
“common people,” and, lo! the song is spoiled.
And even
though it may win the prize it will fail to accomplish its true
mission—to inspire New York’s millions for untold generations.
Of the hacks and dilettante composers who would aspire to such
a prize I will not speak. I can only pity the judges who will be
called upon to wade through the mass of stupidity, ugliness and
incapacity with which they will be flooded.
When old Papa Haydn composed that most beautiful
melody formerly known as the Austrian National Hymn, he was
simply imbued with his love for his country and its emperor and
I doubt whether he ever received a single florin for it. And I
doubt, also, whether he would’have been able to create such a
work of art, so simple in melody that any peasant can sing it
and love it, had he been asked to compete for a prize of a thou¬
sand ducats. The impulse to write such a song must conic
from within inspired by a great cause or a noble emotion.”

The Courtright
<
System of Musical t
Kindergarten
|
Mrs. Lillian Courtright Card, 116

|New England
Conservatory
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The Enemies of Ignorance

STYLE E—$60

STYLE O—$50

Made jin a large variety of Styles and Sizes
Mahogany or Oak—Prices $85 to $200

at YOUR DEALERS’
Have ,h« convenience o, ,hi, Filins Method d,
Send for C„.,»e No. >

CONVENIENT TERMS ARRANG,

TINDALE CABINET CO„5ow.i5li,s,.,NeffY„i
3 when addressing o

If you ever should attend a bookseller’s convention you
would lose some of your pride about the advancement and
culture of America when certain sophisticated individuals get
into a corner and begin to make comparisons between the output
of books in this country and in Europe.
It is true that we do turn out an.immense amount of period¬
ical literature, some of it trash, but most of it of great value
in helping to build our cultural and economic future. We also
publish great quantities of literary froth which goes under the
name of fiction. We can likewise boast of many books of a gen¬
eral character, dealing with educational, civic, art, industrial,

VOL. XLI, No. 9

religious and other subjects. We are constantly developing as
a reading people. Our magnificent libraries are thronged.
There may be many more books and pamphlets issued in
‘ s abroad; but the output of our magazines is overpower;s volume. More than this, our libraries make it possible
e to have all the best books of the world,
c we have an exceedingly large and valuable list of
i in America. Our musical books are widely read
the world over. Many a young musician has invested a dollar
in a book and had that dollar pay him later in life two and three
thousand per cent upon the information he has secured from
that book. Don’t ever speak of spending money for books.
Talk of it as investments, just as you would for stocks, bonds,
real estate or mortgages. Books often pay dividends far greater
than material capital in real estate or industries.
The inspiration for this editorial came from the following
lines issued by the Rochester Public Library:

I AM THE BOOK.

Music and Climate
The reappearance of Die Musik, the well-known German
musical periodical, which has contributed immensely to the
musical erudition of the world, is one of the signs of artistic
resumption in Teutonic lands.
In a recent issue Herbert Johannes Gigler, a Berlin critic,
writes on “Music and Climate,” endeavoring to indicate that
the musical climate of certain blessed lands is favorable to the
growth and development of musical compositions while that of
others is as hostile to it as Greenland is to pineapples and
bananas. Mucli of the article is interesting but at the same
time some of the writer’s speculations are very misleading.
The writer points out that the musical climate (or shall
we call it atmosphere) of great cities makes an impression upon
its composer. It is in this way that he insists that Paris pro¬
duced a kind of similarity in the works of the Polish Chopin and
the Hungarian Liszt. That Vienna produced a similarity in
the works of the Croatian Schubert and the Rhenish Beethoven.
We recognize certain slight similarities of form; but beyond
that Chopin and Liszt and Schubert and Beethoven seem as far
apart as the poles.
The writer is devoured with the idea that the most salubri¬
ous musical climate of the world, yesterday, now and hereafter,
is that in which he happened to be born. Perhaps he is born
with the idea and should not be blamed any more than we blame
folks for being born with their politics or their religions.
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Some Vital Points Piano Students Miss
However, since he has seen fit to take the fashionable Teu¬
tonic thrust at America, we, the editor, being bom American,
of a race of Americans, feel justified in rising in our editorial
might and locating the gentleman’s solar plexus.
This is
found in the fact that he has very scant respect for the need
for accuracy in print, either in word or intent.
He endeavors to show, for instance, that the musical climate
of the non-musical country, England, had no influence upon
Haydn or Handel. Somehow we had an idea that the only parts
of Handel’s work that arc enduring were written in England,
for English musical needs, long after Handel had left the con¬
tinent for good.
Haydn in turn was inspired by English
oratorio singing; and it is a very stupid blunder indeed to inti¬
mate that both of these masters remained in England “innerlich
vollig unberuhrt.” Handel, at least, gloried in his English con¬
nections and lies properly enshrined in Westminster Abbey.
Our critic then notes that North America has taken every¬
thing “good and expensive” from Europe but that at the same
time we make no impression of value upon the creative worker,
the composer. He notes that it is unnecessary to observe that
the reasons for famous musicians coming to America are
pecuniary.
Johann Strauss, Mahler, Richard Strauss, got
nothing from America; that is, nothing but gold. How is this
gentleman to say, for instance, that Richard Strauss, who first
visited us in 1904, and presented a very dry and •written out
“Symphonia Domestica,” may not have been quickened by dy¬
namic America to produce Salome (1905), Electro, (1909), Der
Rosencavalier (1911). Dr. Strauss is a wholesome, rational
human being; and, in conversations with the editor he very
clearly intimated how he was affected by the energy and. vigor
of the new world. Speaking of the new world, we have always
been under the impression that Dvorak’s greatest work, the
symphony No. 5, “From the New World,” was written as a
direct result of the musical climate of Ameriqi.
The writer of course puts down Macdowell among composers
upon whom final judgment can not yet be given. The belittling
of Macdowell is the pastime of certain Teutonophiles; but men
of larger vision, from Liszt to the present, have been vastly
impressed with his genius.
To insist that America, with its enormous range of natural
inspiration and its tremendous variation in climate, considered
meteorologically, industrially, religiously, racially, socially,
politically and artistically, is a kind of Sahara in which no great
music can thrive, indicates a condition of myopia upon the part
of the German writer for which even a telescope would be hope¬
less.
By making glaring misstatements, such writers bring
themselves into pathetic ridicule.
For the greater part of German music we proudly join
with the rest of the world in admiration and homage. For
German music critics, who cannot see beyond the borders of
their native land, we have the same sympathy that we might
have had for the pre-Columbian geographers who could prove
conclusively that the world was flat.

Musicians and Players
What a privilege it must have been to listen to the playing
of Beethoven! As a virtuoso he took second rank in his day to
such a musical mediocrity as Steibelt. Why? Beethoven com¬
mitted the crime of missing notes and using unapproved finger¬
ings. The critics found this unforgivable; but the real lovers
of music were overwhelmed by the power of his thought. It is
something to be a player of the piano; but it is an entirely
different and superior order of genius which combines playing
with real musicianship.
Beethoven himself put it this way:
“When your piano pupil has the proper fingering,
the exact rhythm, and plays the notes correctly, pay
attention only to the style; do not stop for little faults
or make remarks on them until the end of the piece.
This method produces musicians which after all is one
of the chief aims of Musical art.”

Halls as Musical Instruments

Things That Young Pianists Forget

Onb of the most beautiful of the recently^mlt
™ *™us_
New York was found upon complete®^ha- certa n ^ ^

An Interview with the Renowned Virtuoso Pianist

FREDERIC LAMOND

tical defects that made it necessary
. ?
,|l(. pr„ceiling, exactly in front of a beaut,ful p.mt.ng »«'*
scenium arch, an ugly contraption resembling
IJ«P!
marigold. This remedied the defect but injured the beauty
tl”' ‘'lvalue of the acoustical properties of a hall is immense^
It is only in recent yearn that deliberate attempt, to *jdop
good acoustics have met with anything like uniform succ^s
There are still architects of churches and halls who will msi
that success in this direction is very largely an accident.
However, there are many modern halls which have wonder¬
ful qualities so that some regard them as quite as important to
musical performance as the acoustical qualities ot the pei
formers’ instruments. Indeed, a Stradivarius violin in a P<)01
„
H_cooil m'nlin Ill fl T1T10
halh

.
.
An excellent article upon the subject, by Hope BagenaJ,
A. R. I. B., in the London Telegraph, pays tribute to the dis¬
coveries of Prof. Q. C. Sabine, of Harvard University. Pro¬
fessor Sabine demonstrated at Symphony Hall, in Boston,
Vernon Hall (the auditorium of the Chalfonte-Haddon Hall,
Atlantic City) and other auditoriums, that certain principles of
reverberation can be regulated if not entirely controlled.
Reverberation is measured by the length of time in seconds
that a sound is prolonged after being heard. Thus the reverber¬
ation of the high-vaulted St. Paul’s Cathedral of London is said
to be 12 seconds; while that of the Gewandhaus in Leipzig is
only 2.3 seconds
Reverberation is sound reflection. If the walls of a room
were lined with mirrors, the shafts of light would be reflected in
all directions. That was the idea of gorgeousness which the
European monarchs of yesterday tried to install in their castles.
Mirror rooms were once the vogue.
•
In sound, however, the reverberations must be modified to
the dimensions of the room. Generally speaking, the larger the
room and the more dense and polished the surface of the walls,
the longer the reverberations. Wooden wall reverberations are
said to give a brighter tone; and this may account for the tonal
beauty of the old Philadelphia Academy of Music with its wood
construction seasoned since 1857, and also of old Covent Garden
theater in London.
Professor Sabine attacked the matter of surface sound
reflections by means of making walls of painted canvas under
which there was an air space, under which there were layers of
felt and air spaces. The amount of space thus treated is deter¬
mined by the size of the hall.
One variable factor is the size of the audience. Some halls
are wonderful when filled with an audience; when empty, they
reverberate like a tunnel.
It is fortunate that we a“re beginning to consider the
importance of acoustics. In the olden days an auditorium was
erected largely as a shelter for a multitude. Sound was given
as little consideration as it is in a circus tent. Now architects
are realizing that the public pays to hear and may be attracted
to the halls where the hearing is best. This is particularly true
of musical audiences.

The Opening Gun
September is here. Are you ready with the opening gun
to go over the top for the work of the season? Preparedness
in music is half the battle. The pupil who puts off starting
with lessons loses ground with every day passed. The teacher
who neglects to secure an abundant supply of music right in
the studio before the students begin to come must fall in the
battle of musical competition before those teachers who are
prepared. If you have not ordered your full supply, do not
lose a day.

MM-

Biographical
Frederic Lamond was born at Glasgow, Scotland,
January 28, 1868. His first teacher was his brother
•David. In 1880 he accepted the position of organist at
the Laurieston Parish Church. He studied violin with
H. C. Cooper, of Glasgow, expecting to become a
violin virtuoso, and studied also the oboe. In 1882 he
* went to the Hoch Conservatorium at Frankfurt where
he studied pianoforte under Max Schwartz, violin under
Heermanand composition under A. Urspruch. In 1884
he studied under Von Billow who was so impressed with

“Volumes could be written upon the things that
students forget to do thoroughly in their youth. In fact
one scarcely knows how to make a beginning. It goes
without saying, however, that the student who does
leave out a foundation stone in his pianistic structure is
sure to come to a time later when it will be a terrific
struggle to get that needed stone in place—if, indeed, he
can do it at all without tearing down the whole edifice.
Neglected foundation stones are the reasons why it is
sometimes necessary for teachers to take advanced
students and literally give them a course in elementary
technical training.
“Leschetizky evidently took it for granted that the
foundation stones of . certain phases of technic were
missing for he insisted upon having all his students go
through a special technical course with his Preparation
Teachers. Technic, however, is by no means the only
stone left out by the average student. Take the subject
of memory, for example. No one can get very far as
a concert pianist without a carefully developed memory.
The virtuoso of the present day, if he wants to figure
at all in the larger arenas of pianodom, must, have
stored away in his cerebral archives whole libraries of
music; and almost everything he has must be immedi¬
ately available, just as the librarian goes to his shelves
and takes down the right volume from the right place
and finds that volume in good condition and not a tat¬
tered and torn mess of leaves.
Von Billow’s Super-Memory
“The memory can be developed stepwise in youth by
simple pieces; and there is no earthly reason why it
should lie neglected or postponed' to maturity. The
youthful memory is exceedingly acute and susceptible
to training. The student who begins at this time will
find that the memory, like a muscle, develops by use.
Of course he may never get a phenomenal memory like
that of Von Billow. His memory was almost super¬
natural. For example, when I attended his educational
series in Frankfurt in 1885, his memory was the source
of constant amazement to his students. His personal
idiosyncrasies were shown by the fact that on Mondays
and Thursdays, when he devoted himself to Beethoven,
he wore a blue tie; on Tuesdays and Fridays, when he
took up Bach, he wore a red tie; on Wednesdays and
Saturdays, when he devoted himself to Brahms, he wore
a black tie. Never a note of printed music was used
by him. When the students played any one of the Bach
Fugues, Von Billow would occasionally stop them with
the remark, ‘That quarter you played . in the fifth or
sixth bar of the 23rd Fugue ought, to have been an
eighth.’ No vital point ever escaped him.
“Von Billow was a highly educated, a cultured man
in every way. There seems to be an impression still
existing in some quarters that the musician need know
nothing but music. Some musicians make this mistake
themselves and later find that it is one of the missing
foundation stones. Most of the great musicians I have
known have been extremely well educated men. If they
do not acquire this education through a systematic course
of study, they manage to get it in other ways. Raff,
for instance, was quite a learned man. He spoke Latin
and Hebrew well. Liszt was a kind of encyclopedia of
world information, acquainted with the great things in
history, art and literature.
Reverence for the Classics
“One of the most serious missing foundation stones
in the musical structure of the advanced students that
have come to me in the past has been that of reverence

the young man’s talent that he advised him to stick to
the piano as his solo instrument. The next year he went
to Weimar, where he studied with Liszt, following the
master virtuoso to Rome. He made his pianistic debut
in Berlin in 1885, with very great public success,
but was personally dissatisfied with his work and did
not appear again for ten years, during which time he
endeavored to improve himself by self-study and by one
year under the >great Rubinstein.
In 1896 he toured
Russia and also appeared in Paris with very great
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for the classics. They are accepted as a kind of neces¬
sary eyil, something to be passed over very rapidly.
Yet no one, even in this age of idolatry of speed, of highpowered cars and aeroplanes, can appear in public and
make a valid impression without a thorough schooling
in these standard works. The audiences will miss it
although they may not know why.
“Severe and patient schooling in the classics gives a
character and substantial quality to the playing of the
concert pianist that nothing else can supply. If it is
missing in your playing, secure a list of the great classics
in graded order and make an earnest study of them,
preferably under some understanding master. Begin
with the early Suites and Preludes of Bach and come
down the line, saturating yourself with the great master
of Eisenach, with Scarlatti, with Handel and Haydn and
Mozart. The more you play them, the more you will
appreciate the value of this advice.
The True Understanding of the Legato
“Another foundation stone is the proper training in
the frue legato tone. Rubinstein had this to perfection.
It was a real legato. The tones were ringing and con¬
tinued just long enough, never smeared. I know of
nothing better to develop this than the Forty-Eight Pre¬
ludes and Fugues of Bach, played properly and intelli¬
gently. Every subject must be individualized, every an¬
swer must be preserved throughout. This is a tremen¬
dously difficult task if done properly. I have heard many
students who have been under the impression that they
have been working faithfully and successfully with Bach,
but who have merely produced a kind of jumble of

success. For a time he gave master courses in different
German cities, but has always given the larger part of
his attention to his concert work,, having toured all the
countries of Europe with great distinction and acclaim.
His masterly grasp of the works of Beethoven, partic¬
ularly the later compositions, have given him a reputa¬
tion second to none in his field. His- New York debut
this year was heralded by- the critics in a most flattering
manner.

notes, indicating clearly that they have been wasting
many practice hours. The virtue is not merely in playing Bach st> that every note is sounded. It is something
far more; it is an understanding of the structure of the
fugue and the re-weaving of the fabric with the poly¬
phonic patterns distinct and beautiful as a Gobelin
tapestry.
The Real Liszt
“How the student may leave out a vital stone is shown
by the popular attitude toward Liszt. The average
pianist who has been through the conventional conserva¬
tory mill usually has in his repertoire several of the
brilliant transcriptions of Liszt. These make effective
show numbers which dazzle the masses, but they do not
represent Liszt the great composer. The wonderful vir¬
tuoso had a dual nature. He realized the necessity of
wide popular appeal, and the great success of his concert
numbers of the brilliant type had overshadowed many of
his compositions of great originality and higher musical
value. Apart from his Concertos, in E-flat and in A, and
the Hungarian Rhapsodies, Liszt wrote a great mass of
immensely valuable but little played piano music; for
instance the ten Harmonics Poctiqucs ct Rcligicuscs, the
three Apparitions, the two Ballades, the six Consolations,
the two Legendcs, the Etudes d’Exccution. the Valse
Impromptu, Waldesrguchen, Gnomcnrcigen, Scherzo and
March and other works just as idiomatically pianistic as
the greatest of Chopin but not heard with anything like
the frequency of the works of the wonderful Polish
genius.
“The student who strives to learn a great number ot
parade pieces in a very short time, with the idea of
badgering the managers into giving him engagements,
wakes up at some later date and finds that hundreds of
other superficial-minded students have had precisely the
same idea; that they have not gone through the mill, and
that their playing does not have the distinction and
character that only long and careful study with an
earnest purpose and great ideal can give. Music is a
morass of mediocrity. The real artists are those who
have labored up the heights. The mediocrities become
“embittered” piano teachers—the worst kind of teachers.
“The ability to play a few of the modern piano pieces
of Debussy and Ravel can never make up for the lack
of Beethoven, for instance. To my mind, no student
is worthy of being called an advanced pianist who can¬
not play from memory at least three sonatas of each of
the first and second periods and four of the third period.
Without these and the Forty-Eight Fugues of Bach, there
will always be something—a lack of style and finish—
that no amount of superficial lacquer can conceal.
Conspicuous Weaknesses
“The weaknesses of the average pianist are most con¬
spicuous when he comes to play Beethoven or Chopin—
Beethoven for outline, architectural design and style;
Chopin for pearled playing. The secret of Chopin may
be said to lie in the artistic management of the thumb.
He must have had a wonderful control of his own
thumbs. By management of the thumb, I mean the
control of the thumb in its sideward and shifting move¬
ments as it passes over the keyboard. The thumb must
be as firm, yet as light and as deft, as any of the fingers.
The student with a heavy, sluggish thumb will never
play Chopin well; it is impossible. The pianist might
spend a lifetime learning how to play well the Etudes
of Chopin. Some people seem to think that an abnor¬
mally large hand is necessary to play Chopin. Nonsense
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A ypry large hand is really of very little consequence in
the interpretation of his exquisite nuances. As I have
said, the secret is in the thumb. Its second or middle
joint must be exceedingly supple and flexible, so that in
the incomparable passage work there will he no bumps
on the way up or down.
Habits that Count
‘'One of the important foundation stones often for¬
gotten by the student who contracts for himself to build
a great career is that of forming careful habits of per¬
formance early in life. It is so easy to let little mistakes
pass. These stick to the end unless corrected. Nothing
irritated Liszt more than to have a pupil come before
hurt and make mistakes. He used to say, ‘Don’t bring
any dirty linen to be washed at the lesson.’ Or if a
pupil made many mistakes, he was likely to say, ‘Young
lady, you had better play Czerny,’ which was considered
a terrible reproof. His wit was often very biting, but
not so acid as that of Von Billow. Once a brilliant
young pianist of Hebrew extraction played before Von
Biilow, and in his embarrassment the young man made
some mistakes in a run in the left hand. Biilow imme¬
diately snapped, at the end. of the composition, ‘Young
man, your right hand is kosher (clean), but your left
hand is trefer (unclean)/ referring, of course, to the
rabinical laws pertaining to food. You perhaps have
heard of the time this same arbitrary master was con¬
ducting for a soprano who persistently sang flat at the
rehearsal. He stopped the orchestra and said, ‘Madam,
will you please give the orchestra your A ?’
“Rubinstein was almost brutally severe in his teaching.
He was very simple, very direct-—but he never compli¬
mented. Once a pianist changed very slightly the piano
part of the Chopin E Minor Concerto. Rubinstein was
in a rage and insisted that the culprit ought to be taken
otif and beaten. The Russian master insisted upon hear¬
ing every thing. To leave out a repeat mark was nothing
short of fatal. He insisted upon all repeat marks in all
compositions, no matter how lengthy, insisting that with¬
out them the whole architectural balance was destroyed.”

Training Eyes and Ears

Taking Care of the Piano
Expert Advice Issued by the National Association of
Piano Tuners
The cost of pianos is constantly going up and the
money investment in a modern instrument of real worth
is not inconsiderable. Unlike the violin, the piano with
its elaborate mechanism, the tonnage of tension upon
the strings, and other mechanical features, does not
improve with age. It can, however, be kept in prime
condition if the tuner is given a chance.
Often entirely too much is expected of the tuner.
There are conditions which seem to ravage pianos like
some of the insidious diseases that creep into the human
system and are neglected so long that the services of
the physician are well nigh worthless. The owner of
an automobile knows, if he knows anything at all, that
it is advisable to have expert care and expert attention
at stated periods. That is, an automobile has to he
inspected by seme one who really knows. The life of
a good car may be greatly prolonged by this care. The
automobile usually gets this attention because it has
to be oiled regularly. The piano on the other hand
does not have to be oiled and is frequently neglected for
a year or more. Valuable musical property is thus more
frequently destroyed by neglect than by usage.
With the view of combating this, the National Asso¬
ciation of Piano Tuners, an organization which en¬
deavors to raise the standard of piano tuning in all parts
of the United States, has issued the following, for the
benefit of the public in general.
Authorities on this subject agree that, in order to
obtain satisfactory results and at the same time preserve
the tone quality and keep the action in perfect working
order, it is necessary to have the piano tuned at least
twice a year.
Pianos receiving such attention are
always in fairly good condition, while those receiving
irregular attention are never in condition. All other
stringed instruments require more or less tuning every
time they are used, then why should a piano be neglected?
A piano is only as good as the care it receives. Re¬
pairers of pianos can testify to the fact that more
pianos are ruined through neglect than through use.
Virginia Dale in McCall’s Magasine, June, 1919, has
this to say concerning the piano: “The piano is the most
expensive and the most abused article in the average
home. Its neglect is due largely to the fact that it is
classified and treated as furniture rather than as a musi¬
cal instrument of sensitive mechanism. Besides dusting
it painstakingly and having it tuned for weddings and
parties, the average housekeeper does little towards
keeping it off the casualty list. Meanwhile, because of
the lack of intelligent care behind the polished surface
of its well kept case, various enemies (moths, mice and
rust) are working its destruction.”

To be a successful musician, the training of these two
organs is of the greatest importance. The eye must be
trained to recognize every mark upon the printed page
and to communicate it to the brain with no conscious
effort. This can be accomplished only by long-continued
practice in close observation and scrutiny, and by pay¬
ing particular attention to all that pertains to accuracy
in sight reading. The student should train himself to
notice the key signature and time signature, phrases, ac¬
Why a Piano Should be Tuned at Least Twice a Year
cents, marks of expression, and all signs pertaining to
pedalling and dynamics.
There are about 230 highly tempered steel strings rang¬
Ear training is of still greater importance; for, whqreas
ing in gauge from \2x/2 to 22, which, when drawn to
one can be a successful musician without the use of the
international pitch, exert a strain on the frame of the
eyes, the case is hopeless when the auditory organs are
piano approximating IS tons.
impaired. Hence ear training should form a conspicuous
In connection with these strings there is a spruce pine
part of every musical education. What would we think
board with a surface measurement of from 1600 to
of a painter who is unable to distinguish between colors ?
2400 square inches, according to the size of the piano,
Yet there are thousands of so-called musicians who can¬
which is so constructed as to exert even pressure on the
not distinguish between tones and do not know the differ¬ strings. This board is called the sounding board, and
ence between major and minor.
is attached to or connected with the steel strings by a
Fortunately, much attention is now being paid by
wooden bridge and a system of reverse bearings, which
teachers to ear training and many successful devices are
practically lock string and board together. This sound¬
being applied. Among them are:
ing board is influenced by the same atmospheric changes
(1) Tapping rhythms, requiring the pupil to observe
as the dresser drawer, or the closet door. Air that will
accents and tell measure signature.
cause the drawer and door to swell, with cause the sound¬
(2) The teacher plays different tones on the piano; the
ing board to swell and expand. Very dry air will cause
pupil tells whether they are high or low.
the board to shrink. Every movement of the sounding
(3) The teacher plays short phrases, requiring the
board registers its effect immediately on the tension of
pupil to tell whether they are ascending or descending.
the string. * When the string is out of tune, its tension
(4) The pupil writes in his note book melodies played and pressure upon the sounding board is either greater
by the teacher.
or less than the scale designer intended. The nice bal¬
In this connection a few general suggestions pertaining
ance that should exist between pressure and resistance
to ear training may be of use to the pupil.
is upset; and, if an abnormal strain is allowed to occur
(a) Always use your ears when practicing; listen to
in one section of the scale, as it often does, the result
what you play. One bad habit may spoil everything.
may be a split sounding board, a cracked plate, a broken
(b) Before playing, study the music away from the
string, coupled with a serious loss of resonance.
piano, and try to hear it with the mental ear.
Tuning, therefore, is not only a matter of keeping
(c) Learn to recognize different intervals by sound,
the piano at pitch, and the tone agreeable to the ear, that
(d) Learn to recognize major, minor, diminished, and
is its musical purpose, but its mechanical function of
augmented chords by sound, and try to cultivate a sense,
balancing the IS or 16 tons pressure on the frame of
if not of absolute, at least of relative pitch.
the instrument, is of equal if not greater importance to
(e) Never miss an opportunity of hearing a good
the piano owner.
concert, for this is one of the best means for cultivating
Atmospheric conditions that will affect the sounding
and refining your taste, which is one of the primary
board will also affect the action and keys, causing rat¬
objects of music study.
tles, abnormal wear on the bushings around the center

■
pins, disarranging
affected is a waste
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Illowld to go without tuning for an indefinite period,
the effect of this work of the manufacturer is lost, and
the piano will also suffer in tone quality.
Have your piano tuned often, and you will have a
better instrument. Many piano owners from false mo¬
tives of economy make a serious mistake when they
allow their instruments to go without tuning until they
are so wretchedly out of tune as to be almost unbearable
to every one except those who are constantly associated
with the piano. It is quite impossible for the ch.ld or

Pianists insist on having their piano tuned before every
performance. This is necessary to insure perfect tone.
Player Pianos should be tuned, regulated and the tub
cleaned out every six months, at least.
Tone quality to a certain degree depends upon Hi,'
condition of the felt on the hammers. Constant pour ¬
ing on the strings causes the wire to cut through ii
face of the hammer, resulting in a thin, tin-panny tonquality- In such cases the hammer should lie refm
and voiced.
Trust not to your intuition in the matter of twin
as your constant association with the piano impairs y<
ability to discriminate.

Colorful Practice
By Sidney Bushell
“The exercises of the music student are tuneless at I
joyless_It is surprising that out of such a medley f
heartrending sound, and stiff, cold, precise practice sin ikl
come—that can grip the heart of the world.”
Thus, in part, writes a contributor in The H'ri!
Monthly. The simile certainly served the writer’s pur¬
pose in the article referred to; but is it entirely ti
from the music student’s viewpoint—the vocal student
in particular?
The chief aim of all vocal practice is to improve .md
enrich the tone or quality of the voice. How, then,
this enrichment come about through the medium
t
“tuneless, joyless, stiff, cold and precise practice?”
Every earnest vocal student is an embryo artist. : I
like the artist of the brush, he must learn to mix h;>
colors before being able to make use of them for artistic
ends. We might go even farther and liken the daily
practice period to the painter’s palette upon which lie
tries his colors before making use of them in the na¬
ture being painted, or under contemplation.

Crimson is a beautiful color, so is purple; but the
artist who confined himself to the use of only these tw„
colors would find his range of subjects very restricted
So with the vocal student who assiduously cultivates but
one quality of beautiful tone. However beautiful, how-
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Scales, vowels, arpeggios, all kinds of vocalizes can
be sung passionately, fervently, softly br ghtlv adlv
joyously, without words, upon the vnLl
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What the Teacher Must Do to Keep Fit

By WALLACE F. HAMILTONM. D.
Success, for which- we all strive, depends in a very
large measure on the health of the individual. Better
health results in better efficiency, and with increased
efficiency comes increased capacity for work, and hence
increased opportunities for success. Furthermore, the
effect of health and its influence upon success is not
only dependent upon the physical aspect, but also equally
upon the mental state. Our whole attitude toward life is
determined from day to day by our physical and mental
conditions, which in themselves are closely allied.
The music teacher is' no exception to these principles,
for his efficiency will depend very materially upon his
enthusiasm for his work. The problem arises then, as
to how he can best take care of his health and at least
fortify himself against the handicap of ill-health. It will
therefore be my object to point out more or less general
lines along which health-upbuilding may be conducted. Of
the treatment of particular diseases no mention will be
made—rather let us see what we can do to prevent
sickness and, what is better, ward off disease entirely.
Viewed as a whole, the life of a music teacher can
neither be considered sedentary, as compared with that
Of the store clerk, stenographer or factory worker, nor
active, as compared with the farmer or engineer. Yet the
balance swings somewhat toward the less physically
active life and decidedly toward the confinement of an
indoor occupation. Therefore the music teacher must
find health-upbuilding along lines that require physical
activity, and that out-of-doors as far as possible. The
trouble is, however, that the hard working music teacher,
as the last pupil is dismissed at six o’clock, feels tired
out— too tired to do much more that day and so the
evening is spent in “relaxation” at a concert, in which
case he sits in a close hall, and frequently rides to the
hall and back. Or the evening may be passed at home in
reading, writing or entertaining friends— occupations
which again do not supply the needed exercise or outdoor
air. Of course there is no reason why evenings should
not be devoted to recitals, entertaining, reading and
other perfectly normal pursuits; but somehow attention
must be given to preserving one’s health. There are,
fortunately, many ways in which the music teacher can
do this without interfering with daily routine in the
least, ways as simple as effective.
Proper Conditions of Sleep
Let us first consider the matter of sleep. Do you open
one of your bedroom windows half an inch from the top
or bottom? If so, you are receiving a very small percent¬
age on your night’s investment of sleep. Throw one,
two, all your bedroom windows wide open, and your
dividend from sleep at least, will be one hundred percent.
The airy bedroom or sleeping porch is easily arranged,
and it will soon become a matter of habit to sleep in
out-of-door atmosphere until, in fact, the close sleeping
room becomes intolerable. If unaccustomed to sleeping
with windows wide open, gradually increase the amount
of ventilation, avoiding direct drafts, and adding to the
bedclothing accordingly. What a simple prescription
for giving yourself the benefit of fresh air over onethird of all the hours of your lifetime 1 What a tonic and
restorative for the tired, brain-fagged teacher who has
assiduously given lessons all day in an artificially heated,
little ventilated studio! And, parenthetically, it may be
added that a little thought given to the ventilation of the
studio will also bring in its dividend of health.
The number of hours spent in sleep each night should
rarely be less than eight. There are occasional excep¬
tions in the case of people who sleep only six out of
twenty-four hours, and appear to have sufficient rest;
but there is some question as to whether these people
really get all the sleep they ought to have. More nu¬
merous are those who need nine or more hours of sleep
daily. Even more important than the actual number of
hours is the habit of retiring at a reasonably early hour.
There is a world of wisdom in the old saying, “Early
to bed and early to rise.
The Value of Walking
Secondly, walking as an exercise has the unqualified
approval of all health experts. Yet, if left to ourselves,
we are only too prone to allow the street car, taxicab or
automobile to deprive us of the benefit of its invigorating
influence. In other words, we cannot take it for granted
that we walk enough each day; we must take stock of

just how much walking we actually do, and then ar¬
range some sort of a schedule which will provide a
sufficient amount— there is little danger of too much—
and thereafter see that we keep to this schedule.
Each individual must evolve a plan for himself: if you
live in the country, your problem is easy, especially if
you have a studio in town. But in any case, you doubt¬
less go somewhere in the course of the day—perhaps
you give a lesson at some pupil’s house a mile or more
away. Walk there and back! Allow time to do so, and
be sure the money lost in taking a little longer time for
the trip will be returned to you many times over. Or
perhaps there is a store a reasonable distance away where
you can make some daily purchases of food or other
articles. Then there is the evening recital, or friendly
call; walk at least one way, and back again if the hour
be not too late. Indeed, there are many such opportuni¬
ties for a daily walk that will occur to the teacher;
but if none of these are available, make the walk an
object in itself. Get up an hour earlier if necessary, and
allow time for the walk, remembering that this extra
hour if taken from sleeping time can be made up by
retiring an hour earlier. The time of day is not of
much consequence, except inasmuch as sunishjne (is
desirable. Furthermore, the daily walk should not be
a burden— the teacher should find this an opportunity
to formulate the day’s plans; while in addition, by vary¬
ing the route from time to time, much of interest may¬
be observed that furnishes “food for thought”. The
exact length of the walk depends upon the individual;
but it should be at least a mile or two, once or twice a
day, with the pace sufficiently vigorous to insure genuine
exercise.
The Regulation of Food and Drink
Of eating, but little will be said, except to add a
word of caution against all kinds of “dieting” which is
so popular especially for reducing flesh, unless by advice
and under guidance of a physician. The best balanced
diet is apt to be the one that is given the least thought;
and the great majority of people need pay only reason¬
able attention to the particular foods they eat. Loss of
appetite is very likely to accompany the “run down”
condition of the tired teacher, who may find it necessary
to have recourse to tonics or a physician’s advice. One
or two daily brisk walks, as already suggested, will do
much to stimulate the appetite; and with exercise comes a
natural “burning up” of the sources of bodily energy,
which must be replaced by food. “Metabolism”— a word
used to express the “change in living organisms induced
by the action of cells”— is increased and the whole body
strengthened and invigorated.
The amount of water that is consumed is worthy of
attention; for, with few exceptions, there is a tendency
to drink too little water. Over a quart of water is ex¬
creted as perspiration alone in twenty-four hours, and
in warm weather from two to three times that amount.
Hence, bearing in mind that it takes four tumblersful
to make a quart, it is evident that eight tumblersful of
water a day should be regarded as the minimum con¬
sistent with good health.
Water is found in every tissue and fluid in the human
economy; it dissolves the food we eat, distributes the
nutriment, and in addition removes waste matters, con¬
veying them to the different eliminative organs. Thus
it is essential to all absorption of food, upon which

“Better to hunt the fields for health
unbought
Than fee the doctor for a nauseous
draught”
sings

Dryden; and musicians may

well

listen to him because the profession of music
teaching in particular is not only confining
but also nerve exhausting.

Dr. Hamilton

in this article gives excellent advice.

The

main thing is to put such advice

into

practice.

depends the building up of the body, and to the elimina¬
tion of all poisonous and waste materials, which are
the causative factors of “auto-intoxication.”
A very
excellent practice is to drink a fcull glass of waterwarm or cool—on rising in the morning.
This will
cleanse the stomach and prepare the digestive tract for
the day’s work. It is best not to drink too much water
with meals, especially if it be used in place of proper
mastication to speed up a hasty lunch, in which case
the water alone is preferable; but as far as possible
the habit of drinking a glass of water occasionally be¬
tween meals should be cultivated.
Other Forms of Exercise
So far the measures suggested, for building up health
are such as may lie carried out by practically any mus.c
teacher, whether old or young; but those who can afford
time for more strenuous exercise should certainly avail
themselves of it. Golf, tennis, swimming, rowing, bowl¬
ing, horseback riding, all are invaluable, especially if
followed regularly, and not spasmodically as is apt to
be the case.
Or regular attendance at a gymnastic
class, such as those conducted by the Y. M. C. A. or
Y. W. C. A. organizations the country over, is an excel¬
lent routine for the music teacher to follow, again with
emphasis upon regularity. Inspired perhaps by the train¬
ing camps for the world war, there have been some
“setting up” exercises recorded on phonograph records,
by which one may start the day with a series of army¬
like calisthenics to the accompaniment of an orchestra,
and under the guidance of the voice of a gymnastic
expert: all this in one’s own bedroom. The idea is
good, and is an attempt to overcome the monotony of
daily, self-imposed gymnastics. To many music teach¬
ers, the musical accompaniment may not prove to be
an inspiration; but at least the plan is a novelty and may
help one to start upon regular daily exercises which will
afterward become a habit.
Utilizing the Summer Vacation
Finally, most music teachers have the rare privilege
offered by only a few occupations, of a real summer
vacation. This is truly the golden opportunity for build¬
ing up a winter’s store of health and should be assidu¬
ously taken advantage of as such. By all means, the
teacher should go somewhere that insures a complete
change of surroundings and mode of living, whether in
eamp or at a hotel, at seashore, lake or mountain—whereever the vacation will be profitable in the greatest number
of ways. The opportunities for exercise at the seashore,
mountain or lake are so numerous that there is little
need to think much about them, as the vacationist’s life
is naturally full of activity, and that out-of-doors. Par¬
ticularly the music teacher may be recommended to
take advantage of the long vacation not only to store
up a supply of health but also to advance professionally.
This can be done by attending some summer music
colony, with particular attention to attractiveness of
location. With such a combination the teacher should
derive the greatest all-around benefit from his summer.
The measures for health-upbuilding suggested are
neither new nor complex but, if adopted, will do as
much good as many an expensive “cure” or “health
course.” It should always be borne in mind that rest
is a key to all health; but the lock it fits is proper
exercise. Directly in proportion to the amount of
exercise and work, which are the factors combining to
make fatigue, should be rest; for it is during rest that
all upbuilding of bodily tissues goes on to the best
advantage. We are ever in a changing state, a balance
between construction and destruction. Which way the
pendulum swings depends in considerable measure on
our own efforts; but under the best conditions it
remains in equipoise, swinging if at all to the con¬
structive side. This provides a kind of “health reserve”,
which comes to our protection when we are invaded
by disease germs and either defeats them entirely or
else lessens their effect and furthers a quicker conva¬
lescence.
Sleep, in fresh air; exercise, if only by walking, reg¬
ularly and conscientiously; eat, normally; drink water
plentifully; make of the summer vacation an oppor¬
tunity to stock up with good health and mental vigor_
these are simple but effective prescriptions for health
and what health brings, namely, the desired success in
your profession.
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A Musical HisWlntelligence Test

Rubber Stamps That Help

PAST DUE!

By R. W. Major
In my years of experience as a music teacher, I have
found that to save time in the marking out of the pupil's
new lesson was money in my pocket. To accomplish this
in the most practical manner possible, I have had made
the following rubber stamps and use them in the manner
indicated.
After hearing and correcting the old lesson, I proceed
to mark out the new one. I use three books—the Exer¬
cise (Etude) Book, the Study Book (great Masters,
etc.), and the Duet Book (overtures, etc.). In the
Exercise Book I do all the marking with the exception
of the Date Stamp, which I use on each book at the
beginning of the lesson in it. On the outside cover of
the Exercise Book I stamp

Regular Music Lesson on.

^ (IKApT^Thic
anr.nunt has,
I
UglTThis account
no doubt, escaped
your notice. Will you please favor us with
a settlement in the next few days.
and also

Also the Discount Stamp :
10% Discount for Cash paid:
S Months in advance.
and when the bill is paid I use stamp:

p( Feb-i 8,1922.1

For scales and chords I use the stamp:
Practice the.... MAJOR, Minor, Scale in 8vo. 3rds, 6ths, inverted 3rds, 6ths.

?

0
0
d
0

PUPILS’ NOTICE-—.

J

Only one lesson in the month excused. The rest ’5
must be paid for whether taken or not. But all lessons ^
will be charged for unless Studio is notified in advance d
of Lesson Time, otherwise pupil will be dropped from i
class.
$

In all three books I stamp the Date Stamp:

Oct. II, 1922

Practice the_MAJOR, Minor, Chord in.Posi
and fill in the blank spaces accordingly and use this
stamp at the very beginning of the new lesson in the
Exercise Book. I also use these stamps:
MAJOR’S ORCHESTRA,
For Concert or Dancing,
Any Number of Instruments.

This Missed Lesson will be made
up at the earliest opportunity.

and in the especially difficult parts I stamp
for my orchestra and correspondence, and when a les¬
son is to be made up and was charged for but-not taken.

‘REPEAT.TIMES’

Piano Playing Up to Date
Practice not less than.hour each day,
in all the three instruction books, and at the end of the
Exercise (No. 1) Book 1 stamp
Review Page,.Book
Practice Pages.
Review Page.
Practice

Pages.in

Duet Book

and fill in the blank spaces with pencil for the remainder
of the lesson found in the other two books (Study, Duet
and Pieces), placing the Date Stamp,

Oct. II. 1922
at the beginning of each book and an X at the end of
the Study and Duet Books for new work and the Date
Stamp,

Oct. II, 1922
with Review after it and an # for the end of the
review work, in all the instruction books.
When I give a piece of music away I use the stamp:

and in sending out monthly statements that are past due
I use the stamps:

Arranged by Eleanor Brigham

1

Is This the Golden Age of Voice?
An Interview with MADAME LUCREZIA BORI

'/eVBl
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similar
self-help quiz. They may be used
by the student for a h°m& s
mng hcv„ chib meeting,
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student from the Une why

Prima Donna of the- Metropolitan Opera Company
Secured for THE ETUDE by JULIETTE SANBORN

TO BE PAtD ON THE FIRST LESSON IN THE MONTH.
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J

Questions on the UvesoMhe Great Confers

By Harriette Cady
We read and hear much about eliminating the drudgery
of the past, in acquiring our technic of today. As a
nation we are so prone to hurry (it seems to be in the
American atmosphere), that any quick means to learning
appeals to us.
How is this short cut to piano technic to be acquired?
Simply by weightfinger weight, wrist weight, arm
.weight, shoulder weight. No more five-finger studies;
no more scales; no more arpeggios; no more trills; no
more Czerny! 1
If this is so, why have the great pianists of the past
used these other methods? (Just between ourselves, the
writer happens to know some great pianists of the pres¬
ent—one of them ranked by many as the greatest—who
have not discarded exercises for the fingers.) Leschetizky, who had the most dazzling scale (a youthful
scale) when an o)d man, said, “Before a work¬
man begins work he acquires the best tools he can afford;
and fingers are the pianist’s tools.” Therefore he be¬
lieved in acquiring a beautiful scale, arpeggio, octaves,
with fingers trained to obey, and with relaxation of the
arm. In other words, when studying with him, one
concentrated first on mechanism. Not that he disbelieved
in weights; for they were used in many ways, begin¬
ning with the finger tips and extending to the back
muscles.
It is possible in teaching, especially through modern
methods, to make technic most fascinating, although sim¬
ply a means to an end.
For the student, the joy of seeing the ease and free¬
dom, which come gradually with careful thought and
effort, is a reward worth while, in itself. Patience will
win all this—though Patience is not always easy to com¬
mand. Work! Then work some more! To learning
there is no royal road.
We need beauty just as truly as we need truth, dor it
is as much a part of our lives. We have learned in
part the lesson of morality, but we have yet to learn
the lesson of beauty.
—Hamilton Weight Mabie.
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pupil,
appear in The Etude for next month —
. °JdUorStofnTOT Etude.]
Series No. V
.
1_I„ whose memory is the Bayreuth Festival g.ven?
2_Who wrote the Devil’s Sonata for the violin?
3_Who strained his right hand mcurably try.ng to
acquire technic in a hurry ?
4_Who composed the opera Patience.
Slwho composed the symphomc poem Don Quixote?
g_Whose violin Caprices has Schumann arranged for
the pianoforte?
7— who composed the opera Manon.
8— Who composed the opera Ft dehor
.
9_who has arranged Gluck’s Gavotte for the pinim.
10—Who composed Le Prophetc?
U_Who loved his country, Poland, more than hts
music and became the leader of his people ?
12—Who composed the opera Don Giorantur
13_who wrote an Orchestral Suite L Arlesienu, *
14—Who composed II Trovatoret
31,
IS_Who was born in Eisenach, Germany, Mar
16—Who composed Pellcas and Melisandcf
17_Who composed the most famous Songs It
it
Words?
18— Who is considered the leader of present-day I nglish musicians?
19— Who composed the opera Orpheus and F.ur
<•?.
20— What Italian composer wrote Lucresia Borgia ’
21— Who wrote a Symphonic Prologue Fram es
da
Riminif
22— Who was considered Liszt’s only contemporary
rival in pianoforte technic?
23— Who composed Tosco?
24— What little boy was dismissed from choir for
cutting the pigtail from a fellow choir boy's head
25— Who composed the opera Xamron and Delilal ’
26— Who composed the Sotmta Tragicaf
27— Who was a friend of Mozart and Haydn nil a
great teacher?
■ 28—Who composed a great modern Stabat Ho. ’
Answer to Series IV
1—Mozart, 2—Verdi, 3—Grieg. 4—Chadwick. 5—Corelli.
6—Johann Strauss, 7—Gounod. 8—Dlnrlv. 9—Lis1" Bizet, 11—Bach, 12—Puccini, 13—Haydn. I t- It nurd
Strauss, 15—Debussy. 16—Mendelssohn. IT—Wagner
- Beethoven, 19—Schumann: 20—\evin. 21 -Schubert. .’
Lully, 23—Rossini. 24—Tartini, 25—Sullivan, 26 - ganini, 27—you Weber, 28—Meyerbeer.
The October Fortieth Anniversary issue of "The
Etude Music Magazine” will have more contribu¬
tions, musical and literary, from foremost men and
women in the music world than any “Etude' we
have ever published. Will you join with us in mak¬
ing it the opening gun for an immensely increased
“Etude” circulation campaign? One glance at this
unusual issue will lead you to realize that such a
campaign is mutually advantageous to all music
workers.
One of the remarkable features will be a confer¬
ence between Thomas A. Edison and John Philip
Sousa, at the first meeting of these two famous mer
a few weeks ago. Sousa with his famous band wa:
the American pioneer of music around the world
His name is still more known than any other
American musician, in the countries of the world
The soldiers on both sides in the late war marchec
to the front to Sousa marches. Edison, on the othei
hand, through the invention of the phonograph anc
through the various reproducing instruments whicl
resulted therefrom, has done more for the dissemi
nation and preservation of music than any man o:
e age. This conference is a journalistic feature
rarely equaled and will be read with great interest
The early composers of sonatas intended them b
show: First what they could do; second, what the)
finthed^6 1 an<1 th'rd’ h°W gb<1 Uley wm' t0 hav<
—A Gf.rman Critic.

[Editor’s Note: Lucresia Bori was born at Valencia, Spam, m 188S.
She studied in Milan and Rome for six years. Her debut teas made m
“Carmen” in Rome, in 1908, since when she has met with great success,
sinaing in Europe South America and with the Metropolitan Company.

tin 191 ? she created the leading role of Montemezsi’s opera “L’Amorc del
tre re.” In IQI5 she suffered from a throat affliction from winch she has
fortunately entirely recovered. This she attributes to a miracle wrought
by St. Francis of Assisi.]
lustrating sostenuto, legato and attack.
There is a
surprising similarity in the vocal art and that of a
stringed instrument. Several singers whom I know,
who thought of becoming violinists before they knew
they could sing, have felt that their knowledge of the
violin has helped them indefinitely in the problems of
technique in their vocal work.
“We hear so much of the golden days of bel canto;
but, while the principal singers of those days may have
been finer than the ones of to-day, I do not believe that
at any time there has been so great a number of first
rate singers as now.

“For the singer who is preparing for an operatic or
a concert career, I would give as an initial advice the
fact that the singer is invested with a God-given gilt, the
voice; that this gift is something for which the singer
should be everlastingly grateful and because of this
gratitude realize that a higher power determines its
quality and its control. By this I do not mean that the
singer should not work. No artist has to work harder
than the singer. Why? Because in the case of every
other kind of artist they have to deal with a finished
instrument. In the case of the singer there is a great
deal that has to. be done to get the instrument in the very
best shape as determined by the Almighty. Therefore,
the singer has to make, or to re-make the voiGe and
then train it.
. ,
“Do the mind and the soul affect the voice? How can
any one ask such a question? Did you ever see a
young girl blush? Did you see the color mounting to
her cheeks, to her temples like the turning on of a
wonderful light? What did it? A thought. The
whole circulation of the blood of the body rushes
through the veins and is noticed at once in the counte¬
nance. In exactly similar manner the voice is affected
in very acute fashion. If thought will affect the quality
of the tones of the voice in any way, the right kind of
thinking of tones with the right kind of practice will
make the right kind of voice.
A Vocal Miracle
“Perhaps some may dispute the feasibility of the
return of my voice by miraculous means. Of course, the
public all knew that through unfortunate conditions my
voice practically deserted me some years ago. I was
forced to give up valuable contracts in great opera
houses, just at a time when I was really becoming
widely known and at the same time when I should have
been doing my best. Imagine what this meant to a
young singer; to be forced to stop just as the zenith
was before me. Terrible. I cannot tell you how dark
a time it all was for me. The doctors who. operated
tried to encourage me and tell me that my voice would
return, but every time I realized that it was not coming.
My parents were distraught and grieved more than I did.
Nothing seemed to remedy the condition. However, I
remained in Italy, hoping and hoping every day,
under the doctor’s care.
“It was then that I decided to pray to my favorite
patron saint, St. Francis of Assisi. Why did I choose
St. Francis? Because of his spotless purity. Because he
gave of his riches for noble purposes. Because, of
his wisdom. Although never a priest he founded the
order of the Franciscans and was a great preacher.
Because, of the beauty, simplicity and poetry of his life.
He preached the joy of religion and not sombreness.
The early Franciscans sang and danced and called them¬
selves “the singing servants of Christ.” So greatly
admired was St. Francis that organizations have come
into existence outside of the Catholic Church in admira¬
tion of his philosophies.
When My Voice Came Back
“Therefore, I resolved to pray to St. Francis and
live my life as close to his principles as I possibly
could. I prayed constantly and thereafter made a pil¬
grimage, barefooted, to his shrine. At the conclusion
of my novena, I prostrated myself on the marble floor
liefore his image vowing that I would model my life
as closely to his as I could. An indescribable feeling
of wondrous exaltation came over me. I knew at once
that my prayers had been heard and that he would help
me. From that time I worried no more, for my voice
commenced at once to come back, and since then I
have had even greater triumphs in Opera than ever
before.
“The most important points for a young singer are
to keep the body right and not overwork. The human
voice is capable of just so much development within a
certain time. To try to crowd any more Into that time
may ruin the voice entirely, or place it so that, years
may be required to restore it. Youthfulness is the

MME. LUCREZIA BORI
great charm of a voice. If the voice is used rightly
this youthfulness will remain until the singer is well
along in years. Strain kills youthfulness. I have heard
many young singers, here and abroad, who were literally
tearing their voices to pieces by trying to develop, what
they imagined to be a big tone.
“Trying to make the tone big by over use may change
■the character of the voice entirely. The four things
that make a voice valuable in opera or concert are:—
1.
2.
3.
4.

Quality.
Pervasiveness (resonance).
Flexibility.
Expressive character.

"A light voice with the proper resonance will often
carry much farther and is always more beautiful than
a heavy voice which seems to carry only a short dis¬
tance. Volume is not everything by any means. Many
voices were not born to have volume. They have on
the other hand great beauty and great carrying power.
Any attempt to give them volume is likely to be fatal.
Volume Not Everything
“This, however, is one of the most difficult facts that
the teacher has to bring convincingly to the pupil. The
pupil is young and volume seems to mean everything.
She attends the opera and hears some robust ringer
with the physique of a Valkyrie and mature in years,
produce very large tones. She goes home and tries to
imitate the famous singer; and nothing may stop her
until she finds her voice gone. The teacher explains
that her voice is as unable to bear such a burden as a
baby is to carry a piano. She knows better. It is the
way of youth.
“Scales, of course, are the ideal exercises; but these
should be varied with arpeggi, trills, staccati and all the
vocalises the student can master.
“I think short practice periods at frequent intervals
during the day are best for the young voice, not more
than twenty minutes at a time, amounting altogether to
about an hour or an hour and a half a day.
“Of course, it is vastly important that a singer have
at least a little knowledge of the pianoforte or violin.
Every singer should know enough of the piano to be
able at least to play her own accompaniment; and.a
knowledge of the violin is of incalculable value in il¬

American Voices
“There are no lovelier voices anywhere than those of
the young American singers whom I have heard both
here and abroad. In Italy they seem to be particularly
successful. America should be very proud of her con¬
tribution to the operatic and concert fields.
“I much regret not being able to see all of the young
singers who write to me for help and advice; but it
really is not possible. But that I would say to them,
study, work, be patient, and always remember that your
day will surely come, perhaps sooner than you think.
So prepare yourselves thoroughly so that when your
chance comes you will be able to grasp it.
“A great many singers suffer from the defect called
throatiness. This results from starting the note in the
throat. Such method of attack will ruin, in time, the
most beautiful voice. To have the attack pure and
perfectly in tune, the throat must be entirely open. It
is dangerous to try to sing with a tightened, partially
closed throat. In order to open the throat correctly the
student must pay particular attention to the jaw. This
must be absolutely relaxed. It seems to be easier for
the French and the Spanish people to acquire this relax¬
ation and opening of the throat than for other national¬
ities. I have observed that the American and English
people have the habit, even in their speech, of enun¬
ciating with the throat and mouth half shut and literally
talking through their teeth. Sometime, when you are
speaking rapidly suddenly put your hand to your jaw,
you will find that it is quite stiff; that the muscles be¬
neath it, the tongue muscles, are tight and hard; that
the jaw seldom goes down very far in pronouncing any
of your English words.
Drop the Jaw
“Yet in singing the jaw must go down and back
just as far as it comfortably can. The jaw is attached
to the skull right beneath the temples, in front of the
ears. By placing a finger there and dropping the jaw
one finds that the space between the skull and jaw
grows quite perceptibly. In singing, this space must be
as wide as possible for it aids in opening the back of
ihe throat. The beginner is often helped by doing this
as a little relaxing exercise. Then too, the student
should practice opening the mouth widely, being sure
to lower the jaw at the back. She should do this many
times a day without emitting any sound at all just
to get the feeling of what an open throat is really like.
Notice how your throat asts and feels when you start
to yawn, for that sensation is absolutely correct and is
what you must try to reproduce. Such exercises are as
easy and simple as they are important and beneficial,
and are most earnestly recommended.
“To keep the voice fresh one should never sing her
utmost, no matter how great the temptation. When a
voice is continually forced it develops a ‘bleating’ tone.
There is only one way to cure it and that is to first
have a long period of rest; then upon resuming studies
to use the ‘closed mouth’ method of practice for another
long time. This ‘closed mouth’ method of study is ex¬
cellent for some, but actually harmful for others. It
depends entirely upon the formation of the singer’s
mouth and throat. For example, a singer who has a
tendency to close the throat too much should never
work with the mouth closed. ‘Humming’ I think you
call it. But if one sings naturally with a properly re¬
laxed jaw and is careful to have no tension in any
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of the muscles, this humming can be very beneficial
Some of the European teachers use it exclusively in
placing a beginner's voice; and man? of the foremost
artists have recommended it as an aid to vocal agility.
It assuredly strengthens the breathing muscles and at
the same time saves the voice. But, I repeat one must
do it properly. I do not recommend its use to all
students; that would be dangerous; but I do suggest that
the pupil ask his teacher’s opinion ; and if that is fav¬
orable, that he do as much as possible of it.
“A student should always know why he is doing a
certain thing how it should be done, and what is to be
gained by it. So many students swallow everything
blindly never knowing the why or wherefore of anything
they do. This is one of the principle reasons why they
do not progress more rapidly. When in doubt, os* your
teacher. You are paying for instruction; and when a
teacher’s answers are evasive or indefinite you are not,
as you say, ‘getting your money's worth.’
“The Golden Age of Voice is here and one may
secure wonderful results with the right work and the
right master.”

cealed in his singing in his own language, thf wl11 d
discovered at once the moment he commences to study
in Italian. I do not know whether this >s becaus
Italian culture has a higher standard of dictl°" " d
enunciation of the vowel sounds, or whether the sou
themselves are so pure and smooth that they eJ$P°
the deficiencies, but it is nevertheless the case.

Master Singers on the Art of Tone
Production
The following short extracts are taken from “Great
Singers on the Art of Singing” and are directed especi¬
ally toward the particular phase of the art deanng with
making tones beautifully:
Mme.' Frances Alda
“Marcbesi laid great stress upon the use of the head
voice. This she illustrated to all her pupils herself, at
the same time not hesitating to insist that it was impos¬
sible for a male teacher to teach the head voice properly.
She never let any pupil sing above F on the top line of
the staff in anything but the head voice. .They rarely
ever touched the highest note with full voice.”

Mme. Amelita Galli-Curcl
“I worked daily for four years, drilling tnyseif w™
the greatest care in scales, arpeggios and sustamed to ^.
The colorature facility I seemed to possess natura y,
to a certain extent; but I realized that only by hard
and patient work would it be possible to have all my
runs, trills, etc., so that they always wouldt l,eJ"1“ ”
articulate and free-that is, unrestricted-at any time.
Mme. Nellie Melba
"In avoiding strain the. pupil must alxive all things
learn to sing the upper notes without effort or rawer
strain. While it is desirable that a pup. should prac¬
tice all her notes every day, she should begin with h
lower notes, then take the middle notes and then the
so-called upper notes or head notes which are
described as beginning with the F sharp on the top
of the treble staff. This line may be regarded as a
danger line for singers young and old. It is imperative
that when the soprano sings her head notes,
with F sharp and upward, they shall proceed ve y
softly and entirely without strain as they ascend cannot
emphasize this too strongly."

The Serious Piano Student’s Ultimate
Goal
By Sidney Silber
Dean of The Sherwood Music School, Chicago.

Youth, taken at large, is proverbially care-free. It
moves in a world of dreams and visions. These dreams
or visions are called ideals. They serve to spur young
people on to increasingly higher achievement and aspira¬
tion. Youth glorifies its immediate surroundings and, tor
the most part, is blind or impervious to the sordidness
of the workaday world.
Idealism may be both a help or a hindrance to prac¬
tical living. It serve's to raise the potentialities; but with
the accession of ideals comes the added challenge and
responsibility to make them eventuate in action. Sooner
or later, each individual must meet the test of Prac¬
ticality ; he must “bring his wares to market." This is
probably the most complicated and vexatious of prob¬
lems. The failure of eminent talents and geniuses may
“The matter of securing vocal flexibility should not
be traced to their incapacity or inability to adjust them¬
be postponed too long, but may in many instances be
selves to practical living. Contrary to popular belief, it
taken up in conjunction with the studies in tone pro¬
is only the eminently gifted who have learned the ways
duction, after the first principles have been learned.
of the materialistically inclined world, who have suc¬
Thereafter one enters upon the endless and indescrib¬
ceeded in carrying their messages to the largest number.
ably interesting field of securing a repertoire. Only a
The record of successful professional musicians reveals
teacher with wide experience and intimacy with the
the falsity of the widespread notion that the artistic
best in the vocal literature of the world can correctly
temperament and financial ability are incompatible.
grade and select pieces suitable to the ever-changing
The great object is to urge the young student who
needs of the pupil.”
plans on entering the professional field, either as an
artist or pedagog, to relate himself to the practical world
Dame Clara Butt
in which he will eventually find himself. He should
“After all, singing is singing, and I am convinced that
grasp the fact that even the best of teaching is not, in
my master’s idea of just letting the voice grow with
itself, a guarantee of financial success. The real import
normal exercise and without excesses in any direction
and support of his personality are finally dependent upon
was the best way for me. It was certainly better than
the manner and degree in which he asserts himself and
hours and hours of theory, interesting to the student
expresses his individuality.
of physiology, but often bewildering to the young vo¬
calist. Real singing with real music is immeasurably
The Teacher’s Real Value
better than ages of conjecture.”
The able Instructor is a repository of traditions, the guar¬
dian of the treasures of the past. The great instructor Is
Giuseppe Campanarl
the one who uses these treasures to reveal the spirit of the
past and to reveal the student to himself, thereby enabling
“The teacher’s responsibility, particularly in the case
himself to give his individuality freest sway in interpreting
the classics. These are problems of practical pedagogy. They
of vocal students, is very great. So very much de¬
require great ability and even genius. But withal, the gifted,
pends upon it. A poor teacher can do incalculable
serious student may come forth from these splendid influ¬
ences and find it difficult, if not impossible, to properly co¬
damage. By poor teachers I refer particularly to those
ordinate himself with the problems of practical living. Ob¬
who are carried away by idiotic theories and quack
viously. then, the best teaching cannot, in itself, solve the
problem of reaching the ultimate goal. It is simply a step
methods. We learn to sing by singing and not by
in that direction. It serves to acquaint the student with
carrying bricks upon our chest or other idiotic antics.
the tools, the subject-matter; it shows him how the tiest mas¬
ters did things. Our criterion is the experience of the past.
Consequently I say that it is better to go all through
Thousands of intelligent law students, for example, sit at
life with a natural or ‘green’ voice than to undergo
the feet of learned professors; yet only a few of these ever
the vocal torture that is sometimes palmed off upon become successful practitioners.
the public as Voice teaching.”
Learning by Hard Knocks
Pasquale Amato

“I was drilled at first upon the vowel ‘ah.’ I hear
American vocal authorities refer to ‘ah’ as in father
That seems to me too flat a sound, one lacking in real
resonance. The vowel used in my case in Italy and m
hundreds of other cases I have noted is a slightly
broader vowel, such as may be found half-way between
the vowel ‘ah’ as in father, and the W as in law.
It is not a dull sound, yet it is not the sound of ‘ah m
father. Perhaps the word ‘doff’ or the first syllable of
Boston, when properly pronounced, gives the right
impression.”
David Bispham

Enrico Caruso
“There is a peculiar thing about Italian. If the student
who has always studied and sung in English, German or
French or Russian, attempts to sing in Italian, he is
really turning a brilliant searchlight upon his own vocal
ability. If he has any faults which have been con¬

It is a trite observation that human beings learn by
experience. Unfortunately, however, they learn only
through their own failures and disappointments. There
seems to be something in the make-up of most individ¬
uals which renders them impervious to the defeats and
failures of others.

u. tn develop one’s ability and quite another
It is one thing to de
There is nothing base or
to commercialize the
ions_ There are high ideals
unworthy m ““honesty and the desire to give value
even in commerce
rendered are the very comerreeeived for sewc
enterprises .of all kinds.
stones of.-ubsUnt nature of things, it is impossible to
It is true that, m the
of dollars and cents just how
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^ aS with tangible objects,
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°. JL true that services may be so
the other hand, 11 *
invaluable. The great surgeon
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desires. What the world finally wants is not tinindividual, but the willing individuals.

i

,.r«cmine
great
-I t«
.ml Us
erage
which
id en-

The Crux of the Question
Briefly Btatod:
1. Bearn to know yourself.
2. Listen to the precepts of your superiors.
8. Profit by tho example of the successful .b n .
4. Study the problem of practical living.
3. Make an early start.

A Look at Your Music Shelf
By Izane Peck
What do you see on your music shelves? Do yoi
have a select, valuable stock of musical mat- r -.. I ? 0
are you one of the many who possess shelv. filled wit!
a disheartening array of musical stock which
out of style?”
Have your music shelf represent your idea!
terli
works in large forms and small pearls and i •
.ms
lected for their appearance and value.
Any “to be discarded” stock can be sensibly <f
sed
“Trash” may well be burned. Neighbors’ child’ imp!
become interested in music by the gift of a fselected pieces.
Poor, worthy students will be glad to have si ht w<
material given them. If you still find yourself wit!
surplus stock, a small local in a musical journal stat
what you have, might produce sales; or you might
vertise that you will send free music to seekers *
will pay the postage.
Twice a year clothiers and haberdashers advertise ss
to make room for new stock. The musician may v
adopt this seasonal “clean-up” idea.
Waste nothing good and accumulate no waste

Simplified Reading For Beginners
By Sylvia Weinstein

JETS".**
are slow gaffers will advance mo
fcS,1 Y ter assigning the practice material for t
o lowing lesson, advance material of a page or two

rtadalnT? f°u0ral rcadinS’ That
have the pu]
thednaml,d ? C#ch practicc Period and at his next less
crmr!"I
eWy "ote in ,he advance material. Th.
this
m°r<\eaJs,1>' corrected than while playing, a
in the pupl?h StUdy helpS much in developing in,en

3

beFhTnever'?
for an «ti*t Without the
leastachanej>°f800d’
he fails; with them> he sUnds
‘east a chance of success.—Bispham.
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How to Give Concerts and Recitals by Pupils
By CLARENCE G. HAMILTON
The Last of a Series of Four Interesting Discussions of “Team Work With Pupils”
crowded combination, a Trio, may be introduced as a
Such recitals as the above may be alternated with what
Piano study should have as its ultimate aims the abil¬
novelty.
..
may be called the Mixed Chamber Recital. By this is
ity to hear as well as to perform with intelligence and
Such a program as the above may be prepared with
meant a recital in which ensemble work is an important
discrimination. As with the cultivation Of other arts a
•little or no extra work on the part of either teacher or
factor but which may include piano or violin solos, songs,
pupil should live in a musical atmosphere, shou d listen
pupils; and its results are illuminating. Millie Jones, who
and the like. Particularly adapted to this purpose are
frequently to musical performances, and should react
has apathetically accepted the lesson routine, makes a de¬
sonatas for piano and violin, of which there is a large and
Upon them in his interpretation of musical compositions
cided hit when inspired by the surrounding auditors;
varied repertory. A program made up of a classic sonata
to others. A child plods through a practice routine dur¬
while Jessie Blake, a pupil who studied with avidity,
for piano and violin, a group of, songs, and a closing
ing many months dutifully but dully. Then he » taken
stumbles fearfully and breaks down in the middle of the
sonata
of
modern
type
is
of
agreeable
length,
and
may
to a Piano recital in which a great artist flashes his
piece from sheer self-conseiousness.
easily be prepared, if you are in touch with a ready vio¬
message to hundreds of spell-bound auditors; and the
linist. For a number of years I have given, with the
Proper Preparation
child returns home with an inspiration that is worth
assistance of a violinist friend, a series of such recitals
Not only will the informal recitals test the calibre of
dozens of lessons and that incites him to attack his music
during the summer on Sunday afternoons. The pro¬
the pupils in playing before others, but they will also
with determined vigor.
grams are never more than an hour long—but one sonata
bring
to
their
attention
in a forcible manner the need
Accordingly, as teachers we should urge our pupils to
is given if it is especially lengthy—and each number is
of thorough preparation. The majority of pupils have
embrace every opportunity for hearing good music and
prefaced by a few remarks, which, in the case of a son¬
little or no conception of the minute pains and the meticu¬
should provide such opportunities for them as far as
ata, include the playing of the chief themes. A typical
lous study with which a real artist precedes his perfor¬
possible If a piano recital is to be given at an available
mance. Hearing such an artist play with perfect com¬
time and place, form a group of pupils to attend it and program is as follows:
posure a difficult piano solo, the pupil expects to do like¬
engage a block of seats so that they may gam the added
1. Violin and Piano:
wise by a couple of weeks’ desultory practice, not real¬
zest of sympathetic numbers. Preface the recital by a
Sonata in A Major.
Handel
izing that the artist’s facility and insight have been
preliminary talk at your studio, in which the composi¬
Andante, Allegro, Adagio,
acquired by laborious work upon the piece that perhaps
tions to be performed are explained. Urge the pupils,
Allegretto.
has extended over years.
too to write short critiques of the recital, in which they
2. Piano Solos:
,
Accordingly, it is of prime importance to make a pupil
may express their own impressions of the music and the
Polonaise in C Sharp Minor.Chopin
realize that the preparation of a piece, for a public recital
Clair de ..Debussy
is
serious business. When the enthusiasm is fresh in the
P Such group-attendance may be confined not to piano
Etude in D Flat.Liszt
fall
term, it is advisable to give each pupil one or two
recitals, but may profitably extend to orchestral and
pieces to learn that may eventually be utilized for recital
chamber concerts, even to oratorios and operas, all of
3. Violin and Piano:
purposes. After each of these has been carefully studied
Sonata, Op. 20.Foote
which will intensify the students’ musical culture and
and memorized, let it be laid aside for a few weeks, after
Allegro, Siciliano, Adagio,
will bring them into ever closer communion with the
Allegro molto.
which it may again be studied, with even more attention
inner spirit of the art.
to the finer points than before. It is now ready to be
The above program is preceded by a social half-hour,
Studio Musicales
played to friends or at the informal musicales, and should
during which light refreshments are served. I may add
hereafter be kept in review until a few lessons before the
that the study and rehearsals of such programs have
Broadening as they are, such musical auditions as are
public recital, when the final polishing will take place.
given no less pleasure and profit to the performers than
above outlined are far from sufficient for the hungry
During this phase the pupil may test his accuracy with
student who should have his musical appetite further
to the audience 1
profit by playing occasionally the right-hand part out
whetted by the more intimate and less pretentious per¬
Pupils’ Recitals
loud, while the left hand plays on top of the keys, and
formances in the teacher’s studio. I believe that, for his
We now tread upon familiar ground, since there are
then reversing the process, with the left hand sounding
own as well as his pupils’ sake, every piano teacher
few teachers who have not resorted more or less to the
the notes while the right hand plays on the keys—in both
should consider it his duty to provide such events in the
pupils’ recital. And rightly, too; for by this form of
cases from memory. Any flaws in this performance will
course of the musical season.
teamwork the pupils are enabled to arrive definitely at
indicate weak points that should be carefully strength¬
Two types of studio musicales may be especially sug¬
the goal for which they are ostensibly striving, and also
ened.
gested- (1) the lecture recital, and (2) the mixed cham¬
the teacher has the chance to give public proof of his
Favorable Conditions
ber recital. The first of these is conducted by the teacher
efficiency.
It is not sufficient, however, to prepare a pupil per¬
alone, and the second by the teacher with varied assistLet us not, however, be blind to the dangers which are
fectly for public performance; he should finally perform
incurred on both these points. If a pupil makes a fiasco
under the most favorable conditions possible. The hall or
^Teachers are all too apt, in the rush of lesson-giving,
of his public playing, his career may be suddenly blighted
studio in which the recital is given should be chosen for
to neglect their own practice and, as a result, to grow
by the consequent discouragement. Conversely, if a pro¬
its good acoustics and pleasing aesthetic effect—an effect
hopelessly rusty in technic. As a means of removing
gram is a bore or worse to an audience, the teacher scores
which may be emphasized by tasteful decorations of flow¬
this deplorable apathy, plan out a definite program or
a failure, and is in future avoided by young aspirants.
ers or palms. The piano should be the best one procur¬
scries of programs to play on certain dates. Further¬
It behooves us, therefore, to consider well before em¬
able and of an elastic, responsive action; and it should be
more, commit yourself to these dates by announcing them
barking on the perilous waters of a pupils’ recital. To
placed so that it is well lighted—not too glaringly—and
early to the pupils, and thus open the door to necessary
insure its success, several factors must receive careful
so that the pupils may not have the audience in view.
attention, among which are (1) fitness of the performer,
practice.
,
Finally, the pupil should lie adjusted to these surround¬
An elaborate piano recital may seem a burdensome
(2) proper preparation, (3) favorable conditions,
ings by a real “dress rehearsal” in which he performs his
task. Quite as interesting, however, and not nearly so
(4) adroit management, and (5) an interesting program.
part under the exact conditions of the concert, with the
exigent in its requirements, is a lecture-recital arranged
piano finally located, its lid raised and the stool adjusted
about some central idea and demanding a less lengthy and
Fitness of the Performer
at precisely the right height. Especially important at
difficult program. Such a program may be made espe¬
Under this first head must be included not only a pupil’s
this rehearsal arc the details of his entrance and exit,
cially attractive if it involves contrasting styles of music.
musical talent, but also his ability to rise to the occasion
which, if not arranged beforehand, may furnish copious
Take, for instance, the subject:
when he appears before the public gaze. The soldier may
cause for nervousness. He should be taught to walk
Contrast between the Contrapuntal and the Homo- be thoroughly drilled, but it is only in the smoke of battle
easily
to the instrument and to avoid hurry in seating
phonic Schools of Music.
that his true mettle can be tested. So a pupil may delight
himself and beginning his piece. After playing, he
A brief talk about the characteristics of these schools
the teacher by his faithful work and accurate playing
should turn toivard the audience in rising, and acknowl¬
may then precede the rendition of a short program, each
during his lessons, and yet go utterly to pieces before an
edge their plaudits by a bow. I have seen many a young
number of which is given a brief explanation as to form,
audience.
aspirant jump up at the conclusion of a piece and scam¬
composer, epoch, etc. The following numbers are sug¬
The value of preliminary skirmishes is therefore un¬
per off the stage in a way that excited the risibilities of
gested for such a program:
questionable: Arrange from time to time during the teach¬
the
audience.
Contrapuntal:
ing season to give an informal pupils’ musicale at your
Adroit Management
studio, to which a select number of pupils and friends
1. Handel—Fantasia in C major.
ire invited. At this musicale present a short program
A public recital, too, involves many little details which'
2. Bach—Prelude and Fugue in D major, from Vol.
that embodies the regular work of some of the pupils—a
must lie given due attention, if the machinery is to lie
1 of the Well-tempered Clavichord.
program that will include not only pieces which they are
well oiled. The printing and distribution of tickets is
3. Bach—Passe pied from Fifth English Suite.
studying, and which are fairly well matured, but also
one of these. Ordinarily an “invitation” recital is advis¬
Homopbonic:
variants in the form of exercises, etudes, and perhaps a
able, since an affair with paid admission is much more
4. Schubert—Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 3.
short essay on some pertinent topic. The numbers of the
open to criticism, while if the auditors come as guests
5. Chopin—Berceuse.
program may be somewhat as follows:
the teacher enjoys something of a host’s prestige. Again,
6. Schumann—Grillen, from Op. 12.
courteous and efficient ushers, attractive programs,
Do not feel obligated, either, to memorize these pieces,
J. Plano duet
promptness in beginning and absence of delays during
2. Scale exercises
since the stress is placed on the epochal character of the
a.
Etude
based
on
scales
the
performance, all contribute toward the good-will and
music, rather than the finish of the performance.
4, 5. Solo pieces
enjoyment of the audience. Every detail of this sort
Many other subjects that involve interesting compari¬
7. Arpeggio exercises
should be previously made note of and given the personal
sons may easily be devised, such as these:
5. Etude based oil arpeggios or broken chords
supervision of the teacher.
0. Paper on Schumann's Style
Contrast between the music of Haydn and Debussy.
10, ll. Pieces by Schumann
Beethoven’s Piano Music compared with that of
12. Duet
An Interesting Program
Brahms.
Last, but not least, is the program itself, for the suc¬
If you boast of two pianos, these may be utilized in the
The Style of Mendelssohn compared with that of
cess of a pupils’ recital is often made or marred by the
ensemble numbers. Also, instead of one of the duets, that
Liszt.
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mere arrangement of its numbers. And here the most
flagrant folly committed by the teacher is in compiling
a program of inordinate length and thus wearing the
patience of the audience to extinction. Mary and Maud
and Johnny and James must all be gotten on somehow,
regardless of consequences; and thus the good numbers
are spoiled by the feeble attempts which precede and
follow them. If there are too many geniuses (?) for
a single recital, have two programs instead of but one!
Better still, however, eliminate the shaky pupils by the
informal musicales, and present in a public concert only
those who are likely to give real pleasure. Nothing can
enhance a teacher's reputation more decidedly than a
pleased and gratified audience, and nothing can con¬
tribute more toward this result than brevity of pro¬
gram. If we can only make the auditors complain of
the shortness of the recital, indeed, the case is won 1
Again, in arranging numbers, it is often considered
proper to begin with the least interesting pieces, and to
leave the finest for the last. Nothing is more fallacious;
for it is at the opening of the program that the audience
is to be won or lost, and a series of mediocre attempts
may induce a state of lethargy in the hearers from which
it will be well-nigh impossible to arouse them. Begin,
then, with several attractive and well-played pieces, and
so incite a confidence which will carry the hearers over
the duller spots to the brilliant and rhythmic pieces with
which the recital should close.
Clever, indeed, were the classic sonata writers, who
presented first the intellectual movement, complex and
architectural in form; second, the soulful movement,
profound and emotional, and, third, the dance movement
with its rhythmic vitality. Here is a suggestion for
program making, with its constant change in emotional

stimuli and its progression from lofty thought to physi
cal delight. Let us bear this principle in mind as a
recipe for alternating moods and styles m our pupi
recital.
Source of Variety
Variety, again, may l>e attained by the introduction of
novel features. If you have conducted quartet classes,
these may lx; utilized in occasional numbers. If not, a
few duets may be interpolated. Perhaps a singer or
violinist may break up the monotony of pure piano play¬
ing, although one should take care lest professional
talent belittle the work of- the pupils themselves.
Such a public recital, performed by well-tried and
reliable pupils, conducted with alertness and finish o
detail, with a brief and cleverly arranged program,
should redound to the credit of both teacher and pupils.
Notwithstanding the trouble and anxiety involved in the
preparation of the recital, too, the teacher yet feels well
repaid by the consciousness that he has achieved another
mile-stone on the road to success in his profession.
In this and preceding papers an endeavor has been
made to show ways in which teamwork may help to
create that musical atmosphere and enthusiasm which
is so necessary an adjunct of music study. There are
evident restrictions to the work of each individual
teacher. There are, however, just as evident, oppor¬
tunities, if one is clever enough to grasp them. Let us
regard teaching not simply as a financial proposition, but
rather as a means of spreading the gospel of music as
far as these opportunities will permit, and let us, there¬
fore, consider well the possible phases of teamwork
with pupils as an important means of realizing our
musical ideals.

Practical Points on Accent and Non-accent
By Eugene F. Marks
Loud, soft; loud, soft; gleefully sang the children
in the classes of the primary grade of the public school;
never realizing that they were unconsciously absorbing
the rhythmic principle of accent and unaccent, that great
underlying foundation of music, without which the
simplest and shortest music does not exist. Loud, soft;
accent, unaccent: how incessantly this principle of pro¬
portion or balance <thesis and antithesis) permeates the
structure of music.
Two tones: one receives an accent, the other is non¬
accent. Two measures: one accented, the other un¬
accented. Two phrases: two sentences; two movements;
of each, one is emphasized, the other not. Two tones,
the simplest form of the motive; which of the two tones
receives the accent? Let us take the dominant (fifth
tone in the scale) of the same key as the other, thus
giving us the ordinary full cadence. If we place the
dominant on the accent, the note appearing immediately
after the bar (which always denotes the strong beat
of a measure) in written music, and the tonic upon the
non-accent of the measure, we will find upon sounding
the two notes successively that a feeling of finality is
lacking. As music is unuttered poetry we must be gov¬
erned by the feeling of the poetic rhythm, just as we
are affected by the feet and cadences in verse. How¬
ever, if we place the dominant upon the unaccented (pre¬
ceding the bar) portion of a measure and the tonic upon
the accent, our feeling for finality is satisfied. From
which fact we deduce an important principle, viz: a
non-accent belongs to the following accent (of course
there exist exceptions, as in a delayed or feminine
ending). .
Two measures. Which one receives the accent? It
is more difficult to determine which of two consecutive
measures receives the accent than it is to decide between
two tones, because the measures contain many tones.
Tf we examine an eight-measure movement of almost
any piece of music, we will discover regular recurrence
of cadences (the equivalent, of a line in poetry).
The measure in which a cadence occurs is an accented
measure, and it is only necessary to count back from
this measure, considering every alternate measure an
accented one until we reach the beginning of the phrase.
Here again we find in a majority of pieces in popular
form that the unaccented measure belongs to the fol¬
lowing accented one. A student is apt to think accord¬
ing to this deduction in regard to measures, that every
other measure is an accented one. However, this is
not true. Examine the Valse, Opus 34, No. 1, by Chopin.
We find that for eight measures the procedure is in
the regular rhythm of measures as unaccented, accented;
but, the ninth measure proves to be an accented one
as well as the eighth. Notice how Chopin has denoted

this by giving instruction for crescendo at this point
and that the crux of the increase in volume is reached
in the eleventh measure, an accented measure. According
to this enumeration the seventeenth measure becomes
an accented one. However, the composer evidently
has assumed it to be an unaccented measure of the fol¬
lowing movement. In the Qui Tollis, Mozart’s Twelfth
Mass, we discover other excellent examples of two ac¬
cented and two unaccented measures in succession. It
is very, clear in this number that the larger portion
(the second and third beats) of the sixteenth measure,
which is an accented measure, has been conceived as be¬
ing unaccented, and the seventeenth measure thereby
proves to be an accented one. This is equalized, how¬
ever, before we reach the fortieth measure by the
thirty-eighth and thirty-ninth measures both being un¬
accented successive measures by the method of elon¬
gation.
Two phrases, forming a sentence, which of the two
phrases is the accented phrase? Comparing the two
phrases (ordinarily two measures each) we cannot but
observe how much stronger the ending of the. second
phrase is than that of the first. Selecting several pieces
for examination, notice how frequently this second phrase
ends with the cadence upon the dominant or tonic, the two
strongest tones in the scale; consequently, the second
phrase becomes more powerful than the first and is
designated as the accented phrase. Play one of these
first phrases and note how incomplete a single phrase
sounds. It calls for the responsive feeling of the second
phrase. The second phrase in a necessity.
Two sentences, usually consisting of four measures
each, form a period or movement. Again we find the
second sentence the predominating one. Observe how
composers revel in modulations and extensions in this
portion of the period and how it gives a feeling of
finality by a full cadence.
Let us now examine two movements. We will us¬
ually find that the second movement is heavier than
the first, abounding in modulations of related keys and
nearly always holding the dramatic climax. A splendid
example for contrasting the first with the second move¬
ment and exhibiting the stronger (accented) clement
in the second period is Grieg’s To Spring, Op. 43, No.
6, which is easily accessible to the majority of students'.
Loud, soft, sing the children in the class-room; pos¬
sibly it would be better to sing soft, loud, and thus
early instil into their minds the natural order, unaccent
followed _ by the. accent. Inherent in the structure of
our music is this principle of unaccent-accent, always
moving onward with this feeling of the inseparable two
(or the multiple of two), which produces for us the
Form in Music, a most powerful agent for elevation
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Securing the Best Results from Piano Study
By ERNEST BLOCH

Aspect

Director of the Cleveland Institute of Music

By C. E. Ward
•
that sight-reading in music is approached
Why is it th
with such trepidation? I think
by most young
not considered from the
the chief reason is mat
“fet^ask ourselves, “What is meant by right-read.
Literally speaking, it means acquiring knowledge
ing?
mtera y e
haracter of any piece of work
°f>
of sight; so naturally the
better^trained this sense is, the more fluent will be our
■
the knowledge thus gained.
eXBrutSthe eie does not work alone; it conveys instan¬
taneous impressions to all the other senses which come
Sto use during the performance, and these then act in
C°?omtnyonTthwi!h an imaginative and adventurous
inclination, musical sight-reading should be a source of
keen pleasure, as it keeps opening up new vista ..i iresh
experiences. Allowing that we have reached an ; « rage
degree of proficiency, and that we are just a
to
explore the realms of a musical work we have , uI.it
seen nor heard before, does not this stir tlu: of
adventure which takes us into unknown lands,
ires
us to investigate mysteries?
Let us shut ourselves in, with the music
to
absorb our attention, and give no thought to
""tig
else for the time being. Our imagination beg.,
. act.
All possess this faculty; but not all to the san
gree.
They who have it in the largest measure get th.
it. st
pleasure out cf life. So. on that accot
worth the cultivating..
We will presume that a piano work is under .
dera¬
tion. First of all let us take a general sm .
: the
whole piece, scanning it quickly to get an idea
the
design as applied to technical execution, and
the
aural effect it produces, noticing if the key
mire
changes at all.
This is a bird’s-eye view of the bit of hind
are
about to explore. Can anyone do this with true
a ntration of mind and not feel some stir of the im.u
itive
emotion which betrays itself by conceived idwhat
we think we shall find in the music when we
ugh
it carefully in detail? Now let us descend <
und
level and proceed with the performance of :
ork,
using all the faculties we think will be id
to
us. We can now only see a short distance
d -a
bar or two—but our previous conception
help
greatly, inasmuch as we shall be partly prepared
what
we shall come across. If we keep our it
vide
awake, we shall discover many new beauties w;
were
unseen and undreamed of when we took our h
eye
view first of all. One of the greatest aids to su
- fu 1
reading is a good memory. It enables us ii
to
reproduce on the piano whatever we recognize
. . mg
seen before and previously executed in practu
When we arrive at the end of the piece we
bably feel that we. have not quite grasped the ■
idea
and shall think, perhaps, we have missed some!
u of
interest which may have been obscured by more d
mat¬
ing influences; just as a beautiful flower on th.
Ie of
a hill might easily escape notice if we are walking
towards a glorious sunset sky.
There is no reason why we should not repeat our little
excursion. We remember certain dominating phrases
which have probably impressed themselves upon us; so
we can proceed with more certainty this time and give
more attention to hidden beauties. We mav do this a
bSwT of times al'd still find something undiscovered
The true test of sight-reading is, 0f course, the amount
.,;c1" pr^at,on we ca» Put into our first reading: and
feelin?CIFS m°Stl,y °n °Ur traininR and degree of musical
_?■ Efen‘lal faculties to cultivate during training
conrent If* obscrvatlon of musical notation, absolute
ach eve th°nh
m'nd °" the Work in hand, desire to
achieve the best results, keenness of ear for musical
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rS;,magr°ntcchnical fuming as required tor
best interpretation, and patience for all things
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A Chinaman, with no knowledge whatever of the
English language, wanted to learn to use the typewriter,
so he acquired a perfect command of its mechanism until
he could write any kind or group of letters, capitals or
small, without looking at his - hands, with the greatest
velocity. However, he still remained ignorant of the
words, of the grammar, of the syntax, in a word, of
fhe language.
Fingers Sans Brains
It is preposterous, yet this is the way a tremendous
number of people, in this country especially, study the
piano. They start without any knowledge of musical
language. They are taught one of the various methods
of putting their fingers on the keyboard, to strike the
notes. They may learn approximately how to read mu¬
sic, but the fingers remain the essential.
They go on that way for years. When they do not
make progress they generally blame the teacher, and go
to another. Still unsatisfied, they change again. Then
perhaps a master settles in the city. They go to him,
with the firm belief that he is the man who will give
them talent. They practice a piece, say a Fugue from
the Well Tempered Clavichord, for three or four weeks.
They learn the notes. When there are too many of them
they put on the brakes and go more slowly. They re¬
peat, day by day, in the same way, and when the teacher
gets sick of the mistreatment of said Fugue, he gives
them another piece. So it goes on for years.
Do not think that this is an exaggeration or a jest.
It is a fact. It is not the rule, but an immense majority
of people study music in that way. And I ask myself
why they study it at all, when we have mechanical in¬
struments, pianolas and victrolas, which, without prac¬
tice, loss of time or energy, play the same things in¬
finitely better, with greater accuracy. In Europe it is
self-understood that before studying the mechanical part
of an instrument, a good preliminary knowledge of the
musical language is necessary. Certainly no well-in¬
tentioned parents in America would ever have the foolish
idea of having their children learn to typewrite before
they knew what to typewrite. How is it then that such
practical, businesslike people make such a mistake with
the musical education of their families?
The Wrong Road
This point would not be so emphasized were it not that
I have seen, every day for the seven years that I have
been here, the disastrous results of this method, or bet¬
ter, lack of method. It is not only with the study of
the instrument that it has been noticed. During my first
years here, a great number of so-called advanced stu¬
dents (a few of them even teachers) came to me with
the desire to study “modern” music or “instrumentation.”
The student had generally written a little piece for the
piano that he wanted to transform into a string quartet
or orchestral work. In the greater majority of cases
there was only the poorest elementary training. A few
had studied some harmony from books, very little
counterpoint, practically no form. The majority had no
idea how to analyze properly a Bach Invention or a
classic Sonata. Rarely could they write away from the
piano, and when a few notes from a diatonic C major
scale were played, they generally had the greatest diffi¬
culty in discriminating among sounds.
Early Neglect
A little more than two years of constant observation
on a much larger scale here at the Cleveland Institute
of Music has convinced me of the sad truth that ele¬
mentary musical education is, on the whole, terribly neg¬
lected. Of course there have been exceptions; but it
has been a hard task to convince parents and students
of the absolute necessity of studying what is very im¬
properly called theory, as soon as possible (not at the
age of sixteen or twenty) and, if possible, before the
study of an instrument. This is the only way, and a
way that will save time, money and energy, and lead to
much better results later.
It is generally true that the greatest part of a lesson
given by a teacher to a musically unprepared person is
devoted to correcting mistakes of notes, rhythm, musical
grammar, and to explaining elementary things about
measure, key and phrasing. If all such observations are
mixed with the ones directly connected with the technic
of the instrument—the fingers, touch, pedal and so on—
it makes such a hash that very few pupils, going home,

Biographical
Ernest Block', born at Geneva, Switzerland, July 24,
1880, is a pupil of Jaques Dalcroze, Ysaye and Ivan
Knorr. As a composer, conductor and lecturer, his work
has attracted the widest and most enthusiastic recogni¬
tion. His “Symphony in C Sharp Minor" is regarded
as one of the finest of modern works of its type. His
developments of Jewish themes in symphonic and operatic
form have been regarded as epoch-making.

will be able to remember everything, and practice cor¬
rectly. Apart from the fact that such an instrumental
lesson represents so much time lost, the unmethodical
process of it will strike any one with sound judgment.
Here is an example. A few days ago a group of
pupils were examined who had studied for many years
and who were absolutely unable to play correctly, mu¬
sically, a very simple sentence. They never had studied

ERNEST BLOCH
the elementals. On the contrary, a little girl of eight,
who had her second piano lesson, but who had had one
year of musical training before, could play a very simple
melody with accuracy, musicality and already some ex¬
pression. In the first case the students were poor un¬
adapted mechanics—the Chinaman at the typewriter—
working with their fingers, led by their fingers, with no
idea of what they wanted or of what they were doing.
In the second case there was a directing brain which
had grasped first the significance of the music to be ren¬
dered. There was a will to execute; there was a control
over the fingers to compel them to obey and to be the
humble servants of the will.
Everyone who thinks for himself will understand such
a simple and logical proposition. Why do people study
an instrument, if not to interpret intelligently a given
work of art? But before interpreting it, they have to
understand it, to grasp its full meaning. Only when they
know exactly the significance of such a work, and when
they know exactly their personal reaction towards it,
will they be able to revive it, to give life to the dead
signs which are on the page. The first problem is how
to conceive it, and only then how to play it. If there
is not a prior conception, no mechanical technic, be it as
perfect as possible, can give a satisfactory rendition.

This is true for the highest works in the literature, a
Beethoven Concerto, The Chromatic Fantasie of Bach,
or a small piece, an Hude, or even an exercise. But let
us take this last example of an exercise. It is not re¬
peating it blindly, mechanically, unmusically, that will
help in dny way. To be helpful it has to lead some¬
where, it must have a higher aim, it must be, as far as
possible, artistic and musical. And to be artistic and
musical it needs to have life, rhythm, accent. As humble
as it is, it has some kind of embryonic music in it, for
it is made up of sound and rhythm. Therefore the ne¬
cessity for the student to know the principles, the laws,
that govern sound and rhythm.
Avoid Dead Rules
These are precisely what ought to be taught to chil¬
dren as early as possible; not in a theoretical way, not
as dead rules, which they later cannot connect with
their work, but in an essentially practical manner, as a
part of life as well as of music. They have to experi¬
ment and to feel about a downbeat and an upbeat. They
can learn it by playing, by using their feet and hands
and voices. In such a way they will learn and incor¬
porate in themselves the feelings for measure and
rhythm. The same work of course has to be done in
the world of sound—by Ear Training. Early conjunc¬
tion of rhythm and sound, if properly done, is already
form. Small sentences can be written, composed, trans¬
formed, with very few notes and very simple elements.*
As soon as possible, and it can be done very early, folk¬
songs and simple works of the masters, even fragments
of symphonies, should be analyzed, from the viewpoint
of measure, rhythm, accents, key, melody and form.
This is already. higher work. It leads to interpretation.
Serious study for one or two. years, along these lines,
will tremendously help the further study of the instru¬
ment. It is the best introduction to higher harmony,
counterpoint and form. It is already harmony, counter¬
point and form.
Suppose now that the student has received the proper
musical training, as outlined above, and wants to secure
the best results from his piano study. He will never
go to his instrument blindly, and practice mechanically,
hy mere repetition. (If one practices badly, the more
one repeats, the worse one plays.) He will first of all
think of what he is going to do. He will have a clear
idea before him of the significance and the aim of the
chosen exercise. He will know on what note the accent
will fall. He will play it musically, in different keys;
he may modify the rhythm, put the accent alternately
on different notes, to prove to himself that he is the
master of each one of his fingers and that they will obey
his will.
Put Meaning in Simple Exercises
Practiced in such a way the simplest exercise may
acquire the highest meaning. In dealing with scales and
arpeggios he will act in the same way. If a higher
work is to be played, or even a simple piece of music,
he will analyze it first, which means, before all, ob¬
servation, discrimination, deduction. He will try to
grasp its shape, its rhythm, its key, melody, nuances. It
will be excellent for him to sing it, to get accustomed to
the melody, its expression. In brief, he will find what
the interpretation ought to be. When the conception
is perfectly clear in his brain, the fingers, being led by
a higher will, will undoubtedly obey and be drilled in
half the time. And instead of an incorrect, arbitrary,
impersonal, half-dead performance, there will be under¬
standing, life and musicality in his playing. The China¬
man will have learned a perfect command of the lan¬
guage and will be able to conyey his message through
his typewriter.
Music must be as a noble river; though small and
unobserved at its source, winding at first along its
tortuous way through opposing obstacles, yet ever
broadening and deepening, fed by countless streams on
either hand till it rolls onward in a mighty sweep, at
once a glory and blessing to the earth.
—Stephen A. Emory.
•Note—For those who are interested I have developed
this subject more fully in another connection—“A School
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New Aspects of Gypsy Music
How old are the Gypsies? That will always be a
matter of dispute. Scientists have sometimes claimed
that they are remnants of some lost Indian tribe. The
Romany language can be traced at times to certain San¬
skrit roots. In Switzerland and Holland they are known
as Pagans; in Denmark and Sweden they are called
Tartars; while the Hungarians call them Cigany; the
Germans, Zigeuner, and the Italians, Zingari.
There are said to be some three-quarters of a million
of these strange, nomadic folk in Europe. The largest
number are reported to be in Roumania. Notorious,
often no doubt unjustly so, for their thieving afid their
lack of cleanliness, they are unquestionably distinguished
for their musical talents which are extraordinary. An
English musical tourist, C. aBecket Williams, writing in
The Musical Times of London, recounts some highly in¬
teresting things about a recent visit to Gypsyland.
“During a recent stay at Budapest I made it my busi¬
ness to learn as much as I could about the celebrated
gypsy musicians and their art. I do not confess to a
profound knowledge of my subject, but I feel sure that
what I did learn will interest the many for whom the
words ‘gypsy’ and ‘Hungarian’ have a romantic signifi¬
cance. My authorities were all men of the highest education, and
also born Hungarians; and so my
information must
be dismissed as the sort of fairytales that are so often told
foreigners.
Natural Musicians
“First, then, as regards the gypsies themselves. They
form about one-fifth of the population of Buda—and the
erudite reader will recollect that Budapest consists of
two towns of which Buda is the older. The gypsies are
of small stature and not, generally speaking, half so
dark-skinned as they are imagined to be. They seem
to be as notorious for thieving as their English brethren.
But for some reason, that seems never sufficiently to have
been explained, they are almost to a man natural musi¬
cians. At the age of five the little boys learn to play
the violin by ear and begin to accumulate that immense
stock of traditional music which can hardly be described
as national, yet is so typical of their race. They set
great store by their gifts for music, apart from utilitarian
reasons; and a famous gypsy violinist will hand down
his first name to several generations, who are proud to
“Nevertheless they are as lazy in their music as in
other pursuits and .will never bother to learn the technic
of their instruments properly or even to learn the notes.
And this has a curious effect on their ensemble. The
reader can no doubt easily sing a counterpoint or ‘second’
to a tune he knows; and with two people it is certainly
not difficult. But add a third person and the thing
SOo eaSV.
First of
eJei the
easy. First
of all.
all, wliirh
which rtf
of flip
the tVifpo
three virJIt
will sing
inner part? Even when this is decided, an inner part
is much more difficult than a bass. Imagine then what
happens when, of the four members of the string quartet,
three are improvising. Each , wishes to make his part
interesting, and the result is a curious thickness of tex¬
ture which is very noticeable. (In listening to the music
of Bartok and Kodaly we remark a rather similar thing
no doubt they have been influenced unconsciously by
the Zigeuner.)
The Cymbal
“The gypsy bands which play
the cabarets and
restaurants are variously composed of the many I have
heard personally. The string quartet forms the nucleus.
A double-bass is often added, and also a clarinet which
plays always in unison with the first violin, even in the
quietest passages. Then there are almost always one
or even two instruments which are a cross between a
zither and a xylophone—instruments which may be suffi¬
ciently described as grand pianofortes with no keyboard
and a reduced compass. The performer has a hammer in
each hand and plays a sort of arpeggio figure (a la
Brinley Richards & Co.) with surprising celerity and
facility. A full band thus sounds rather sodden and
unwieldy owing, as I said above, to the texture, and par¬
ticularly to the heavy bass.
“The music performed consists of folk-song and dance.
Some of the tunes are pretty well-known to English
people through the arrangements by Liszt and Brahms.
As in all folk-music, only the extreme emotions—melan¬
choly and joy—are portrayed. Many of the songs will
not bear translation; and the dances partake very much
of the Slav character, with their passionate whirlings and
stamping of feet.
“I fear I may have to destroy one of my country¬
men s illusions regarding the wonderful individual play¬
ing of these people. I have heard at Budapest the play¬
ing of the gypsy who has most repute, and his technic
was muddy and his tone particularly thin and spiky.
The bands certainly play with great dash and go, very

Seize Your Opportunity
By Mae-Aileen Erb
A hake scoffed at a tortoise for the slowness of his
pace, and at the suggestion of the latter, agreed to run a
race with him. The hare was so sure of her ability to
win that she treated the matter lightly and indulged in
a nap beforehand; but the slow, steady tortoise plodded
on, an3 when the hare awoke, she found that he had won
the race.
In our musical life are countless hares and tortoises.
The tortoises—bless their persevering hearts—we can
usually rely upon “getting there” sometime; but as to
the hares, some do, while the majority never arrive at all.
Failure on the part of the hares is far more of a dis¬
credit and a disgrace to themselves than it would be for
a tortoise to lose after having made a plucky effort to
Many students possess talent which, were it combined
with certain essential qualities of the mind, would lead
them to the very heights of success, yet through lack
of these, they never rise above mediocrity. Instead of
having a powerful, dynamic force within themselves to
drive them on to the attainment of a definite goal, they
are satisfied to glide along in an easy, matter-of-fact
way. They are like an engine without steam, or like a
- without a rudder.- Here
__
ship
is a list of words which
everyone should read and ponder :
‘
Indifferent
Ambitious
Superficial
Persevering
Lazy
Thorough
Tireless in Effort
Students of music wake up! Take an inventory of
yourself. Check off the above qualities and see on which
side you belong. Are you confident that vou are
their utmost? Even if you do
not intend to specialize in the subject, have foresight
enough to become as highly proficient as is possible in
the time you are able to devote to it. Anything worth
doing at all, is worth doing well. Your parents are
spending a certain amount yearly on your musical educatTmone
^
Are
squandering
the money or are you making it pay ever-increasing divi
dends of benefit and pleasure?
K
When about twelve years of age, I read an account
of a famous grand opera star, who was talented and
brilliant, but-the writer laid much stress on thif-she
was also an indefatigable worker. Her phenomenal sue
cess was attributed largely to this latter fact I if
always been thankful to the writer for using ju t Z
phrase— indefatigable worker.” It has sin™ kSt ™
standard of measurement for myself Often t , my
striving to achieve along certStas iZtil “
turn, “Am I indefatigable enough in ml "a q ef
4nj(i.,T*_...
8 ln »y endeavor?”
And
then I try again.
Music students, who long for success
gable workers?

'e you indefati-

There is nothing worse for a sinver tk
sing.—Sir Alexander Mackenzie.
S
than not to
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Grasping by Wholes
like the Southern Syncopated Orchestra; bu
timentality and over-exaggeration are Pa‘n*u ;
. t
admires temperament more than I do, but
do
much of a good thing. To show that these gyp
not really care what type of music they Play’
.
as it possesses a tune of sorts, I can adduce that they
have taken to ‘jazz’ as a duck to water. The
tiiey
say that this is only because, to get their living, . J
have to play to the international type of adventurer,
I have found this fondness for jazz in the most obscure
cabarets. The same with their dances. One hardly ever
sees the Czardas danced now; it is the latest form
the shimmy, and the newest type of ballroom “ance_
“One more word about the folk-music. It is ofa very
original type. It is not strictly sentimental like the
German, or fresh and jolly like the English and Basque,
or vaguely disquieting and awkward like the Scandina¬
vian. It is rather languorous, passionate, with more than
a hint of cruelty. This, I fancy, is apparent even in the
decorous settings which are known to us, and is still
more noticeable at Budapest.
. .
“In conclusion, the mistake must not be made of mixing
up the Hungarians and the Gypsies. The former struck
me as rather more stolid than otherwise. They speak
their language very slowly, so that even I, who have
no gift of tongues, could converse with the aid of an
invigorating phrase-book.”
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Fingerings That Help
How pitiful to meet pupils who after several years of
instruction in music, cannot read a simple chord that
they have played hundreds of times without spelling i,
out painfully, note by note. A scale to them is a mere
succession of sounds with no definite tonality, and it is
entirely beyond their ability to gras]) it as a whole and
play it as a unit. Melodic sequences are to them Chinese
puzzles; and even when one has called attention to the
fact that they arc similar in construct) n, they make an
unsuccessful attempt to play them intelligently. So much,
is certain, they either lack the first essentials of musicianship, or their early training was defect?.
To put such pupils on the right track (if this is possi¬
ble) they should be: (a) thoroughly d 1! d in all the
scales and arpeggios, major and minor.
(b) Much attention should be paid : ; lirasing and
reading music by motives and phrases • tend of individ¬
ual notes. Arpeggios may, for the sa'
f practice, be
grouped together as chords, and vice ■ 1Attention
should also be called to passing notes ,v
hanging notes,
which, when eliminated, often reveal
"inline of a
familiar arpeggio.
(c) They should learn the cadcnc<
M the twelve
major and minor keys, and l>c taught
cquent questioning to gain facility in recognize ■: major, minor,
diminished and augmented chords,. n t
nig a special
drill on the dominant-seventh cho’rd.
chord of the
diminished seventh is a stumbling 1>1«><
many pupils,
because the teacher has never taken t
•utile to explain that, although there are many d
" ut notations,
there are only three possible combinatii
i this chord,
the others being mere repetitions of the
: tones,
(d) Pupils should learn to analyze
c, not only
from a melodic, but also from a bin
'.tandpoinL
To enable them to do this, a IcdowIcHk
mentary harmony is a prime requisite, v
familiarity
with the rules of melody writing will pr.
st helpful.

Speeding Up!
By Mary T. Folta
Young pianists arc usually impressed
mg of the artist They arc amazed an
elude that the artist is possessed of s.„
or quality. Whatever the difficulty, he
speed.
Yet, even the young musician may ,.
of the artist. It i, a mane,. of hnmvinn
how, combined with persistent and regul
bring about the ideal.
Speed in playing is a gradual acqui
almost imperceptible. Like any other u
accomplished by systematic effort
Suppose you are studying the Scale
nom SPr,dI IS U f°Ur notcs ,0 ,hc
nome at 160 or at 80? It may even I* r,
ESTJ
prrntgood!
s,,ccd-if >-°u
smoothly and evenly,
Now increase the speed of the metro,,,

u- fast playivine power
• asc, at any
r the speed
Knowing
ractice, will

By EDWARD ELLSWORTH HIPSHER
All fingerings should be such as to make the com¬
position easiest to play musically. As far as possible,
all strained stretches of the fingers or awkward move¬
ments of the hands should be eliminated. In studies
it may be legitimate to use, sometimes, purposely un¬
comfortable fingerings, provided it is done in a way to
develop the fingers and to make them more agile for
other needs. But, in a “piece,” only the easiest possible
and most natural or serviceable positions of the hands and
fingers should be called into use. The mind should be re¬
lieved in this line, in order that it may give its best
thoughts to the interpretation of the selection.
Ordinarily, the fingers will fall on notes which they
would touch in playing the diatonic scale or the regular
arpeggios of the key in which the piece happens to be
written. Were this always true, fingering might easily
be reduced to an exact formula and pianists of all grades
of proficiency would be saved an immense deal of trouble.
But differing forms of hands and other considerations
often make a deviation advisable.
When undertaking a passage which departs from the
regulation scale and arpeggio fingering, study it care¬
fully for the reason of this divergence. Then go overt it,
diligently working over the fingering to find if the one
marked is the very best for your hand. Evidently the
student must be master of the scales and arpeggios to do
this. Otherwise, he would be in no position to pass
judgment on a matter so important, a«d he should go to
one who can help him with authority.
Make a Fingering
Do not be afraid to change the fingering of a published
edition. Ordinarily, these fingerings are best followed;
for they were worked out by a specialist who made a
careful study of the passages and adopted the fingering
which seemed generally best. But hands are widely
different. The fingering that would be very facile for
the editor may be very awkward for another, regardless
of the completeness of his training. The editor may have
had a hand adapted to great stretches between the fingers
so that he unconsciously introduced positions next to
impossible for the one not so favored.
We shall now study a few specific cases, not from
works possible only to the finished player, but mostly
from compositions well within the grasp of the student
of moderate talent and advancement in study. And these
few may serve as guides to help the thoughtful one to
find a way out of other perplexities.
An instance comes to mind, in the close of Chaminade’s
perennially popular Flatterer. As usually printed, the
fingering is

, sometimes
taking, it is
What is
,i the metro..
lerably less.
> «he sc

and young players almost invariably stumble in trying to
do it. A slight change in the fingering, and we have this:

,c ten to I

uneven ti The chances arc ,hal >nur ' "iig wi"
uneven, because certain notes do not ‘
• out”
correct this> t ke a few no{cs a{ & ^
^ fiv#
nex
\"d ,he fiflh
accent of I
thT JLT
BeRm by l,layi"K
note to each tick
weakne r0n0me’-tben ,wo’ ,ben *our- If there is a
ng the .h,,5! W,a tHc f°Urth fin^r. or difficulty in pa
sloX tffiiU, CM,akC ,h°SC
separately and *
difficulty uV ttr0Ub e 'S con<lucrcd. Do this with a
fS V
a[,SCS- Whcn entiling is going sat
next sne’ h
6
regu,a,or of the metronome to t
fl£ n0tCh’ and
proceed till you have reach
tne desired movement.

1
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50

when hof6 tb'ng t0 P*ay fast w,1cn alone, and anoth
*
.S° apt 10 &ct into control. Never •

temnt

wu, pL, TSuL'Sfff "vUk " >“ ™ t
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avoid excitement
a Y°U may ,hus retain sclf‘con
reserve If v
^ ncrvousne« and draw upon yo
r^u^- !t at MM. = 144, you have
Keep a Hail h'Ch t0 draw- and the least slip is fat
add either to
°f JOur spccd Progress. Each d
playing
rate °* movement or to the style
this will finalircar^v'1’'
y “rry you to the goal.
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and the ghost is “laid.” The trouble seems to be in that
the first fingering requires a shifting from one hand to
the other at a weak point in the rhythm—in the midst of
a triplet—which is almost sure to disturb the accents.
Even very dextrous performers realize that it requires
no small amount of skill and care to shift from one
hand to the other in a rapidly running passage, to do it
in the middle of a beat, and to do it so smoothly as not to
offend the trained ear. In Example 2 the change of
hands on the regular beat eliminates this awkwardness.
The following example from Wittman’s May Has
Come illustrates another type of trap—and all because
the given markings require a hand with exceptional
reach of fingers. Observe Example 3 (a).
Es-3

a]_

£ 1»

E3B3QEH
Change the fingering as in Example 3 (b), with the
thumb turning under on the E-flat, and the passage is

elegantly done by any hand that can span the octave.
Let the hand glide well up on the keys, till the fingers
playing white ones are well up among the black ones,
and the thumb goes under to the E-flat very easily.
And why hesitate to bring the thumb on any black key
when so doing is an advantage in the playing?
Yes, change the fingering whenever something has
been discovered which really facilitates the execution.
But, when a fingering has been selected, stick to it at
all times. Nothing lends more to failure than a constant
shifting of fingerings. Of course it is possible that, even
after long study, one many happen on a better fingering
than has been previously known; in which case that
should be adopted and carefully rehearsed till it becomes
the habitual one.
A Simple Little Trick
Sometimes a simple little trick of fingering will work
almost a transformation in the musical effect obtained.
An instance of this occurs in the Hungarian Dance in A
by Brahms-Philipp. It begins with a turn of three very
rapid notes before the first melody-note, E. Now this
E should be very well accented. By using the following
fingering
Ex-4

a)

b)

this becomes easily done. The fingers 2-3-4 or 4-3-2
go lightly on the notes of the turn, while the strong
thumb is in its element when allowed to make the princi¬
pal note to ring out.
Chopin’s Boswell
In Chopin’s works we find many instances where fin¬
gerings almost curious are not only available but they
also promote facility and evenness of execution. A
typical example occurs in his Valse in D-flat, often call¬
ed the Minute Walts. Here occurs the following pas¬
sage which amateurs often bungle by slipshod fingering.

Klindworth, who seems to have been Chopin’s Bos¬
well, so far as the fingering of his works goes, is given
credit for discovering the fingering of this example. On
first trial it may seem freakish to the uninitiated; but
persistence until the fingers have assimilated the new
successions will convince that it not only is practical but
also highly conducive to a beautiful legato at this par¬
ticular point. And Klindworth has furnished the key
to the mystery of many such figures.
The Mordente
Young students, and some that are older, often do
this lightest and daintiest of all the embellishments in a
manner that eliminates most of its beauty. Its fairy-like
tread too many times suggests the lumbering oxen’s
hoofs. Here again fingering lends its aid. The formula
2-4-3, of fingering it may seem at first an unnecessary
shift; and yet it reduces immensely the danger of an
awkward, muddy execution. In fact, when once learned,
it is so much the easier way that its mastery would
be well worth many times the necessary effort.

There is trouble lurking in such a use of the fingers
as 2-3-2, which students are so apt to think easier. The
second finger must touch its first note lightly, daintily,
airily, and then, in the immeasurably short time that is
necessary for the playing of the second note, it must
be prepared to repeat the note it first played and this
time in such a manner'as to bring out a round, ringing
note of melody; for this embellishment seldom occurs
anywhere but in melody. Now this is something which
no one much less than a finished artist, with a masterly
control of the fingers, can accomplish.
In complicated works this ornament may occur at
a time when the hand must be so extended as to necessi¬
tate executing it with adjacent fingers; but that would
be a matter for individual adjustment when the emer¬
gency arises.

The thing that makes the young player willing to use
what he thinks to be a simpler fingering (avoiding the
shift) is that he has not learned to listen to the effect he
produces. He should get in his mind the sensation of
two light tones sounded with lightning-like rapidity, and
immediately followed by a tone of true singing melody.
Then,if the student will give it a fair trial, he soon
will find that the 2-4-3 fingering is a key to the results
desired.
One of the troubles is that we so seldom realize the
musical side of' such an ornament. We play it with
something of a “Thank the Lord, it’s over” attitude
of mind, forgetting that we have lost our opportunity
of giving to our hearers one of the lightest, most delicate
and pleasing ear sensations that we have in our whole
“bag o’ tricks.”
In most of the music apt to fall to the student who
has not reached the higher grades, the mordentes will be
almost sure to fall where, with a little adjustment of the
general fingering of the passage, the 2-4-3 order may be
used; or, if the mordente is used in its original form
(employing as second note the one a half-tone below
the principal one), the fingering will be 4-2-3. This last
form is now practically obsolete so that what was
formerly termed the inverted mordente (using as a
second note the diatonic tone above the principle tone
and fingered 2-4-3) is now in common usage designated
simply as the mordente.
Bach Problems
In Bach, more especially, the hand is sometimes neces¬
sarily in a position where 3-5-4, 5-3-4, 1-3-2 or 3-1-2
must be used. They are simply following the model
heretofore given and must be repeated till mastered.
Many passages that at first look very forbidding may
easily be analyzed into a sequence that is comparatively
simple. In fact, practically all cadenzas are but extended
sequences if we but take the trouble to dissect them.
To the student not thoroughly acquainted with har¬
monic rules and progressions, a few words regarding the
sequence may not be out of place. The sequence, in its
simplest form, is a melodic or harmonic figure repeated
at a higher or lower pitch in the key. As used in the
cadenza which the student is most apt to meet, the
sequence is a figure (usually the tones of an arpeggio
with probably one or more passing-notes) raised or
lowered to some other degree of the key. Sometimes this
will be the octave; often it will be an adjacent degree;
or it may be to a degree a third or any other interval
distant.
A casual glance at the following fails to disclose its
outline, probably because of the break in position of the
Ex. 7,

notes at the middle of it. Yet a little analysis soon
introduces us to an old friend from Paderewski’s popular
Minuet a VAntique. Divide this into groups of six notes
each and it will be found that each of these consists
of the chord G-B-D, with E used as its second and
Ex. 8 yt-,-i
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sixth tones. These E’s may be considered either as pass¬
ing-notes or as a part of the chord of the sixth, accord¬
ing to the harmonic predilections of the student, though
the entire loss of the E in the later part of the cadenza
would seem to make the first interpretation seem to
have the stronger basis.
And now to its fingering. Two good ones are in use,
as is easily seen. Between them there is little cause for
choice, though the one introducing the left hand at E-D
probably tends toward adding brilliancy and ease to the
execution, not to speak of a certain possible elegance in
the movements of the hands, which counts for something
after all.
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A Golden Hour Program

Another very interesting sequence occurs in Godard’s
Second Valse, but this time as an integral part of the
melody. At first glance this would seem to be without
design.

Looking carefully, however, it is seen that the entire
passage is made up of repetitions of four notes of the
descending scale, each one beginning one degree lower
than the last. Simple as it is, this figure is particularly
effective in producing an almost giddy whirl suggestive of
the gaiety of the idealized waltz. Here the fingering
is simplicity itself, if each motive is begun by the fourth
finger and followed by the others in order, to the thumb.
The little secret of fingering the sequence is that the
same finger must fall on corresponding notes of each
repetition of the motive. The least consideration makes
it evident that this is an immense relief to mind, fingers
and any other attributes used in execution or interpre¬
tation. Even with the fingering unmarked, a little fore¬
thought usually will cause the hand to adjust itself to
a comfortable position which may be carried on through¬
out the repetitions. As mentioned in an earlier para¬
graph, do not be a slave to printed fingerings if you
can discover another better suited to your particular
hand. Like the Paderewski excerpt, very often the
introduction of the left hand for one or two notes of
each repetition will eliminate an awkwardness that de¬
velops in trying to do the entire figure with one hand.
In closing, let us bear in mind that more stumbles
in playing, more jumbled passages, are due to bad finger¬
ing than to any other cause with the possible exception
of playing too fast. Fingering, well mastered, becomes
one of the most efficient servants in the employ of the
pianist.

The borrower is servant to the lender.
Proverbs.

1.

Singing—“America, the Beautiful,
Bates-Ward.

2.

Ethical Example—“Truth and Honesty.”
An American went to a store in Chinatown,
kept by an old native of Hong Kong. The cus¬
tomer wished to buy a beautiful piece of jade
that he had seen in the window.
“How much is that exquisite jade?” he asked
of the Chinaman.
“One dollar,” replied the Oriental shop¬
keeper.
“Is it fine jade?” asked the purchaser.
“No,” answered the Chinaman; “on the con¬
trary, it is very inferior jade. It is worth one
dollar and no more.”

3.

Music—Violin Solo.
Adoration.Borowski
Piano Solo
Nocturne in E-flat.Chopin
(or) Talking Machine Record
Andante from Fifth Symphony
Beethoven
(or) Italian Folk Song
0 sole mio.
(or)

By Mary Janet Cutler

Association of ideas is not without its certain value
in acquiring knowledge. Yet, there are limits past which
even this device should not go. Especially is this true
when it associates with a cultural art that which is
incqnsequent or frivolous.
4. Inspirational Talk by Local Citizen of
One pupil cannot name a letter in a space of the bass
Prominence.
staff without first repeating, “Angry cats eat girls,” nor
(or) Reading
a note on a line without first mumbling, “Girls bake date
A Message to Garcia.Hubbard
fudge always.” Such nonsense!
(or)
To be sure, the names of the notes are remembered
Barbara Frietchie .Whittier
through this association of ideas; but is there not some¬
(or)
thing about these absurd sentences not only unpleasant
Freedom . Lowell
to the cultured ear, but also, along with their absolute
lack of sense, out of harmony with the spirit of music?
rauiotic music (Vocal u.
To hear a pupil, who has played a wrong note, stop in
UUlCillcU) .
The Battle Hymn of the Republic
the midst of one of the Schumann Kinderscenen to
repeat one of these nonsensical jingles is nothing less
, .
„
.
_
Julia Ward Howe
(or) Keeping Step With the Union (Piano,
than distressing. “Date fudge” and “angry cats” cer¬
tainly are not calculated to inspire a musical mood. No,
Piano Duet, or Orchestra).. Sousa
it is far better to learn arbitrarily the names of the lines
and spaces, even though the initial effort may be neces¬
6. Playlet, Dialogue, Tableau or Moving
sarily a little greater. Then, without distracting asso- "
Pictures.
6
ciations, the mind may learn to conceive real music.
Chosen by the teacher. An easily arranged

An Acrostic

The foremost of musical magazines,
Holding its place by pure merit,
Everywhere read and admired.
Europe and Asia and Africa
Testify to its great excellence;
Unto the ends of the universe
Duly deliv’ring its messages;
Emblem of music and culture.
"To know good music, real music, is to love it; and
where there is love of music there is always, promise
of good morals, good citizenship; for love of the true
and beautiful makes for better men and women, and a
better world in which to live.”
—Tacoma Ledger.
The beautiful in art can be enjoyed most by the pure
minded.

Ffrst6 FlJ”U^ ^

Leviticus.
Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil
with good.
Romans.

by

Class Questions :
What did the Chinaman gain by telling the
truth about the jade, when he knew that the
customer might have paid a much larger pricet
Is it right to charge a high price for goods
to one customer and sell them cheap to anothert
What do you know about the "one-price sys¬
tem” used in almost all large businesses nowt
Would it have been ztrise for the Chinaman
to tell the truth about the jade even though he
felt certain that he would thus lose the sale?

Stop the Nonsense!

The following unique tribute to The Etude is due to
the ingenuity of a valued Etude enthusiast, Mr. Nicholas
Douty, well known as a singer, teacher and composer.
Mr. Douty has been the tenor soloist for each of the
famous Bach Festivals at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, for
the last twenty-five years.

Love thy neighbor os thyself.

nis specimen program may be followed by
J^rai
I by well-known public school experts.
be shortened, changed around, in f®ft!h®a“Pii(jren.)
to the
need of the school and the children.;
way to
the sneeial
special m

9.

Music—Piano,
Orchestra
Machine.
March from "Athalic”.
Processional March.
Installation March.
March from “Le Prophetc”.
Leonore March.

Talking
Mendelssohn
• • ■ Schoebel
• Rockwell
Meyerbeer
.Raff

Abundant types of ethical examples may be
found in the Bible, other religious literature,
Plutarch, Aesop’s Fables, and in such a prac¬
tical modern collection of material as “Ethics
for Children,” by Ella Lyman Cabot (of the
Massachusetts Board of Education), published
by Houghton, Mifflin and Company.

The Double Bar
By D. L. Ford
The character known as the Doublc-TU
from the earliest history of musical n»i
first to have been used to indicate a “r.
the close of a period and came into us.
that indicate intervals of silence between
By general usage the Double-Bar h
employed for several purposes; for win !
varies slightly in form.
In a song the Double-Bar, consisting oi *
may or may not be used to indicate the
strumental introduction, according to tli
the composer. Also, composers of tin
have sometimes used this same sign to r
of a division of a song in the Binary I
In Hymn Tunes the Double Bar is conn
separate the phrases of music that arc
each line of the words.
In a Sonata the Double Bar—usually <
followed by a somewhat heavier one
rate the Groups of themes and other
which a Movement is built up. In parlor
this same character, or one composed of
is usually employed to mark the end
Period.
A Double Bar of two light lines is used
of key signature occurs in a Movemci
tion.
A Double Bar of two heavy linesfirst is rather lighter than the last—is u
of all compositions.

been used
It scenft
pause at
■ ith rests
me to be
cover, it
light lines,
f the in¬
,-rence of
c period
the end
used to
Ming to
i:ght line
to sepa¬
rials from
n music
light lines,
1 heme or
a change
.imposi¬
imes the
the close

Only “Lifers” Wanted

BCtSy R°SS Making the
Teachers whose pupils leave them just about a:

7.

8.

Inspirational Music.
Pieces of the type of the Songs of Stephen
Foster, Schuberts Serenade, Schumann’s Traiimeret, Wagner’s Prise Song from the Meistersmger or similar lesser-known prototypes
played or sung as solos or heard from the
talking machine.

~y w“X.“ ‘tow progrc” wi"

Golden Text.

?"■
'• " U»t thtv were el
capable mu' *°r pract,ce- He also appointed the
duty to train'Th among them as leader, making
man was an then!1and give them instruction.

The idea here is to have members of the
class repeat the Golden Text memorized at he
previous Golden Hour, and then learn the new
TextsSeire:d °r
'
Specimen G°'den
A good name is better than riches.
■a man should hs WiA;
,«* 0 «- .«* o,
strong men.

auversity, 0f

In a just cause, the weak overcome f^Tong.
Nothing great was ever achifZ™^
enthusiasm.
achieved without

r* °f •"* shirrs? Xt £
X-wwTd^V,h
ferred elsewhe C ^ ,Carc^u"y trained would be
expiration ofhhis’tS°nWh0r N-iSCharBC'1 ''y ^
denly lost in
m' }Vllen h,s °boe player was
wanted to givehiL''ti?'’ -h!S patience had its limit, a
kindly are~P - a J°b: but Mr’ Osborne, after
‘‘A»righ?^Xmd,VTCed.him t0 ‘O’ a "bile 1.
‘lifers’.” ’
be’ 1 W‘H—but after this I take

£«« aIwaVs withil
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Professional and Artistic Opportunities for the
Music Supervisor
By JOHN W. BEATTIE
Forme, President of Music Supervisors’ Conference, Director of Public School Music, Grand Rapids, Mich.
the school field, he is likely to be given a salary in
accordance with the length of his experience. Nobody
can say with authority what the maximum is or may
become, as it depends in many cases on the ability of the
supervisor to secure good results or what are considered
good results by the community. The larger cities range
from $2,500 to $4,000; and in a few of the largest cities
the schedule calls for more, maximum figures depending
upon the experience and educational qualifications of
those occupying positions.

During the last few years there has been a tremendous
awakening of interest in school music on the part of the
public. This interest has been manifested in a variety ot
ways, some of the most common of which are: Articles
in newspapers and magazines featuring the work done in
schools of various cities; greater interest among
women’s organizations leading to cooperation with music
supervisors; realization on the part of musicians and
private music teachers that the school music work is
worth supporting, from a selfish standpoint; assistance
and support from music dealers and manufacturers of
musical merchandise, who see in school music a splendid
new field of business; appreciation on the part of parents
that children of to-day appear to be more interested m
music than was the case during their own school days.
And just as there are many manifestations of the
interest, the causes leading to them are numerous In¬
creased interest in music during and immediately follow¬
ing the world war has been frequently commented upon.
But the revival of interest in school music dates back
before the war. One of the chief causes was the develop¬
ment of instrumental music in the schools. The public
has become accustomed to hearing choruses of children
perform, but never ceases to be amazed that youthful
instrumentalists can be formed into satisfactory ensemble
groups. And in any city where bands and orchestras
flourish, there the interest in the entire school music pro¬
gram has been stimulated. The growth of instrumental
teaching, along with a general broadening of work along
other lines, has attracted to the profession more proficient
musicians than were formerly engaged in school music
work. The ability of those musicians to produce results
of a high order is really the cause for present interest m
the work they have done and are doing.
Demand Greater Than Supply
The growth in the school music field has created a
demand for teachers and supervisors that has been
difficult to meet. Twenty years ago, conservatories and
colleges were training but few musicians for school posi¬
tions. Now, practically every conservatory of note offers
courses for the preparation of music supervisors; the
colleges and normal schools all over the country are
engaged in turning out music teachers along with those
in other branches, and in several of the larger institutions
four-year courses leading to a degree are offered. Not
only are hundreds of students enrolled in the many
teacher training institutions, but also requirements for
final certification have been increased to the point where
it is no longer possible for musicians in the general field
to deride the supervisor as a person of inferior ability
and education. The supervisor of to-day is necessarily
of superior qualifications, for he must be not only a
capable musician, but also familiar with the theories
underlying the science and art of teaching. In addition
to the educational requirements, he must have satisfied
his instructors that he possesses personal qualities that
will enable him to be a success in work with children.

Almost every person engaged in school music work has
opportunity to augment the school salary by means entirely
legitimate. Church choir work is probably the most com¬
mon source of extra employment; and no school authority
can reasonably object to it. The supervisor is supposedly
a musician competent either as a vocalist, organist or choir
director, and, in a town or city of any size, will almost
invariably be called upon for professional services in one
of the churches. The financial inducements vary and here
again are subject to the musician's ability in the capacity
for which he is engaged.
There Is also a limited way in which the school musician
may work as a private teacher. This is particularly true
in the smaller communities where the number of able
private teachers of voice or instrument is small. The word
limited is used because the school teacher must do this
private work outside of school hours and can accept Only
- Ji 7 pupils. This limitation is an advantage in a w~”
inasmuch as it enables the instructor to take only sueh
inUies,8 the
pupils as show signs of talent. In so— --***'“
supervisor has overdone the private teuemug unu nus ueeu
so ambitious to increase his earnings that his school work
has suffered. Through this over emphasis on private work,
he may also have forfeited the cooperation of competent
private teachers who think the school musician is encroach¬
ing on their business. Such abuses frequently have led to
a ruling by school authorities forbidding the supervisor to
engage in private teaching. It will be well, therefore, for
the supervisor to use considerable tact and discretion in
undertaking any private instruction.

JOHN W. BEATTIE

know about is the financial reward that goes with all
the work. Further, I wish to be sure that I am entering
a field in which there is a chance for real artistic
growth.” Those are fair questions, and an attempt will
be made to satisfy them, though it is difficult to furnish
actual figures as to possible earnings. It may be desirable
also to indicate briefly the more common types of posi¬
tions open to candidates.
Teachers in the school music field are divided among a
number of branches of the profession. First, there is the
head of the music department in a school system. Such
head may be called a supervisor or director, depending
largely upon the size of the system. If the head consti¬
tutes the entire department, doing both supervising and
teaching, he is usually designated as supervisor of music.
That is the common position throughout the United
States, and probably twelve to eighteen thousand people
are in such positions. In the larger cities, where much
work is carried on through departmental teachers, the
head of the music work is quite commonly called director
of music and those who work under his, direction, special
teachers of music. The teachers may be employed either
in grade or high schools, and include instrumental as
well as vocal instructors. Frequently these teachers do
dules ? Under such condisome supervising and are classed as supervisors, being
f for work ii the
1 it pay
__
__
e
when
there
will
be
responsible to the director of music. In addition to these
school n
...s
available than places for them ; but
e capable
n
position to offer authoritative judgment tell us teachers, supervisors and directors, there is a large num¬
that It is not likely to come for some years. The thing ber of those who are located in teacher training institu¬
that will happen Is just what happens in any field, the
unqualified and unsuccessful will have to give way to those tions, where they act as instructors in musical theory,
who can produce satisfactory results. American cities
history of music, public school methods and other sub¬
are pretty well convinced as to the value of school music ,
jects thought to be a necessary part of the supervisor’s
they are willing to pay for it, b
education. In all, probably in the neighborhood of twenty
visor responsible for s development produces a r
■PUM___
_md
let
E
return for the Jnves
thousand musicians are, in one of the several capacities,
....
the fact that music supervision
abundance of hard work. The privn1-*“ “
engaged in actual school music work or helping pro¬
i instruct the uninspired, or
the commercial musician, wearied of the grind of theater mote it.
playing or “jobbing,” need not turn to the schools as situa¬
Salaries Vary
tions offering opportunity for affine salary ^sinecure
The salaries paid to these thousands differ widely. The
and presents no haven for the unambitious. The calls
upon the supervisor are numerous, and he is to such an
minimum yearly salary^ for a beginning supervisor with
extent a public servant that his position requires tremendous
two years’ training and no experience in teaching of any
expenditure of time and energy.
kind is perhaps $1,000. There should not be misunder¬
The Financial Reward
standing as to this minimal salary. Young men and
women just out of the training schools are placed at the
But some zealous musician says: “I will get proper
low salaries, and the average is undoubtedly in excess
training for school work; I am not lazy; I have enough
of $1,000. Further, if a competent musician of many
of the missionary spirit to want to do all the things you
years’ experience as a private teacher or performer enters
tell me a supervisor must do. What I am anxious to

The competent instrumentalist undoubtedly has a
greater opportunity to augment the school salary than
any other type of musician. If the supervisor is a cap¬
able band or orchestra director, his services as a director
of adult organizations are always in demand. Many
small cities throughout the Middle West insist that the
supervisor be competent to lead both band and orchestra.
Many of these cities have an arrangement whereby the
supervisor does both school and community work. In
such cases, organizations or business men may add to
the salary paid to the supervisor by the board of edu¬
cation, with the understanding that he will organize
and direct adult instrumental groups as well as those
developed in the schools. The school organizations be¬
come natural feeders for the adult bands or orchestras
and the more capable school performers play in both.
Adult organizations, with full instrumentations, com¬
plete libraries and surprising performing ability exist in
hundreds of American commun:ties small in size and
remote from musical centers. Many of these are di¬
rected by school music supervisors; and there is a grow¬
ing demand for the supervisor who can handle that kind
of work. The salary offered in many cases compares
favorably with that of the high school principal, or the
highest salaried employee of the local or county
government.
Concert Companies
A few school musicians find it possible to organize
and direct small companies of performers for concert
work. Lyceum courses are almost universally offered
in the smaller cities; and quite frequently musicians are
to be found in one’s own town, capable of competing
with the small companies sent out by the concert bureaus.
String trios and small orchestras with well selected and
carefully rehearsed repertoires can always find employ¬
ment; while the ubiqitous male quartet is an ever popu¬
lar attraction, especially when it is well trained and
can present a varied program. This possibility for
concert work not' only offers the supervisor a chance
to earn money but also gives him an outlet for his own
ability as a performer. Any capable musician wants to
keep himself in shape for performance. What more
desirable occupation for his leisure than filling a few
engagements as a concert artist?
On the artistic side, it may be said without any reserva¬
tion that the school musician has the greatest opportunitv
for improving conditions musically of any one in the music
profession. Our future citizens are trained in the schools •
and if music forms an important part of the school curri?
culum and is carried on in a proper way, music will nlnv
an important part in adult life of the fufure The appeal
of music is universal; everybody responds to it in iV.rno
form ; and, if the child's natural interest in it mA.8?1!,6
tered throughout his school career, America will beemhe* in
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nation of real music lovers, or should we sav a
>f lovers of real music. In past years, and unforinnately in
’.
hools to-day, all sense of employment in
d through an over emphasis on the teehnieal Hide of
Chlldren have been drilled in the theory
.-n extent that they have often lost all
dition is rapidly changing and more attention is now given
to artistic singing and the building up of the appreciative
side of music through intelligent listening. The phonograph
has played an important part in this transformation; and
everywhere through the schools, children are being taught
to know and love the great masterpieces of music just as
they are given a liking for the best literature.
In thousands of American communities, really worth
while concerts are promoted by the music supervisor.
Some of these are given By imported professionals, but
more are the result of constructive work in school and
community. School children love to appear in public
performances and the supervisor who capitalizes this
natural desire not only is able to stimulate the childish
musical ability but also furnishes the adult population
with a chance to hear worth while music. For no
musical effect can be more beautiful than the voices of
children singing with correct tone production and with
an appreciation of the meaning of what they sing. The
value of instrumental demonstrations already has been
mentioned. As for the drawing power of school enter¬
tainments, the presence of a large number of childrenin any capacity always will bring out an admiring audi¬
ence of relatives and friends. They are put on in many
places as money making ventures; but their chief merit
lies in their ability to interest the public in music and
particularly in school music. In small and remote
communities they constitute valuable additions to social
life. , Certainly, they add as much to a town’s enjoy¬
ment and edification as the best of moving pictures; and,
if carefully planned their performance may be of gen¬
uine educational value.

Opportunities tor Service
In all the activities which the supervisor takes on in
addition to this school work, he may be doing an im¬
mense amount of good. Take choir work. What an
artistic force a competent leader of church music can
be! He not only can raise standards of performance
but also can elevate the taste of the congregation through
selection of 'music that is appropriate to the service and
at the same time good. A great deal of trash is sung
by choirs and used for congregational singing. This
is as true of large city churches as of the less pretentious
ones. Here is a field offering tremendous possibilities
for the musician who has high ideals and at the same
time the personality and qualities of leadership neces¬
sary to the successful choir director. Church work is
likely to be an ungrateful task; but, since most super¬
visors undertake it, they should make an effort to raise
the standards of church music just as they do in the
school work.
As a private teacher, the supervisor may become re¬
sponsible for the development of many a performer.
He may be the only competent violin or voice teacher
in a community and as such can build up a group of
pupils who will contribute largely to musical endeavors
in future years.
In the concert field, the supervisor has an opportunity
to do the same thing in the way of elevating taste that ho
may do in the church music work. Concert bureaus and
lyceum managers do send out splendid musical companies;
but. unfortunately, there are unscrupulous booking agencies
which rate a company solely by its ability in a low type of
program. Skillful performers too often assume that resi¬
dents of the smaller cities are ignorant musically and pre¬
sent programs made up of numbers Bimilar to those pre¬
sented in vaudeville theaters. A lyceum course promoted
by church, school, business men or women’s clubs can both
entertain and uplift. Musical companies should be obliged
to submit programs in advance and local promoters giffen
an opportunity to demand the best in music. The school

supervisor ^fgy^eapacU^'cuubl assi

aJ*p lyceun> com.r who"V"k!“ty of

The Teachers’ Round Table

l%grams* 1gi?cnnin tcrritor^^marjbi'

Conducted by PROF. CLARENCE G. HAMILTON, M. A.
Singing to Accompaniment
By Lois L. Ewers

P

How many times we hear a good selection spoiled by
the voice of the singer getting “off key." That is, the
voice shifts from the true pitch ot the accompaniment.
Two remedies for this are worth consideration. First,
the singer should learn to listen closely to. the instru¬
ment or instruments with which lie is associated. Then
he should be very careful to keep his voice quite in sym¬
pathy with this accompaniment and true to its pitch.
Of course, the shifting of the pitch of the instruments
to suit that of the voice is not to he considered.
For your own edification (or amusement
imctime
try playing the melody of a song a half tone higher
than the accompaniment. For instance, : i die accom¬
paniment is in E-flat (three flats), play the
elody in
E (four sharps). The result probably v,
evoke a
laugh—if the effect on the nerves docs not
d you to
bed. But you will have a very good specie
of the
effect of a singer out of tune with the accomi eiiment.
Sometimes the accompaniment is a; fa
re par¬
ticularly if it be from a single instrument. 1 im this
fault comes from a lack of clearness and
ness in
the tone-attack of the player. No, the a
niment
need not be loud; but the touch should
even
though gentle. The tones must come
p ly to
the singer’s ear that it will catch them trul
1 have
something to which it may gauge the voice.

Announcement of the Winners in the ETUDE Prize Contest, 1922-1923
Final decisions have been reached, and
we take pleasure in announcing the win¬
ners in the competition which closed on
July 1.
The task of making the awards was an
arduous one, since there was an unusually
large number of composers represented
and, in most cases, by more than a single
manuscript. In addition to the fine array
of American writers, practically all the
civilized countries were represented, in¬
cluding India, China and Japan.
There was a certain standard set by the

Judges for each class, and jo, determining
Kroeger (St. Louis, Mo.); third prize,
this standard both the artistic and the prac¬
J. G. Cummings (Saginaw, Mich.).
Class I.—Second prize, Paul
tical sides were considered. A number of
(Trenton, N. J.).
composers whose work was highly meri¬
Class 2.—First prize, Charles Wakefield
Choruses
torious failed to take cognizance of our
Cadman (Hollywood, Calif.); second
restriction as to efforts of an involved or
Class 1.—Second prize, J. I
prize, Anna Priscilla Risher (Holly¬
pedantic nature. For this reason or for
braith (Richmond, Va.) ;
wood, Calif.); third prize, Rob Roy
similar reasons, awards were withheld in
R. M. Stults (Ridley Park.
Peery (Hickory, N. C.).
parts of certain classes.
Class 2.—Second prize, Richar
The awards are as follows:
(Newark, N. J.); third pi
Class 3.—Second prize, Amoldo Sartorio
Tompkins (Westport, Conn.
Piano Solos
(Crefeld, Germany); third prize, CuthClass J—Second prize, Fay I
Class 1—First prize, Cecil Burleigh
bert Harris (Gorleston-On-Sea, Eng¬
York,
N. Y.) ; third prize, i
(Madison, Wis.) ; second prize, E. R.
land).
Pitcher (London, England).

department.

Difficulties with Scales
ill I have a pupil of twelve years who plays
second grade pieces fairly well, and reads very
well, but cannot play the scales in their simplest
forms correctly. Could you advise me how to
h<!l^)tIn whatbor'der should the scales be taught?
I have given first the major, second the minor,
then the scales in thirds, sixths and double thirds.
Is this order correct?
(1) It looks as though you had pushed the pupil too
rapidly in scale playing. Stick to the simplest forms,
with one hand alone, .until each scale is thus thoroughly
mastered; and in no case take up a new scale until those
studied previously are well in hand. Begin with the
scale of C major, one'octave, hands separately; then
proceed to G, D, A and E, all of which are fingered ex¬
actly like C. Continue working with these five until
each can be played at a moderate pace for two octaves,
hands separately; and then add F and B, which require
slightly different fingerings. In a similar manner, the
flat scales may be taken up in the order of their signa¬
tures. Now extend the scales to three and four octaves,
still with one hand at a time.
I should say that the above process might well
sufficiently occupy the pupil during the first two years.
Next in order, begin to put the hands together by play¬
ing them through one octave, at first very slowly. After
this can be done in parallel motion, have the scales
learned in contrary motion, one octave as before. The
two processes may be combined by playing up one octave
in parallel motion, then an octave in contrary motion, and
then down in parallel motion, thus:

it Galprizc,
serling
George
Eventually this process may be broadened out by
substituting two octaves for one, in the above formula.
The student should meanwhile learn to perform the scales
in chromatic, instead of signature order. Many other
devices for varying the treatment of these scales may be
applied such as by practicing in different rhythms, as,
for instance, the following:
Ex. 2

Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.
Daily Lessons with Children
I anT’teaching“mys.-K^
on page 31 ot the Presser Student’s Book. She
worries because other children pass her m the book.,
but I reemire her to play each piece absolutely cornearfy e^yV-e t«. fc is also°s|Syg
IsUrittrightPto8hold hcr''back until each study or
piece can be played easily?
t„,n. .
My other daughter is seven, mid is having a
fifteen minute lesson per day. I hai e started
smdySI Heacox’s «£ IfZn?'in Harmony.

Do

y°Th(fPni‘n " year'olS8 gVl^Bmall, rather weak
her ^S,How cafsI/Some “hVs "tmiddef-Mas.
G. K. A.
I think that you are carrying on the children’s musical
education in a very sane and safe manner. Nowhere
is thorough, careful work so necessary as during the
first year or two, when the child is either made or
marred as a future pianist. Many teachers, anxious to
gain a reputation for rapid methods, hurry the child
along with “difficult music” as the chief aim; and m so
doing leave all sorts of threads hanging for future
teachers to unravel. Don’t worry because other children
are apparently more speedy in their progress. Quality,
not quantity, counts in the long run.
It might be well, however, to occupy a part of the
daily lesson in distinctive sight-reading. Get some book
of simple duets, and spend five minutes or so. of the
lesson period in having the children read these in strict
time, without stopping for mistakes. You may at first
play the remaining part yourself, with one of the girls,
and eventually have them play together.
As to harmony, the text book you mention is excellent.
I would spend plenty of time on scale-structure and in¬
tervals, emphasizing each step by ear-trainmg. illustra¬
tions on the keyboard, and writing. Here again, funda¬
mental training is all-important.
Stiff wrists are a bad feature and should, be avoided
like a plague. Have the pupil begin each period of work
by letting the hands hang loosely from the arms for a
few seconds. Occasionally, too, as a test while she is
playing, put your forefinger under her wrist and lift the
forearm up, making sure that her hand hangs down
relaxed, and does not extend out horizontally or up¬
ward from the wrist. It is also wise to have her hold her
wrists rather high, above the level, in playing. Finally,
do not let her force the tone at any point, but trust to time
to strengthen her playing muscles.
The Work of the Average Pupil
Please suggest a course of study for a pupil of
from ten to twelve years of a »e, during two years,
What grade should he be In at the end of that
time?—C. B.

by playing in canon form, with one hand two notes
ahead of the other; by practicing at varying rates of
speed with the metronome; by playing one hand staccato
and the other legato, and various other ways. All these
devices will tend to strengthen the pupil’s command
of the scales and their fingering, and to prepare him to
meet them confidently, in whatever guise they may ap¬
pear.
(2) The above answer assumes that the major scales
be thoroughly learned before the minors are introduced.
Such a precaution will tend to prevent the confusion of
which there is danger if both modes are studied at once.
The minor scales should be treated just as carefully and
accurately as the major, and may be practiced finally in
the various ways suggested above. No form of practice
is more valuable than that of double thirds, with which
you conclude your list. After these are mastered through
one, two or more octaves, they may be practiced profit¬
ably with broken thirds in one hand, as follows:
JOHN G. CUMMINGS
John Grinnell Cummings has been for many years an active
figure In the musical life of Michigan. Born in Centerville,
Mich., Mr. Cummings studied in the Cincinnati College of
Music and the New England Conservatory of Music. His piano
teachers were William H. Sherwood and Xavier Scharwenka.
TTli;CUmmll,gS' In the foaming” appears in this issue of

-—ivionEK
a PrlscillalRisher was born
near Pittsburgh,
Pa
—was
oom near
Pittsburgh
Pa , and
ana
thprp
—*_.
.
and
pursuedI her
her musical
musical studies
studies there
and in Boston,
Mass
her teachers having been A. M. Foerster, G. W. Chadwick Pa 1
Stasny and Leo Schulz. Miss Risher, who is a ’cellist nl’ r
and organist, is represented in the’ catalog^ of “he ltdtg
American publishers. Her “Indian Lament” appears in
issue of THE ETUDE.
aPPears in
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ROB ROY PFro-o
R°b Ro>’ Peery, born av o
*
w®u-fa>own violinist ore**?***' Japan’ ta ,90«. ia alrec
whk'h were begun at’an
3nd Compo,er'
His stu
*“ f* COUn^- At pte^n iV'f
P-sucd en,
at Lenoir College Hlckn
c is a teacher of violin and o
COmPosi«on,“Sprl'„fFI!‘”P’’„
C’ Mr’ Peery’s prize win
positions of other prize w/’ appcars in this issue. Other c
Prize winners will appear later.

Ex. 3

.

t T * *

* * t < * .-1
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First, let us agree on the status of the “average pupil,”
for there are infinite grades of intelligence, of musical
aptitude, of time given to practice, and other considera¬
tions. We will assume that our pupil is tolerably bright,
is amenable to instruction, and that he is to practice
an hour a day; that by a “year” is meant the usual
yearly season of about 36 weeks; and that he is to
begin at the very beginning.
Various factors should go to make up such a course,
especially the following:
1. Musical notation: Including a study of clefs, meas¬
ures, notes, rests, accidentals and the common marks of
expression, such as p, f, crescendo, diminuendo.
2. Technique: Simple exercises for fingers, hand and
arm; the major scales and the simpler minor scales,
such as A, E, B, D, G and C, two or three octaves, in
parallel and contrary motion and at a moderate rate of
speed.
3. Harmony and ear-training: The construction of
scales, the nature of intervals, and the recognition by
ear of the simpler intervals (perfects, majors and.minors
at least) ; major and minor triads in root position and
inversions, and the common principles of chord progres¬
sion in four-voice writing. Ear-training in determining
these triads.
4. Studies in the first two grades, illustrative of the
technical work given in the exercises; and occasional
pieces—perhaps four or five a year—in these grades. Ex¬

planation of the forms used in these pieces, and biograph¬
ical data concerning their composers.
...
5. Committal to memory of some, at least, of the above
studies and pieces.
6. Sight-reading of easy duets and solo pieces.
7. Transposition of exercises or the simpler composi¬
tions into other keys than thex one in which they are
written.
,
-As a basis for the instruction thus outlined, any repu¬
table elementary books or “methods” may be employed.
Result: at the end of two years the pupil should be play¬
ing pieces such as the Minuetto from Beethoven s Sonata
Op. 49, No. 2; the easiest pieces by Bach or Handel;
and many of the pieces in Schumann’s Album for the
Young, Op. 68. He will then be amply prepared to pro¬
ceed on to the work of the third grade.
A Plan for Piano Study
Some time ago I asked the members of the Round
Table to send any plans for study which they had evolved
from their own experience. The following plan, designed
for a special kind of work, but capable of a much wider
application, has recently been received.

Ex. I
.■ P.1, ,

U -

hi-

1

r TO
J!
^"piay full chords of choral* part, taking care to
select onlv the inner notes which belong to the
chord passage, and not those of the contrapuntal
ae^ompnniment^o inner v0;ceB written in counterP°4°tpiliyt Nol’l^phis No.6 3 above (octaves only and
counterpoint).2 ^ No. g (ful, choras and counterP°A further process, especially adapted to sightreadin&is^s^ follows
without tone and sec¬
ond with tone.—Abbie Z. Brink.
The obvious advantage of the above method is that it
involves an appreciation of the relative value of each
part of a given composition. Take, for instance, any
piece whatever that consists of a melody and accompani¬
ment. First in importance comes the melody itself; next
come the bass notes, which ordinarily constitute a
counter melody, as well as the foundation of the har¬
mony ; and finally there are the subordinate parts of the
accompaniment, written as a rule between melody and
foundational base, but sometimes above or surrounding
the melody. If each of these component parts be read
or studied thoroughly, they may finally be put together
with intelligent understanding.
Here is, then, a practical plan which we may all test out
with our pupils. Will not some others of our members
send in their suggestions also?

Saint-Saens on “Feeling in Music”
The views of a really great devotee of an art, relating
to it, are ever interesting; and so we produce the words
of the great French master, as found in Watson Lyle’s
“Camille Saint-Saens, His Life and Art” (E. P. Dut¬
ton and Company).
“Someone has said lately that where there is no feel¬
ing there is no music. We could, however, cite many
passages of music which are absolutely lacking in emo¬
tion, and which are beautiful, nevertheless, from the
point of view of pure aesthetic beauty.
“But what am I saying? Painting goes its own way,
and emotion, feeling and passion are evoked by the least
landscape. Maurice Barres brought in this fashion and
he could even see passion in rocks. Happy is he who
can follow him there.”

?

THE ETUDR
an ODD COINCIDENCE

In one of his books James Huneker re¬
marks, “Like Rubinstein, Tschaikowski
became celebrated as a composer after he
had written a little piano piece—a Chanson
Sans Paroles, curiously enough in. the
same key as Rubinstein’s Melody in F. A
Polish Dance, as we all know, lighted
Scharwenka’s torch of fame in this coun¬
try.”
It is perhaps natural that a little piece
which everybody can play should be the
means by which the greatest composers
reach the multitude. Yet there is some¬
thing tragic in the fact. A composer
spends years writing, symphonies, ora¬
torios, operas, into which he puts .the
best he’s got, only to have them ignored
in favor of some little trifle, charming
enough in itself, yet dashed off in a pass¬
ing moment, or perhaps, as in the case
of Tschaikowski’s short piano-pieces, at
the request of a publisher.
One could add many to Huneker’s list.
Even the name of Schumann would be un¬
known to thousands of people but for his
brief Traiimerei.
The long works of
Joachim Raff are forgotten altogether, and
his dwindling fame rests upon a single
piece for the violin well within the grasp
of the amateur, his Cavatina, composed,
it is said, to pay off his creditors when
the composer was imprisoned for debt.
Paderewski’s opera, Manru, and his sym¬
phonic works, are unknown to thousands
who play his Minuet. Edward Elgar, es¬
sentially a symphonist and oratorio com¬
poser, is known, if at all, by his Salut
d’amour.
Richard Strauss, the mastersymphonist and dramatic composer, al¬
ready fast losing his former prestige, will
be forgotten unless he writes something
short and catchy for amateurs, which he
hasn’t done yet very successfully. If
you would be immortal as a composer of
, big works, be sure and add plenty of
“short stuff” to your symphonies.

The Musical Scrap Book
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instruc 1
and Interesting
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT

WHY BRAHMS NEVER MARRIED
The brusque, bearded Brahms was a
powerfully built man of great physreal
vitality, fine and noble-looking and by
means impervious to feminine charms,
He was extremely fond of children, yet

<

^

children by his
when‘I
not mean *at.^Bu^tfl f
shouWhave liked to marry, my music was
either hissed in t eNow for
least received w.tti icy coldnes.
^

In his charming book of reminiscences
Sir Georg Henschel relates the following
rather strange occurrence. "Tchaikovski
whom I had the pleasure of seeing nearly
every day during his short stay in
don, seemed to me, though then on the
uppermost rung of the ladder of Fame,
even more inclined to intervals of melan¬
choly than when I had last met him. In.
deed, one afternoon, during a talk about the
olden days in Petrograd and Moscow, and
the many friends there who were no more,
he suddenly got very depressed and, won¬
dering what the world and all its life and
strife was made for, expressed his own
readiness at any moment to quit it. To my
gratification I succeeded in dispelling the
clouds that had gathered over his mental
vision, and during the rest of the afternoon,
as well as the dinner in the evening, he ap¬
peared in the best of spirit
That was the
last time I saw him, and less than five
months after a very strange thing hap¬
pened. What to call it, 1 Know not.
"The sketch programs . ; the series of
concerts by the Scottish (Khestra, which
under my conductorship, w< tv to commence
in November, had as umi. 1, been printed
and published several m s
Indore the
first concert, which took
,
in Edin¬
burgh, on November 3.
! and on the
program there figured an / . n for Strings,
by Tchaikovski, written i memory of a
departed friend. I had 1
I it as a fine
example of the composer's art, as being
deeply emotional ami impr.
. ■. even on so
limited a scale and with ut the coloristic
wealth of the full motk-t n
Vstra. The
little work stood first in th
aid half of
the program. After the n a ! ntcrval be¬
tween the parts the mcmhci
i the orches¬
tra had reassembled on the platform ready
for me. As I made my way through them
toward the conductor's de-k, one of the
gentlemen stopped me Ur a moment and,
handing me the Evening .V t. ]minted to
the heading of a telegram from Petrograd.
Tchaikovski had died that t ruing.”

strangely enough he never married. If
^ worth and that some day
his reasons were those given by J. V. cause i Knew its
when,
Widmann, in his “Recollections of Jo- the tables would be turned. _
a ^
ha,ines Brahms,” readers will be surprised after suchl-Wnv: on the cen¬
L was not unhappy; on the conto learn that he was actually afraid to,
But if, in such moments, I had
One glimpses an amazing sensitiveness be¬
to meet the anxious questioning eyes of
neath the hard crust of his superficial
a wife with the words, ’another failure,
bluntness.
could not have
From Widmann, the poet and librettist, aI wum
■— borne
-, that!
learn that Brahms “usually spoke woman may love an artist, whose w lie
she is, ever So much, and even do what
jokingly of his bachelor state, and,
in her husband—still
pecially when answering inquiries of it
_ called
__ believe
_
quisitive ladies, would make use of the she cannot have the certainty of victory
facetious formula: ‘It is still my mis¬ which is in his heart. And if she wanted
fortune to be unmarried, thank God!’ to comfort me.a wife to pity her
Such jokes and other malicious little re¬ husband for his non-success.ugh! I
marks, as also the club life which his cannot bear to think what a hell that
bachelor state constrained him to lead,
,, ,
, .
. , • .
,
■ , ■
, T
•
would have been, at least to
often reminded me of Lessing; which w
’
‘Brahms uttered these words vehemently,
comparison
was
strengthened
when
™ ms" prp
JH_I single^ time—spoke
■■ I to
^ ^
short broken sentences, looking so
Brahms—one
earnestly and with deep feeling of this defiant and indignant that I could think
matter.
of no reply; and only silently reflected on
“It was one of those summers in Thun the one hand, what fiery and tender, jubi.Early one morning we were walking lant and sad love-songs the man had writalong the road which ends by the lake ten, who, walking beside me, thought at
from Beatenbucht to Merligen, and had that moment of his lonely condition; and
somehow come to speak of women and on the other, what mental suffering the
family life. Brahms said, ‘I have missed noblest and proudest minds have to bear
through hard-heartedness and lack of
my chance. At the
: I wished for f.
I could not offer
wife what I should comprehension of the world. ‘It has been
A song will outlive all sermons in the have felt was right: Upon my asking him for the best,’ added Brahms, suddenly,
“Paganini's commnml of r - tnilc. which so
if by that he meant tnat he had lacked and the next minute showed his usual
memory.
Giles.
astonished the world til hie
that It was
confidence in his powers to keep a wife and pression of quiet content.
attributed to the Influence . the Evil One.
must now be considered pm’ uf the equip¬
ment of every modern vlrln.
I make this
COMPOSERS AND COFFEE
statement alinply to lllueti
the advance
A press clipping informs us that Doni¬
made In the science of the c
Kubelik.
zetti, composer of "The Daughter of the
LESCHETIZKY’S PIANISTIC IDEALS
Regiment,” and other melodious operas,
Among the great teachers of the piano¬ had finished and awakened no response. MUSIC FOR THE DOWN AND OUT
had a passion for coffee when composing.
“He was accustomed to shut himself in a forte, even including Czerny, Clementi and There was no enthusiasm. They were all
For twenty-one years, ti Bowery Mis¬
room with a quantity of music paper, pens Liszt, none ranks higher than Leschetizky, so accustomed to brilliant technical dis¬ sion, of New York, has 1
: giving con¬
and ink, and three or four pots of strong the teacher of Paderewski and many play that the pure beauty of the composi¬
certs weekly for the benefit : human dere¬
coffee. He would then begin to write and others. In her sketch of Leschetizky’s' tion and interpretation was not appreciated
licts. Dr. Haltimond. the -iiperintendenf
drink, and when this supply of coffee was life, the Comtesse Potocka gives the fol¬ .Dessauer coming toward me, a slight
of this famous mission,
s that “the
exhausted, he would order more and con¬ lowing account of how he came by his sneer of disappointment on his face, asked
men who come to us are fighting a big
tinue to drink it as long as he wrote. He ideas in piano teaching.
me what I thought of it. Still very
“Hearing Schulhoff formed an epoch in much moved, I answered, ‘It is the play¬ fight. To them, music is as -:imulat:ng as
asserted that coffee was necessary for his
to
soldiers
on
a
battlefield
They
come to
Leschetizky’s
career.
It
was
at
an
even¬
ing of the future.’
inspiration. The result of this pernicious
habit was a yellow, parchment-like com¬ ing reception given by Dessauer in honor . “.Schulhoff’s playing was a revela¬ us, many of them tired, discouraged, dis¬
plexion with lips almost jet-black and a of the artist who had been so well re¬ tion to me. From that day I tried to heartened. The concerts cheer them, the
nervous system which soon caused his ceived in Paris and whose concerts were find that touch. I thought of it constantly music renews their courage. It gives them
breakdown and death.” Donizetti died in¬ announced in Vienna. ‘I well remember,’ and studied the five fingers diligently a great uplift.
“Music liberates the imagination. It
sane, while still in the “fatal thirties,” but says Leschetizky, ‘that drawing-room filled to learn the method of its production I
one hesitates to blame it all on the coffee. with musicians and critics, all expectation practiced incessantly, sometimes even on makes a man dream dreams and sr* “
It IS
is a 1'IUVVU1 fact tha
‘vuvna hope.
IIUJJC. 11
His desire for the stimulant was probably with regard to the artist of the day.’ He he table-top, striving to attain firm finger¬ It renews
a result, rather than a cause of what ailed was, of course, asked to play, and ac¬ tips and a light wrist, which I felt to be concerts have a therapeutic value i
After the means to my end. I kept the beautiful work.”
him. But his habit is not to be recom¬ ceded with charming simplicity.
trying the piano and preluding a little, he sound well m my mind, and it made the
It seems that the audiences at these cor
mended to the aspiring composer.
Beethoven also was fond of coffee. He began a composition of his—Le Chant du driest work interesting. I Diavpfi nnl„ certs prefer good music to jazz; not un
used to be very particular about it, and Berger. (In English, The Song of The exercises, abandoning all kinds of pieces*^ naturally, considering the seriousness o
Shepherd).
Under
his
hands
the
piano
would measure out a precise number of
^ when my mother advised me to g ’ their situation. Jazz is for the thoughtles
seemed like another instrument. Seated
coffee-berries to go to each cup.
back to them I only answered: ‘Oh no' and the reckless; not for the desperate an
Brahms also had a weakness for coffee. in a corner, my heart overflowing with tf is not ready I shall
have i, W distraught.
When he went to stay with his friend, Dr. indescribable emotions, I listened. Not three months!’ In the meantime, Schulhoff
Dr. Hallimond points out another touch
Widmann, the poet and librettist, he took a note escaped me. I began to foresee a had conquered Vienna Heard
holf ing fact: “Music is the one tiling one ca
with him a sack of very special coffee and new style of playing. That melody, stand¬
give without being patronizing. No matte
a coffee-mill to grind it. He liked to make ing out in bold relief, that wonderful
how tactfully one gives food, clothini
the coffee for breakfast, thus, as Widmann sonority—all this must be due to a new
money or shelter, there is always the su?
and entirely different touch. And that
says, “being host and guest in one.”
gestion of charity in a gift to the unfo'
Mozart is said to have been kept awake cantabile, a legato such as I had not
tunate. Not so with music. It is a g'
with coffee when he wrote the overture to dreamed possible on the piano, a human
mat can he given to rich and poor ahk
“Don Giovanni,” the night before the opera voice rising above the sustaining har¬ in. au the important cities nf i?
Then, too, music is impartial, for it is
was produced. He wrote the entire work, monies ! t I could hear the shepherd sing
direct gift to every one in the large aud
and
see
him.
scoring as he went along, in time, for the
wee. And for those two reasons, if
“Then a strange thing happened. He my result.”
performance.
dry' 1 had attained no others, it has inestimable value in “
work of the missions.”
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GEORG EGGELING, Op. 226
In rondo form; neatly worked out in characteristic Hungarian tonality. Grade 3.

Allegretto

legato ■
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RAILROAD GALOP
EDUARDO MARZO

Pieces of the galop type depend for their best effect upon speed and accuracy.
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Allegro moderate m.m.J-126
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F. SCHUBERT, Op.9, Nos. 1,2,3.
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IN THE GLOAMING
SONG WITHOUT WORDS

A very fine study for the left hand; also for legato playing'. Grade 4.
Andante con moto_*
4

J. G. CUMMINGS
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Earn a Teacher’s Diploma
or

Bachelors Degree in Music
In Your Spare Time at Home
Why don’t you, too, get new ideas to use in your teaching,
make your work a real pleasure and increase your income at the same time?
You can use your originality, adapt the lessons of a great artist to your teaching and gain independence.

Twentieth Anniversary now being celebrated!
Founded in

1903

and advertisers in

the

Etude columns since

1908.

To Etude readers we have offered sample lessons from our courses—many are using them with success.

Courses

/.

endorsed by the world’s greatest musicians—such as:

J. Paderewski, eminent virtuoso.

Theodore Leschetizky, Paderewski’s great teacher.

Emil Sauer, of the Vienna Conservatory.

Alexander Guilmant, the world-famous
French Organist.

Walter Damrosch, eminent conductor of the
New York Symphony Orchestra.

Moritz Moskowski, famous Parisian composer and teacher.
No longer is it necessary for the ambitious musical student to incur the expense
of leaving home to study at an expensive resident conservatory. By the
University Extension System the masters methods are taught in the home by
easily understood lessons sent by mail.

through every phase of the study of Harmony; Protheroe gives his authoritative
instruction in Choral Conducting; Frances E. Clark gives the most practical
methods in Public School Music; Frederick J. Bacon, the great banjoist; Samuel
Siegel, world-renowned mandolinist,' and William Foden, famous guitarist, give
their methods for mastering these instruments.

The Piano student has the marvelous teacher Sherwood to demonstrate just how
he secured his incomparable effects The Cornet.st studies with A*
Wplrlnn • Cramnton trains the voice of the singer; Heft shows how to interpret
the soul’ of music on the Violin; Rosenbecker and Protheroe take the pupil

More than 200,000 ambitious men and women have gained proficiency in these
various branches of music by the University Extension Method. And to you we
offer the same advantages which were given to them.

Send Coupon for Special Limited
20th Anniversary Offer to Etude Readers
Be progressive! Many people want success but don’t know how to get if.
Most people seeking success are sincere enough in their desires but they
don’t know the way.

Opportunity Can Either
Make or Destroy
Some day, you say to yourself, your opportunity will come And it will. It
comes sooner or later to almost everyone, giving him the chance to do bigger
things and make larger profits than ever before.

Working blindly, groping in the dark, struggling against trained thinkers, -is
placing a tremendous handicap upon the person who wants to succeed, but who
lacks definite, certain knowledge of the fundamentals that underlie all music.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B-32
Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full information regard¬
ing course I have marked with an X below.
□ Piano, Course for
Students

Return at once and a catalog and full particulars of course will

□ Piano, Normal
Training Course
for Teachers

be sent you, with details of the 20th Anniversary offer—one

□ Cornet,

which will mean a substantial cash credit on your tuition.

□ Cornet, Profes¬
sional

Put X in the 0 in the coupon to show which course interests you.

University Extention Conservatory
LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st STREET
DEPT.

B-32

Name ....
Street No.
City

CHICAGO, ILL
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o

.

Amateur

□ Voice

□ Harmony

□ Violin

□ Advanced Com¬
position

□ Guitar
□ Banjo, 5-String
□ Organ (Reed)
□ Mandolin

□ History of Music
□ Choral Conduct¬
ing
□ Public School

Age
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keeping up with the
timed—muMcalty ?
i

THE NEW HALL OF FAME
of Concert and
Operatic Stars
World-Great Artists
on Double-Faced Records
Wherever cultivated people gather,
current music is a topic of general
conversation.
Especially is this true of the present.
For the pages of musical history are
rapidly turning and the great names of
yesterday’s concert and operatic stages
are rapidly being supplanted by new.
World’s critics have acclaimed a New
Hall of Fame.
Do you know them? Know Chamlee,
Easton, Danise—great stars of the
Metropolitan Opera of today l
Are you conversant with the current
triumphs of Onegin, Huberman, Ney,
Willeke, Dux, Karle—Strauss ?

in reproduction—a record years ahead
of its time—that Brunswick was chosen
as the most fitting means to perpetuate
the musical achievements of this day
to coming generations.
Play On Any Phonograph
Brunswick Records play on any phono¬
graph. Thus, regardless of which make
of instrument you have, you can bring
the entire New Hall of Fame into your
home.
Note, too, that all Brunswick Records
are double-faced. Two selections on
each record—a radical departure from
the old single-faced celebrity record.
Hear— Compare

To bespeak the common knowledge of
music which the social world expects
of a cultured person you must be.
On Double-Faced Records
Now Brunswick offers the most distin¬
guished recordings of these great artists
of today, on double-faced records . . .

the world’s truest phonographic repro¬
ductions
Every shade and subtlety, every note
and intonation is brought out crystal
dear on these amazing records. For it
was because of superlative new quality

If your ear is accustomed only to or¬
dinary phonograph records, you are
urged to hear a Brunswick Record. It
will prove a revelation.
“Mechanical" suggestion is refreshingly
absent. Tones are sweeter, fuller and
more beautiful. Even the upper register
of the female voice is achieved without
slighest tremor. All the world is turn¬
ing to the Brunswick Record. And to
the Brunswick Phonograph.

Of supreme importance to every
family with a phonograph, is the
recent decision of Brunswick to offer
Famous Artists'renditionson doublefaced records.
It marks the first step of Brunswick’s
nation-wide movement to place
greatest artists and greatest music
within the reach of every American
Brunswick Gold Label Records
Just twice the music as before! Two
selections in place of one! An inex¬
pensive way to quickly acquire a dis¬
tinguished musical library. Start by
obtaining three or four of these
records from the new release each
month.
Leopold Godowsky, Richard Strauss,
Elly Ney, Giuseppe Danise, Mario
Chamlee, Max Rosen, Bronislaw
Huberman, Florence Easton, Tino
Pattiera, Claire Dux and other inter¬
nationally acclaimed artists of the
New Hall of Fame will contribute
continuously and exclusively for the
new Brunswick Gold Label Records
—the world’s truest reproductions.
Play On Any Phonograph

Your nearest Brunswick dealer will
gladly give you a demonstration.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
CINCINNATI
TORONTO

©B. B. C. Co., 192S

BHUNSW
P H O N O G IGA P H S
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In the style of a graceful aesthetic dance. The rhythm must be exact. F3 must not be distorted into

Moderato

WILL WANT TO OWN SUCH AN

IMPORTANT AND AUTHORITATIVE WORK
FOR
PIANO

AS

HARMONIC MATERIAL AND ITS USES
By ADOLF WEIDIG

Consisting of the choicest assortment of Schirmer’s easy piano
solos, the selection being based on each piece's consistent demand
according to sales records from publication to the present time
a large class; and their addition' to any
teaching repertoire is certain to be stimu¬
lative. All the phases of elementary
piano playing are representatively covered
by the list: a handy reference in this re¬
spect is the large free pamphlet illustrated
and especially noted below.
Price

Biedermann, A. Julius
The Little Musician
i
The Old Man in Leather,

Dutton, Theodora

Boating-Song
Engel, S. Camillo
March to Supper, Op.
31, No. 8
Frederiksen, Torvald
Uncle Petey’s Minuet

Price

Bird Song
At Break of Day
Ring Around the Rosy
Smith, Hannah
The BrookaOp. 8,No. 2

Evening Song
Ding, Dong, Belli
At Twilight
A Jolly Time
Loth, L. Leslie

Melody,, Op. 8_
8, h
1 Song, Op. 8
Gypsy E>£
No. 4
Columbine Waltz, Op. 8
No. 5
Cradle Song, Op.
No. 1
Catch Me, Op. 8, No. 12
Swift, Newton E.
Down by the Frog Pond
Dins, Dong, Belli
Mistress Mary, Quite
Contrary
The Bogie Man
The Land of Nod, Op.
10, No. 6
The Merr-

Maxim, Florence
The Rooster
The Cat
Old Noah Himself
Neidlinger, W. H.
Dancing Under
May-Apples

..u,grrou
The Grasshopper

Goblin's Midi
cession. Op.
March, Op. 2C

This comprehensive treatise by a theorist of international repu¬
tation is a publication event that has aroused interest ever since it was
first known Mr. Weidig was putting into available form for general
distribution the fruits of his wide experience as a teacher of theory.
The author exp’ains his text-book is intended as a practical guide
for all serious minded students of theory, and the subject matter has
purposely been presented in as simple and direct a fashion as possible.
Vivid facts, told with unquestioned authority, make this story of
music theory one of fascinating interest.
The Rules will be found to include only those necessary to a clear
understanding of music in the making. And they are given additional
weight by having been derived from the application of the accepted
principles governing the works of the masters. Consequently i he reason
and the authority for a rule are so presented that the student may judge
for himself the value and importance of each rule.
There is nothing abstruse or needlessly complicated in the presen¬
tation of any phase of the subject. Guess-work is totally el im i nated and
confusing “don’ts” have been reduced to a minimum. All the facts can
be easily assimilated, thereby becoming a real part of the student’s
growing musical understanding.

ou
30

An outstanding feature of the work is the attention paid to original
illustrations. The student is obliged to find corroborating examples in
the compositions he plays or hears which will lead to a thorough
acquaintance with standard music literature.
Price $3.00

30
30
30
™
3S

The North Wind D.
Blow
Terry, Frances E.
Under the Trees
Broomstick March
Going to Camp
Tomlinson, Arthur
Marching Song

OTHER MUSIC STUDY BOOKS OF PROVED VALUE
ELEMENTS OF HARMONY.0.35
By Emil Barth
Treats of the fundamental material of musical theory in a scholarly
and extremely thorough fashion. A most dependable text-book in
constant demand.
HARMONY AND ANALYSIS...
.2.00
By Kenneth M. Bradley
Covers the wide field of harmonic material according to a definite plan
which the author presents in such a practical way as to be of great help
to the student.

PIANO TECHNIC FOR CHILDREN.2.
Doll’s Cradle-Song
Ball Dreams
Hackh, Otto
The Tin Soldie
(March), Op. 23C
No. 2
On the Meadow. Darisi

Jack Straws, Op.

The Hurdy-Gurdy Mi
The First Robin
Swing Me Higherl

By Julia Lois Caruthers
A Carefully worked out system of technical training in which the child’s
natural love for imaginative action is utilized in a highly interesting
way as an aid for the development of finger facility as well as musical
understanding. This system is now being used by many desciples of
Miss Caruthers training with great success.

Dance-Song
Van Gael, Henri
Waltz-Lullaby
Webb, F. R.
Waltz, Op. 82, No. 1
Waltz, Op. 87! No. 1
Williams, Frederick A.
Song of June, Op. 64,
No. 3

40

Wyatt, Eughne
Osoeasy

30

Your regular dealer not only carries the
“100 Famous First Grade Pieces” con¬
stantly in stock, but he will be glad to
arrange for you to examine them con¬
veniently and to make selections freely.
Special Notice: Here illustrated is
the 24-page, 9x12, descriptive pam¬
phlet issued as a Teacher’s Guide for
the “100 Famous First Grade Pieces.”
A thematic of each piece, unique refer¬
ence tables telling the various items of
study for which the pieces are suitable,
and. much comprehensive information
are its general features. A copy will
be sent free upon addressing your
regular dealer or the publishers.

SCHIRMER, INC.
NEW YORK

KEYBOARD HARMONY and TRANSPOSITION (3 vols.) each.0.40
By Anna Heuermann Hamilton
A complete course of practical harmony which may be applied by the
teacher directly to piano study. It has been generally accepted as one
of the most useful works of its kind now before the public.

PRACTICAL SCALE BUILDER.
,
Robert J. Ring
mSeni°us little book for the attractive presentation of the
on the , k; °X WeiLkn?Wn edu<iatoI a"d this opinion by an authority
on the subject has been born out by the sustained popularity of the book

1 50

r• ' . -, ,
, By Louise Robyn
ch°iindS’fm,r,
wZSF dea-mg Pro?ressi,vely with material by which the
ha trj
l! tenCe
18 gmded
the Pr°Per channels. The author
Has
won distinguished
success
as a in
teacher.

COURSE OF FORTY LESSONS FOR THE PIANO..

1.00

« i
, , By Allen Spencer
bytneoTX’dnoZ
^
5* pian° in
begmner.
child or adult,
by one ot the best known ‘°
music
pedagogues
the country.

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
Publishers
429 So. Wabash Ave.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
Ju.

0.25

...

HOW TO TEACH PIANO TO THE CHILD BEGINNER

, • _
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DANCE OF THE SUN-FLOWERS

every thinking
MUSICIAN

100 FAMOUS FIRST
GRADE PIECES

'T'HESE pieces, printed from handsome
-*■ plates on the best music paper,
ornamented with artistic title-pages, and
presented with all the refinements of the
best modern editing, are eminently desir¬
able from the standpoint of every teacher.
In themselves they constitute a practical
library of easy solos sufficient to serve

--

Chicag<

Grade 4.

~

PAULINE B. STORY

Page 616
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IN THE OLD SWING
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A merry little teaching piece, in the form of a

rondo.

Grade

E. L.

ASHFORD

British Copyright secured
Copyright 1923 by Theo. Presser Co.
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TRIUMPHAL MARCH
In grand march style. Especially good fora festival postlude.

Manual

Pedal

CUTHBERT HARRIS

THE ETUDE
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“CURED”

MILDRED ADAIR

MUSICAL RECITATION
Yes,
It
He
The

JAMES W. FOLEY
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THE SUN WILL SHINE AGAIN
SIGMUND SPAETH
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GATES OF GOLD

JOHN TASKER HOWARD

G. E. HOLMES

ALFRED L.FLUDE

Andante moderate

21

Copyright 1923 by Theo. Presser Co.
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7he New Way to Have Naturally Curly
Hair ALL the Time
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LEONORE LIETH, Op.77, No. l

Some More Prize-Winning Photos in Country-Wide Contest for Users of the Famous
Nestle Home Outfit for Permanent Waving by the NEW LANOIL Process
School Girl “Waves Seven in Her Class.’

Mother Curls “Three Daughters and Two Nieces.”

York hair genius,

'mm
Vv\A

gi - ant branch-es

tow-er

to

the

sky.

tfp1

Moorednear the bank in

a

lit-tle j

your curls and waves are not as

.litn -pid

of

with his wonder-

you go, in rain or sunshine. Imagine
waking up in the morning with such

lovely, natural and permanent as

curls and waves flowing over your

you expect, you need only return

est hair on child or adult naturally

shoulders. Imagine throwing water
on them to see them become even
curlier than before.

!be refunded immediately without

days”

only,

but

for

ALWAYS, through every test of

The dainty apparatus which will

rain, shampoos, perspiration or fog.

give you such hair is perfectly safe,

XT

the

comfort

ful Home Outfit

“seven

shad - ows_ o’<jr

is

you decide within 30 days’ test that

haltingly

Where phan - tomt

It

bright curls and waves wherever

=

noe _

arrives.

created a sensation

curly and wavy—not to stay for

XT

the Outfit

distinctly understood that should

the

invention, which makes the straight-

_
Tall pines whose

when
soft,

Imagine

Mr. C. Nestle, has

camp-fire;

ient, deposit it with your postman

Curls and Waves That
You Can Wet

HE famous New

the Outfit, and the entire $15 will
deduction for postage,

free trial

supplies, or the use of the Outfit.
We want you to have naturally

and fun to operate. We do not ask

curly hair—we want your home to

you to take it on our word. We
will give you free supplies and thirty
days to test it on your own hair,
and we will take all responsibility.

be Cmong the 65,000 homes where

lake drift

the Home Outfit has made women,
girls and children happy with nat¬
ural, silky-bright permanent waves
and curls. Remember the Nestle
LANOIL Outfit will last a lifetime,
and can be used on as many heads
as you desire. Do away with your
straight

In June, we published several
photographs of prize winners in the
recent LANOIL waving contest.
We here publish additional ones to
illustrate the results which you too
may expect with your hair. Unless
you can come to the great Nestle
Establishments in New York, where
over 200 waves are given daily to
New York’s smartest women, the
Nestle LANOIL Home Outfit is
the only way you can get genuine,

Lena M. Mattice. of Cornwall,
io. Canada, writes. “Mv hair is

naturally curly hair.
Curling Fluids Cannot Do
What the Nestle Home
waving Mother’s hair, and she en¬

Outfit Does
So-called hair stiffeners of the
fluid or paste type will not do what
the Nestle Home Outfit does. They
are easily defeated by perspiration,
rain,

fog,

or

bathing,

the

very

influences which act just the oppo¬
site way on hair treated by the
Nestle Home Outfit. Humidity of
every kind makes such hair curlier
instead of straighter.
It requires no special cleverness
to use the Home Outfit. “I enjoyed

Copyright 19^ by Theo.Presser Co.
British Copyright secured

hair

troubles

today

by

sending for this wonderful little in-

3 SKI

joyed doing mine,” writes a 12-yearold girl. The new LANOIL Process

Gladly Sent On
Thirty Days* Free Trial

is simple, it is safe. It is PERFECT.

Send the coupon at the right with

It means merely winding the hair

a money order, check or bank draft

on the Nestle curler, wetting it with

for $15 today. Or, if more conven¬

the gentle LANOIL lotion, and
slipping over the curler the little

AGENTS WANTED

heater worked from your light sock¬

We now have several hundred women
and girls who make a tidy, independent
income by selling the famous Nestle
Home Outfit in their own neighbor¬
hood. We are ready to employ more.
If interested, full particulars will
gladly be forwarded you.

et. In seven minutes that strand has
a natural curl of silken softness,
and no amount of wetting, sham¬
pooing or rubbing will take away
the curl you have given it.
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superb physique, a strong and elastic lar
^INCE the dawn of history, man has conynx capable of every sort of contraction
sistently endeavored to govern hisand relaxation, a short, thick neck, un.
thoughts and actions by means of formula:.
usually large sinuses, a free and unfettered
The maxims of Confucius are to this day
tongue accustomed to speaking the love¬
the foundation of all law in that great con¬
gress of people called China. Moses as¬
liest of all living languages, a nervous sys¬
cended the sacred Mount Sinai and returned
tem sensitive to every impression, and a
Edited for September
with tablets of stone upon which were en¬
gay and cheerful temperament, were added
graved the ten Commandments. Solomon’s
by time and study, much wisdom, increas¬
By NICHOLAS DOUTY
Proverbs are more quoted and followed,
ing good taste, and last and greatest of all
perhaps, than his more poetic songs of
the
soul of an artist. “Upon his like I
it is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Department
love. The philosophic writings of Mo¬
ne’er shall look again.”
hammed govern the lives and customs of
“A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”
The Singing Teacher
millions of his followers in Europe and
Asia to-day.
All the great cities are fed by the
The chemist assures us that the symbol
country surrounding them.
From the
H20 represents water, the physician at¬
country comes not only the means of sus¬
tempts to regulate our food and drink ac¬
tenance; but also the best and strongest
Song and Speech: Nationality and Personality
cording to his ever-changing theories of
of the country-bred boys and girls inevi¬
calories and vitamines, and the physicist
tably gravitate to the large cities to study
By Nicholas Douty
explains away many of the physical mys¬
in the higher schools or to go into business.
teries of life by means of a convenient
[Editob’
Indeed, the city has no excuse for existence
. Nicholas Douty, who for seventeen years has been the t
fourth dimension. Beatrice Fairfax and
famous Festivals of the Bethlehem Bach Choir, is one of the foremost singers unless it be the fountain head from which
teachers of America. His gifts as n composer are known to many. His Oratorio ...
. . . .
. ,
* , wmcn
Dorothy Dix, through the medium of the Repe
four volumes (one each for Soprano, Tenor, Contralto and Bass) is the latest is disseminated knowledge and Culture, art
daily press, administer sugar-coated tablets
:
“bid and embraces just the material that students, teachers and and trade.
ir everyday work in Oratorio. The collection has just been
,
,
.
of advice to clarify the life problems of published'and isfa6
t to Mr. Douty’s musical and editorial ability.]
I he greater the city, the more it has to
the shop girl and the butcher boy, the
offer in the way of opportunity, especially
policeman and the serving maid. And the
.
deep and. sonorous basso of the Rus- tone of the English, must also come in tor in
jn thp
the «tnHv
stud nnr!
an(j nrnrtirn
oractjcc nf
of tit,,
,j
t„
late Willie Keeler, peer of all baseball sian « recognized and admired everywhere their share of our appreciation and esteem, the cities alone the music,,
th,
players, summed up the whole art of bat- “ a raciaI Peculiarity. The German, with
The United States of America is the ™ poet the dramati7 the
■ r Td
ting in the classic aphorism, “Hit ’em bls ^.physique and his consonantal meeting place for most of the races and Jlto ' a, finc an audie, : SSt*
.
language, sings
sufficient jj
where
they ain't."
■=“,k3 with
“*1“ a
* tone
u,ne quality which
wmcn cultures of
ot the world; the melting pot out s?ulptor.can
■ '
,,■ an audien,
...
those accustomed
of which
It is not surprising, then, that the singer those
ac“stomed to
to the
the freer-throated
freer-throated of
which a new and...
tremendous people is which stjfles his effort
,
"e
and the singing teacher should search the yow.e s
the Itallan designate as gut- being born before our startled eyes. All
• tTherefore it i" '
ambition
of
writings of the past hoping to find some tura!' ^he somewhat nasal quality of the the phenomena to which I have attempted
t
’
'
the Far West to live and
^c—^
^ he Jew,
t
■ can your attention are occuring here
S
comforting commandments, or that they mu
™ng,lng mm
volce
tbe Semite, be
San Francisco or Los Angeles;
should seek the guidance of some musical
urk or Arab> is easily recognized. Melba,
It may be that the characterisof the Middle Western boy to study iii
Moses to lead them out of the wilderness an AustraI*an, and Nordica, an American, ticaHy^merican singing voice has not yet Chi^gof
Gncinna’ti
ru:- /-••—=-—
c- ’
q{ the
of confused thought into the promised land from ^ame (to Particularize), were prod- arrived. However, the nation which has Facte™*.- ™ „*t i,:„
• , . . .
of vocal perfection. For it is always easier ucts of the salne studio and sanS the s
produced Nordica, Eames, Fremstad, BoonNew
M i n •“* ”
to accept the crystallized
doctrines of the son.gs
-..
. ,’ but
^the resulting tonal effects_ ■..— Farrar, Homer, Garrison, Sundelius, fan
rw T
orPh.laddplua.
ancients, handed down from a remote and ?nt!reIy different. Ruffo, the Italian, Chal- Garden, Bispham, Witherspoon, Bonelli, .uLT l
l V?
‘ 'mpnr,tance that
therefore sacred past, than to use the God- iapln\ the Russian- a"d Whitehill, the and a thousand others, is a living force to I •
theSe y0U"g and "Nuiring
given attribute of reason and apply it to Amen,can' a11 baritones, have voices racially be reckoned with. One can easily imagine e ’7 ful ^ way to Parnassus should
--?
as well as individually distinct. Sembrich, how, with greater facilities for stuTy and be of, the best and highest type. They
irhose maimifir-ent art
_:..-it. - ..... .. .
.
y
whose magnificent art and iovely"voice with a‘municipai oJSTte' anTsyT°"ly !Ch°,larS 1 ’,hcy ?USt ,be
delighted us all a few years ago, had a tone phony orchestra in every large city the
gentlemen; not only teachers, but also
Think for Yourself
'tnf
w
• •
To think for oneself, nevertheless, re¬ quality quite as different from Galli-Curci American singing voice might well become
, iht art of teachl,1g singing depends not
mains the highest test of a man’s character or Garrison as was her race, her training the greatest in the world.
fIone upon knowledge and the ability to
and of his individuality; and the men who and her culture.
The alluring beauty of the voice of the
Personality
impart it.
Many an able, thoroughly
emerge from the ruck of the fight and who
Personality is the sum of all the good schooled musician, wise in all the methods
stand at the head of their professions, be Welsh tenor was well exemplified in the
tbe Past> whose thoughts are clearly dethey musicians, chemists or engineers, are art of Ben Davies, Edward Lloyd and flualities of an individual, minus his bad
Evan Williams. One of the wisest
of uie
the °jies‘
strength, hisJ mental hned
and who
---- for
..... themselves.
^
iL
wiscai ui
.
.7physical .-="*>
.
- speaks the
mv. English tongue
l who think
It
for them to reject the old wisdom but present-day singers is John McCormick. alertness: hls, . Psychic intuitiveness, his Wlth exactitude, remains
ortheless to apply it to the art and the business of
not on*y understands the art of sing- lrnaglnatl”n, his personal appearance, his *eacher of the second class because of some
to-day; to extract the heart and soul out mg’. but he also has the good sense to 'leatness (°r lack of it), his taste, his re- dcfect hi his manner, in hi
laracter,
of its mysteries and to amplify it so that retain tbe unique Celtic beauty of his tone, linement> his culture, all his physical and winch he is unable to overcome or even to
the world will be better and wiser for their whether he sings in English, German or m .
attnbutes, produce and project an Perceive.
short and comparatively unimportant
Iteia,nU That. the. world recognizes this
^JcrsonaUtmosphere which, emMany-Sided Teachers Needed
racial beauty in his voice is evidenced by anates from him and excites in those about
journ in it.
If my definition of personality be a
him a sensation of attraction o
The knowledge of what has been done his
cepted/this de^l
so m^i
“One leaves a little of o s selft repulsion,
in everv irom the sum tn
.....
a the past in the art
<iiL and
aiiu practice of
oi voice
v ,
*w.n,muu3 wnu
.
.
-iy
total of his merits that his
far to seek. Ten thou- a gfat deal of pleasure the performance, plac® and ln every hour,” says Sully- personal rating h
„ — —t very high. He may
every
language,
dem
Italwn,
of
a
Japanese
prima
donna.
Not
Pru<ihomnie;
and
Emerson
reminds.
—
4,-~*■
1
g
—....
... cvcij language, ue, ,
,
.
..
.
., ,
be pompous instead of dignified, bad temscribing with the utmost detail the action only her face and her physique, but the the gitt of one
is the only o
e worth pered, or careless in his behavior or admade her Slvmgof every muscle, the function of every anusua’ color. of . her
organ, the vibration of every resonant bone
an mdividually Japanese figure
Poking in retrospect over the great mto dSe'^^B^* u'u™ n0t 5T
and cavity, the relative value of every « no other singer could hope to imitate, singers of the past, one is astonished to ^ a
■
£
psychic suggestion. Teachers are to be
TheEe racial and linguistic peculiarities find that it is the whole personalitv of the ‘he knowledge f ^ ’C ^ COntCnt 'V J
found to explain with their tongues and
to^olof ^suiting, as they do, from men and women, and notTvo'ces a one ^g abreasf or ev"
°
exemplify with their voices every principle °bscure racial differences m the structure that returns to the memory
’ Or he mav not he ,en.ah.®ad of lls tim<j'
of their ancient and honorable art. And of the vocal organs, are above all else to
Personality and voice indeed
to impress^inon h pbys'cal,y ^trong enongh
m every civilized land (not to mention
preserved. By them the domain of the divided, inseparable Tean de F
T importance of h'S Studc'lts,t ’C tremendous
some that are still not wholly civilized) art of singing is eternally enlarged; with- cultured gentleman 1
d<URfzke’ the upoTfe vo'/e p’I
and
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singing has been carried.
Race and Language
, . ,
,
,
, ,
—’
which relates that before the building of
he Tower of Babel all men spoke one
language, be literally true, it were idle to
speculate here We find, late in the year
1923,_ clearly defined races and languages
existing the world over, and each of these
is associated with an unique and individual
quality m the voices of the men and women,
The Chinaman sings to the accompaniment
of his three-stringed fiddle, in a tone and
within a range of voice peculiarly Chinese,

'S g°°d “ eaCh a"d rejeCt what and taste> with a voice at once liquid and
is bad.
norous; Lilli Lehmann, the Siealindc
At the foundation of all the a
Sieglmdcs, and Ternina, with the richness
, 1
.-Wi— — a mezzo and the range of a
tongued, free-throated, perfectly controlled. Krauss, of the silver tone and
h
Surely the tact and taste of the French- the cobbler-poet; Maurel perfect
man, and the beauty and resonance of some Valentine or Falstaff ■ Tamairnn t
of his nasal vowels, are needed. From dous in tone and stature were nersomli"
the German can be learned energy and ties, not voices alone
Personal!strength and fine musicianship, and upon
“Who touches me touches a man ->
-a
the operatic stage, the ability to synchro- Walt Whitman; andnomancanT™
mze the music, action and light effects, singer without a certain greatness of S
The clarity of voice and good enunciation and body.
mind
of the Welshman and Irishman, and the
Caruso possessed almost all the
good-humored, practical, common-sense qualities which make frtr success m
Tn a

to Th f ^ '1C is not enough of a p0et
son„
* .emot,onally to the words of the
cW °r d.ran|atlst enough to visualize the
-tuations in the operas which he teaches.
•The modern singmg teacher in the great
^ mUSt be such a many-sided human
being. He must understand music and
SOme‘hing of its history. Neither poetry
nor the drama may be closed books to him.
He must dress well, have pleasant manners
aad good «°rals. Languages, too, he must
^now’ and something of stage technic; and
how to talk, and how to walk. He must
k"0W how different colors look under the
,nfluence
stage lighting,
his pupils
".V,"™"" of
u‘ sta«e
lighting, or
or his
pupils
will present a bad appearance in their pub-
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lie work. Style, tradition, interpretation, sistent, viewed from every angle of voice,
roUst be more than mere words to him, make-up and action.
or how can his pupils be made to realize
Writing upon this subject a hundred
the differences in the mode of singing Bach years ago, the great French critic, Fetis,
and Verdi, Wagner and Puccini?
said: “An air or a duet, according tb the
Above and beyond all, he must have a great singer, Garat, did not consist alone of
never-flagging enthusiasm to keep his well-sung or well-performed phrases. He
pupils eternally spurred up to the mark, desired a plan, a gradual progress, which
and a personality of such strength and would lead to his great effects at the cor¬
individuality that each difficulty may be rect moment, when the musical excitement
met and minimized so that it may be the had reached a climax. When he spoke of
more easily overcome.
singing a piece according to a well-defined,
If he be lacking in any of these qualities, preconceived plan, he was seldom under¬
he is not a fit guide for those energetic stood, even musicians finding his words
spirits, the best blood in our land, who upon this subject exaggerated. But when
leave the freedom and the plenty of the he joined example to precept and demon¬
country for the already over-crowded strated his theory by singing an aria with
cities, and to whom belongs the future of all the different tone-colors of which he
art and craft and business in this great was master, they understood how much
country of the United States of America. thought and study were necessary to ar¬
rive at perfection in the art of singing,
An Aesthetic Art
which art, at the first glance, seems des¬
tined only to give pleasure to the ear.”
By W. J. Henderson
The act of singing is an aesthetic art;
not an anatomical study. It begins with an
ideal dwelling in the realm of the concep¬
tion of tonal beauty; not in the domain of
the correct movement of muscles. The
problem of the great masters of the early
period was to ascertain the best way of
singing beautiful tones on every vowel
sound throughout the entire range of a
voice; not to find how to operate certain
parts of the body and decide that such
operations ought to give the tone. They
reasoned from the tone to the operation;
not from the operation to the tone. Too
many modern theorists seem to proceed
in the latter way, and that is why they build
up complicated and unnatural processes
which confuse students and do incalculable
harm.
{From “The Art of the Singer." Published
by Charles Scribner’s Sons.)

Plan
By Nicholas Douty
Too many singers are content just to
sing a song with good tones, good time,
good phrasing and good enunciation.
Each of these things is first-rate and the
combination of all of them is, in its way,
most excellent; but it is not enough. To
use the vernacular of the stage, it often
does not “get over the footlights,”
The singer must learn not only to look
at a song in its details of tone, time and
technic, but also to plan with his intellect
its most effective delivery. Practice helps
some, but, unfortunately, practice is all
too often but the brainless repetition of
formula;, and this sort of practice inevi¬
tably misses this most vital point. A plan,
whether it be for a building, for j picture,
for the conduct of a business, the sailing
of a boat in a race or for the delivery of
a song, is, after all, a mental thing. First
the idea comes into being, long before it
can be put into execution. The orchestral
conductor plans how his symphonies shall
be played; the actor plans his make-up,
his stage business and the varying tonecolors of his voice; the pianist thinks out,
°ng before his public appearance, just how
each piece shall sound and where the cli¬
max of the recital shall come. The resultmg effect upon the audience is called the
Pianist’s (or actor’s or conductor’s) con¬
ception, a word which conveys an impres¬
sion not so much of a physical action as of
an arduous mental preparation.
L>avid Bispham was a most remarkable
exponent of the value of intellect and plan
m art. One knew not whether to admire
most as an actor or as a singer.
ways, from beginning to end, his coneP ion of a part was intelligent and con¬

Nothing But Personality
Among the works of man, it is said,
personality counts. We might go further
and say that there is nothing but person¬
ality.
Sallie James Farnham, the sculptress,
is reported the other day as saying: “In
my judgment, the personality of an artist
should determine the particular aspect of
the subject chosen to depict. I believe that
the artist works from within to express
individual ideas, and both subject and treat¬
ment are matters of individual inspiration.
Artistic inanities are my pet aversion.”
All this means that there is nothing so
significant in the world as the spirit in
man. It means nothing is so interesting
as the mysterious force of personality.
It is but another way of looking at the
same truth which was grasped by religion,
that only the soul is worth while.
Not only your features and form and
words and deeds express yourself, but ev¬
erything you produce also does the same.
If you build a house it will be a picture of
your taste, your choice, your good or bad
workmanship.
All that makes the music of Richard
Wagner differ from the latest jazz music
is the difference between the soul of Wag¬
ner and the soul of the jazzite.
You cannot speak the old, familiar words
of your language, words that have been
used by millions of others millions of
times, without flooding them with your
personality.
You cannot sit or stand or walk without
your biography.
The kind of clothes you wear, your
tastes and selection and your way of car¬
rying them, is an index of your mind and
heart.
So also the great earth and everything
upon its surface, and all the starry globes
above it, are but indications, words, marks,
clothes of the great creative Mind that
made it all.
Nothing is reality but spirit. All mate¬
rial things are signs and symbols of spirit.
(Dr. Frank Crane in the Evening Bulletin.)

Mozart’s Fecundity
Mozart, during his very short life,
wrote 18 Operas, 2 Oratorios, a Requiem,
many Masses, Graduals,
Offertories,
Hymns, a Te Deum and other sacred
compositions; over 30 Symphonies, 23
Piano Concertos, several Concertos for
other instruments, 6 Quintets for Violin,
31 Sonatas for Piano, many other Com¬
positions for Piano and for other instru¬
ments, many Songs, Cantatas, making a
total of 626 Compositions of all kinds,
without counting the compositions that
were lost, unfinished and uncertain.
He wrote at the rate of over twenty
compositions a year. And to consider that
Mozart died before having reached his 36th
year of age!

Length, 5 ft., 3.

The Princess Grand
The favorite piano of the day is the small grand.
Above is shown the most popular I VERS & POND—
our “New Princess Grand.” Its dainty Colonial
lines, exquisite finish, delightful tone and touch,
mark the highest development of its type.

IVERS & POND
PIANOS
whether smallest upright or largest grand are of
one quality only—the finest. Their
supremacy in the musical world is witnessed by
their use in more than 500 Conservatories and
Schools and 70,000 discriminating homes.

How to Buy
Wherever in the United States no dealer sells them we
ship IVERS & POND pianos from the factory. The piano
must please or it returns at our expense for railroad freights
both ways Liberal allowance for old pianos in exchange.
Attractive easy payment plans.
For catalog and full information Write at once.

Ivers & Pond Piano Company
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SUMMY’S CORNER
To have music, as Schumann said, “in the head and heart” is the
basic principle on which modern music teaching rests. The child of
today is taught from the very beginning to hear music, thereby
learning at once to employ music as a vital means of expression.
The most progressive thought in music education is authoritatively
set forth in the text books listed below. Ambitious teachers will
find acquaintance with these books a real incentive to further progress.
DICTATION STUDIES in Melody and Harmony for Children.$1.50
By Mary Frances Frothingham
With an introduction by Julia Lois Caruthera
THE ELEMENTS OF MUSICAL EXPRESSION.$1.50
By Jessie L. Gaynor
A Manual for ear training
PRIMARY COURSE IN EAR TRAINING AND MELODY WRITING.$.40
By Bessie Williams Sherman

For Building the Technic
THE LITTLE HANON (Summy Ed. 100).$1.00
By Robert J. Ring

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers
429 South Wabash Ave.

: :

CHICAGO

Mis* Rose
Lyric by R. R. Kirk

Music by William G. Hammond

—A Truly Good Song—

Nicholas Douty
Distinguished Voice Teacher and
Soloist of the famous Bethlehem Bach Festivals
commends this song
‘Mis Rose’ is a charming, captivating song that
purges"’artiStiC nUmber f°r C°ncert use’

High Key in F (range d to F)

NICHOLA J DOUTY-

II is an ideal little sorgfor teaching

Low Key in G flat (range b flat to D flat)

PRICE, 50 CENTS
THEO. PRESSER C0~ Publishers, PHILADELPHIA, PA. I
Established 1883

1710-1712-17X4 Chestnut Street

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL
Mzgugttk

New

D. A. CLIPPINGER
Systematic Voice Training.$[.25
The Head Voice and Other Problems. .$1.25
Trainer of Singer,
617-618 Kimball Hall, Chicago

A simple, concise and practice! Hk
course. Send tor prospectus auil
rates. Composers’ MBS.corrected
ALFRED WOOLER, Mas. Doe.
A171 Cleveland Are., Buffalo, N. X.

“VIRGIL”

SERENADE.75cts.
V
OFF to THE hunt. 75cts.
Order from VIRGIL CONS.

Pieces

**%
To Teachers 25 cts. each
120 West 72nd St., New York
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Distinct Enunciation in
Singing
By Karleton Hackett
Remember that you are singing the
words, not speaking them. The essential
difference between singing and speaking
is that singing is sustaining a tone upon a
definite pitch, whereas in speech the tone
is not sustained and there is no definite
pitch. Sustaining the tone upon the pitch
means prolonging the vowel sound, and
this is singing.
If you can sustain a vowel sound of
pleasing quality there is some sense in
learning how to form it into a word, since
it will be good for something when you
get it done. If the tone in itself be not
pleasing it makes little difference whether
or not you form it into a word since no¬
body will care to listen to it.
The enunciation is done with the lips, the
teeth and the tongue. Say these words to
yourself and you will find it to be a fact.
If the tone is well produced it will flow
freely into the front of the mouth where
the enunciatory organs can mold it into
syllables to the best advantage. But it
must be the sustained tone of song or it
will clog somewhere and be of poor
quality. Young singers, in their desire
for distinct enunciation, lose sight of this
fundamental fact and think the words
from the standpoint of speech. In so do¬
ing they lose the vocal poise, interfere
with the freedom of the tone, and conse¬
quently produce a poor quality.
If in the desire for clear enunciation you
do anything which interferes with the
freedom of the tone production, you injure
the quality of the tone. But if you have a
really free tone production and understand
the principles of distinct enunciation in
singing you can make the words perfectly
clear. But, like everything else of value,
it takes brains and hard work.

expansion at the upper back just under
the shoulder blades, and to bend the head
and the figure a very little. At times the
use of “Hah" with a very slight aspirate
one that cannot be heard, and is scarcely
felt by the singer, on ascending passages
in thought directing the tonal vibrations’
rising like smoke, upward and backward’
as though endeavoring gently to blow the
nose by way of the upper back head while
singing, will materially assist in this “Head
voice” placement. This “Hah,” used with
light staccato tone on an upward octave
skip into the upper range will often dis¬
cover “head voice” to the pupil more
quickly than any other device.
A tone well placed in the upper mouth
and face, is the best possible preparation
for running unconsciously into head voice
as the scale ascends. There is no one pitch
upon which one changes into head voice.
The only rule is that given by Lamperti—
Do not allow yourself to postpone willing
the head voice sensation on ascending pas¬
sages later than upper E flat. Head voice
may be used for soft singing at much lower
pitches.
Stockhausen rightly advocated a low
position of the larynx, retained, for the
clear singing of florid music. 1'his correct
position of the larynx is be obtained, and
that without thinking of w! e the larynx
is, by securing the correct ; i moment and
keeping the control of tile heath at the
lowest possible point in the hoi!)'. That is
to say, by what is known as deep breathing.
As a teaching device for s curing a nor¬
mally low, instead of an a
rraally high
position of the larynx on high pitches
and in florid singing, it is useful to ask
the pupil to will a little dark r color of tone
in the voice than is usual!) : iiuired, also
to will a sensation as though there is a
little double-gate low down in the throat,
which opens downward rather than upward,
as each successive pitch upw ard and down¬
ward is intoned. The holding in thought
the placement of the tone combined with
this downward “gating,” usually makes
the clear yet legato delivery f running
passages and ornaments quite easy.

The Basis of the Old Italian Method
The fundamental principle of the old
Italian method of singing was based on
this fact: The beauty of the tone quality
came as a result of the freedom of the
The Taking of the Singing
tone production.
This is as true in
America today as it was in Italy two cen¬
Breath
turies ago. If you produce a tone of
beautiful quality, your voice will have value
By Frederick W. Wodell
because people will like to hear you sing.
This is the true reason why it is worth
Gigli, the favorite tenor of the Metro¬
while to master the technic of singing. politan Opera House, sings with such lovely
tone and such artistry that he is declared
to be now the possessor of the most beau¬
Certain Teaching Devices
tiful voice among all known operatic tenors.
By Frederick W. Wodell
He is still a young man, not thirty-five,
and still a student. Recently he talked with
For bringing to the pupil a conscious- a representative of Musical America, about
ness of the location of vibration in the voice production and singing. He advo¬
upper front mouth the use of consonantal cated inhaling through the nose, as leaving
combinations, such as sung V, TH as in the vocal apparatus in the best position for
“then” and Z, followed by E (as in zeal)
the emission of good tone, to say nothing
or,by A (fate), and then by OO (food) of being' the correct method from the point
and O (no), making certain that the of view of the hygienist.
sound of the consonant is continued over ^ “Without proper breathing,” said Gigli,
into the following vowel, are useful. As “there can be no excellence of tone—with¬
is well known, the consonants M, N and out proper formation and presentation of
the dipthong NG (siNG) are much’used the vowels, respiration is of no avail, how¬
tor developing a consciousness of the loca¬ ever correctly it be carried on.
tion of vibration across the bridge of the
“Throw the vowels up to the resonat¬
nose (upper front face). A later combi¬ ing ‘board’ above and back of the nose,
nation, still more useful, because it can Mr.'Gigli urges. “The five Italian vowels
be done with slightly open mouth, as we so handled become the stepping-stones from
have to sing when a word begins with a which the concomitant consonants spring.
vowel, is the combination sometimes repre¬ The arching chest, the opened throat, the
sented by “Hnh” or one of the French
propelling yet nicely governed force of the
sounds of “en.”
breath—these bring the tone to the ‘reso¬
To insure success in this placement of
nator’ in the head whence the desired song
the tone, principles numbers one and two
is thrown out just as the singer wills. The
must be brought into play.
artist then has it within his power to make
It is sometimes useful, in seeking to
whatever he will of what he is singing.
realize the location of the upper range
“From animals we learn how to breathe.
in the upper-back head (as advocated by
Does the horse gasp for breath for great
Francesco Lamperti for all tones above
E flat) m the woman’s voice, not only to exertion, through its mouth? No. Ever it
secure the natural smile in the face and breathes through its nostrils. That is why
in the sound, but also to stress slightly the man was given nostrils and the nasal cavi¬
ties—to be used for breathing.”
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Rousseau’s Fake Composition
Among the singular “Confessions” of
lean Jacques Rousseau, there is perhaps no
more amusing incident for music lovers
than his arrival in Lausanne. He was
without a penny, and in order to earn a
living, set up as a vocal teacher—"Behold
me, then, a singing master, without know¬
ing" how to note a common song: for if the
five or six months passed with Le Maitre
(an organist) had improved me, they could
not be supposed sufficient to qualify me for
such an undertaking.”
But his boldest attempt at bluff was yet
to come. He must needs appear as a com¬
poser. “Being presented to Monsieur de
Freytorens, professor of law, who loved
music and gave concerts at his house, noth¬
ing would do but I must give him a proof
of my talents, and accordingly I set about
composing a piece for his concerts, as
boldly as if I really understood the science.

I had the constancy to labor a fortnight
at this curious business, to copy it fair,
write out the different parts, and distribute
them with as much assurance as if they
had been master-pieces of harmony; in
short (which will hardly be believed,
though strictly true), I tacked a very
pretty minuet to the end of it, that was
commonly played about the streets.”
That minuet saved the day. As might
be expected the faked composition was a
terrible mess. “No, never since French
opera existed was there such a confused
discord! The minuet, however, presently
put all the company in a good humor;
hardly was it begun before I heard bursts
of laughter from all parts, every one con¬
gratulating me on my pretty taste for
music, declaring this minuet would make
me spoken of and that I merited the loud¬
est praise. It is not necessary to describe
my uneasiness.”

Lively Letters from Active Etude Readers
The “Etude” and the Movies
To The Etude:
In playing for the ‘'movies’’ one finds that
his chief concern is playing right music at
the right time. As an amateur I found this
somewhat difficult. My first plan was to
arrange mv music in two lots, one of quick
bright music such as marches and dances, and
the otl)«r of a more slow, sentimental and
singing style. Among these lots I included
“Etudes fur numbers in them which I
found very appropriate, but this plan was
poor as it'made my music so heavy to carry
to and from the theater.
I finally adopted this plan. From my
collection of Etodes, old and new, I selected
the numbers which I found best suited to
“movie" use, and with which I was thor¬
oughly familiar. These I removed and bound
row strips of firm white
both edge

How far In advance of the times his
parents must have been to have allowed him
to fool with Mozart’s Twelfth Maas on the
family melodeon ! How many families v-"
six brothers s*--■“- —, T-Jhis father’s
family life.
I know lots of congregations who should
read his thoughts on congregational singing.
How many churches are dying to-day because
of this lack of "giving out I” What a vital
thought this is for music teachers ! Both the
teacher and the pupil must give out all the
time to be successful. How difficult it often
is to make the pupil realize this !
Please let us have some more of Dr. Crane’s
splendid aricles.
Bussell Snively Gilbeet.
Keep Cheerful
To The Etude :
It always Beems to me that the cheerful
teachers^ are the busiest ones. Keep cheerful.

shellaced, f<
Through the
..... ——... —-- ,pared to insert, I punched holes and pi
chased rings of correct size to hold the
together.
The most important feature was the man¬
ner in which the music was arranged. I
cut a number of white sheets the same size
as The Etude sheets except that I allowed
enough to fold back on either side to
force” the edges. On the left side, the holes of my little pupils, one day. That meant In¬
were of course punched, on the right side to me because on that day I had a streak of
,.. that
.
what the boys call “bum luck,” and It was
I pasted colored paper so placed
directly below the hard to smile.
T
Keep cheerful! When folks begin to com¬
plain, find fault and make sour faces, let them
, marches, religious c
know that you are too busy to listen. I like
The Etdde because it always looks on the
By the use of my book I am able to turn best side. Some of the editorials a.._
in a second to the class of music which is tonics. Let’s have more articles like “Turn¬
most suitable to the subject on the screen.
ing the Practice Hour Into Play,” in last
There is also no limit to material. X October’s Etude, and more pieces like the
Mazurka, of Delibes, in the November Etude,
and the Adoration In the December Etude.
loles pun
Does Adoration come as a song?
_ ,... .ording to the character of
Mrs. David XiAndow,
music on tho'other side. Then my new Etude
Illinois.
brings something fresh each month to add to
a supply which is already large.
[Editor’s Note : Adoration, by Borowskl, is
Grace G. Carney.
one of the most famous of violin solos. Its
popularity led to a demand for It as a piano¬
forte solo, and accordingly It was published
in that form first in the December Etude. It
Dr. Crane’s Success
has never appeared as a song.]
Dear Etude:
helpful article by
What a splendid
Discovers Her Real Difficulty
Dr. Frank Crane you published in the Sep¬
tember Etude. It is a fine thing to have To The Etude :
a man of Dr. Crane’s authority come out
I love The Etude, because it helps me most
Plainly and say that nearly everyone has a when I am discouraged most. Keep on en¬
tendency for music.
couraging the timid. Music study is very
It was a surprise to me and I suppose to discouraging to most people. My family say
many of his constant readers to learn that he that I am nervous and shouldn’t mind, that
was a musician and especially that he ever all the musicians who have succeeded have
taught ..^1 am glad to learn that been discouraged. I read The Etude from
ii— -<—- -eproducing cover to cover and it cheers me up.
he also thinks that the
instruments of to-day
That article in December, by Scharwenka.
was wonderful. 1 tried out the exercises and
It seems to me that it was a good thing was surprised to find that much of my trouble
practicing right,
that Dr. Crane did not have anyone to give was not because I was nott —
him what he terms the craftsmanship in but because my arm muscles-e
- weak. This
music at the start. No doubt he received discovery was worth everything
....
his too late, but if he had begun with it, was getting very much discouraged because I
would it not have killed what he terms his was not getting ahead. You have no idea
musical vision? As he says, the vision, the what The Etude means to us who have to do
understanding Is the important thing.
without a, teacher. Just think of getting all
Why is Dr. Crane such a success at every¬ this advice and instruction for what we pay
thing he seems to undertake? It seems to for The Etude. How is Etude pronounced?
answer is in his study of Wagner.
Mart A. Ottinger,
. !Lfaet that he did not like the first opera
New York.
Sr Wagner that he heard did not prevent him
irom later in Europe hearing many of them
[Editor’s Note : Etude, meaning “a study,”
until he learned to like them. Many other is a French word which is pronounced by the
People have tried to do the same thing but French something like “Eh’-teed,” with the
there was a difference. Before he went to accent on the first syllable. The generally ac¬
hear the operas he not only read up all cepted American pronunciation, however, is
aa could about them, but he also played and ■Ay’-tood." While there is no authority except
memorized all the motifs. Everyone will usage for the American pronunciation, it has
agree that this is the proper way to do ; but been so widely adopted that it now sounds
now many people who have tried to under- affected to employ the French version.]
the Wagner operas have taken the
trouble to do this ? His success is the result
01 the great effort he makes.
Until you learn to think an hour for
’ would like to suggest that a marked
eon,
the 8cg*ol board8, especially every hour you play, you have not learned
to study— Leschetizky,
remarks" o“ ~"<5°5L^af_
-'

A

CENTURY AGO, Franz Brambach,
master piano craftsman, set up a
standard of workmanship which has en¬
dured until this day. In the great Bram¬
bach work-rooms, the piano is held as
more than a mere assembly of wood, of
metal and of ivory. It is considered
almost a living, singing entity for the
inspiration and culture and entertain¬
ment of mankind.
And this pride of craftsmanship finds
its tangible expression in the Brambach
Baby Grand. Its wondrous tonal quali¬
ties and instant responsiveness are com¬
bined with a quiet restraint of design and
finish so valued by the true musician.
You may now enjoy a Brambach Baby
Grand in a small studio or apartment;
for it takes no more space, and costs no
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THE correct management of the breath
is the foundation of all good singing;
and yet it seems to be, to a very large
extent, woefully disregarded among choral
singers generally.
The ordinary “speaking breath” is
insufficient for singing, as only a part of
the lungs are used, while in singing the
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Organ Department
whole of the lungs should be used, because
“An Organist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”
more breath is needed in sustaining tone.
A full, expanded chest acts as a resonator
and also enables us to sing for a much
longer period without fatigue. Further,
Edited, by Well-Known Organ and Choir Experts
faulty breathing is one of the chief causes
of singing out of tune, poor tone, weak
expression and bad phrasing. Control of
the breath is therefore of paramount im¬
portance for good voice production, it is
Practical Points for Choir Singers and Choir Leaders
the motor power of the voice. Strive,
then, to acquire perfect control of the
By H. W. Sparrow
breath so that it may be steady, even and
uninterrupted, turning all the breath into
good tone.
pressure, this is “wrong.” We know that
Without exaggeration the words must
_ fhe thick registers are down below and be pronounced much more distinctly in
A few words then on how to proceed
Stand erect with both feet firmly o the tbe thln register in the upper part of the singing than in speaking. Look well after
floor.Ml Do_ not- raise
- the
— shoulders
_, _
_
and yet how' many strain
final consonants.
^ to
*" get the initial and
~“J jHtry to expand the lower and side walls of tb,ck heavy tones on top, forcing the
the chest. Close the mouth and take a v°ice. Naturally, under such conditions
Phrasing
deep breath through the nostrils. Hold the “toP nofes” do not come.' You may
By the term phrasing is meant the
the breath for a few seconds, expire very say, “yes, but the top notes are very, thin.” grouping of words in such a manner as
slowly through the mouth.
Gradually Just so, why? Because they have never will convey their true meaning,
increase the length of the exercise as been developed. With regular, systemThis subject is of supreme importance;
progress is made.
atic practice they will become round and and yet, perhaps, the most neglected.
Commence thus: Inspire four seconds, i°in on quite readily. Sopranos, try this Every member of a choir should use the
hold the breath two seconds, expire eight out- In any case you do not stand to lose same. phrasing.
The good effect of
seconds. Just a word of caution, (a) Do anything; on the other hand, you will unanimity of phrasing is really surprising,
not waste breath on the first count; keep £a'n- Do not then, “go for top” notes
Sometimes it will be found that the
tit
•
i
,
...
hungry bull
i haystack.”
the breath in check, (b) Do
verbal phrasing does not coincide with the
How many of
crowd” the lungs with air.
This exercise not only will help you in the “tenors,” would like to know that it music must be subserviant to the words.
singing, but also will benefit your health
,
.
” i,i>SSib.‘u‘°
fiCt ease a,nd The words must decide the matter. As
by increasing your vital capacity by £ood quality up to top B flat; not by
illustration, take the well-known hymn
strengthening your lungs. Endeavor to us'nff what is known as falsetto, but by
“Fierce Raged the Tempest.”
breathe habitually through the nostrils, as wbat is termed the mixed voice?
the air is warmed and filtered before
Mou have all noticed, of course, that verse these words o
“The
wild winds hushed, the angry deep
entering the lungs.
when singing a low note the larynx (comSank, like a little child, to sleep.”
Do not perform this exercise spasmod- ni°nly known as the Adam’s apple) i«
ically and expect good results. Systematic Iow.in the throat, and that if you
skip
„_Have
we not heard it phrased in this
practice will bring its reward. In a word, * u’"u
~!— XT‘
' produce the manner?
high ”"**
note it rises.
Now' to
then, breathe through the nostrils at the ‘mixed voice” you^must keep the larynx
“The wild winds hushed, the angry deep
commencement of a song and during lo)v in the throat all the time. To attain (breath)
long rests; in all other places breath this end, practice assiduously, not by fits
Sank like a little child to sleep.”
must be taken through the mouth.
and starts, the following exercise and you instead of
will gain your reward: ^ngTf^d ” W.
Tone Production
space Sni77th7h7
“Tbe wild winds hushed, (breath) the
space
note in the bass rlpf^tn
clef t ' ‘ ~
Good tone may be described as that sure to keep the larynx low in the throat angry
c . deep„
.
litflp ^t, -mi
which satisfies the educated ear. In many and glide very softly up to, say, G, second
bank’ (breath) like
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mm"

cases bad tone is made with far more
trouble than is necessary to obtain good
tone.
One of the most important factors of
good tone is control over the formation
of the mouth, which fulfils the duty of a
resonance chamber. The mouth should
be always well open, and any sign of the
breath being directed into the nasal cavities should be at once checked, as this
i unpleasant nasal tone,
ihpuld be produced “well
ward” in the mouth. Aim at quality. All
exercises for producing tone should be
sung “softly” and with slight breath
pressure. Far better control is thus ob-

line in the treble clef. Keep the mouth
well opened.” Practice scales for the
purpose of joining it to the ordinary
volce’ making the change at about D, E
or F and training the voice down. Do
not stra‘n> Make a rule for yourself
wbeije you will change to the mixed voice
1eep l°
Do not be disappointed or
d,scoura&ed lf m find the change very
*1°t.lc®able; wlth practlce it will join up
alright.
The a.
the falsetto re: Cl) It has far better
carryln*j Powers; (2) it is capable of
c escendo and diminuendo; (3) it joins
“°re ” ”ralIy
the °rdinary voice>

tained; and there is very little risk of
^ing is the real secret
forcing the
Good tone is clear, sweet, produced well of successful top notes; and the less
forward, easily sustained. Bad tone is pressure of wind the better.
breathy, nasal, harsh, coarse, produced
with effort. The practice of loud singing
There is a general tendency to consider
leads to coarseness of the voice and the music as being of primary imporstrain. Anyone can shout; but rl |—.
t every- tance; whereas, sinking is "“the expression
of sense in music.” The lasting effect of
Correct breathing has much to do with any effort depends, to a very large extent
good tone. It enables the singer to get upon a good enunciation Jf the wS
command of the voice
First of all, then, it is necessary for us
„ Th? great s,freTt, of b^b n°tes ls t0 understand what the words are about
m7entPreSSUre' t H We
for one and then *o learn to communicate their
moment, we must realize the fact, that- message through the medium of the
I was going to say-the majority, per- music.
IvSh°7 n0t bS
°UtV howe''er’ ,T
Hi ” !arge imbCr °f PrP'C.,n
singing up the scale increase the wind

(breatb) t0 sleep:
Again, have we not heard this rendering
of another well-known hymn?
“Jesus lives, no longer now (breath)
Can thy terrors (breath) Death appal us.”
Whereas, in order to obtain the correct
meaning of the words it should be phrased“Jesus
‘Jesus lives! (breath) no longer now
Can thy terrors, Death,
Death appal
aooal us.”
us ”
r>—t_i i one of- the
- most difficult
*
' Probably
nrrprl! 1
modern hymns to phrase correctly
Lead Kindly Light -— - ~ •
Good part singing
to obtain an effective rendering- and !!!!
copy should be clearly marked wWp
breath is to be taken
^
a ^^

~ ** * ^

life and soul of music. The late Sir
Joseph Barnby once said: “Besides the
ordinary marks of expression to which
attention must be paid, there i,
musical evenness, without which everything
else is as sounding brass and tinkling
cymbal.”
The ordinary expression marks, then
cnly give us the various grades of tone
and time. They cannot move us to great
admiration or fill us with sorrow.
The
true power of expression depends upon
our appreciation of the beautiful in music
on sympathy, when the soul of the per¬
former breathes forth the soul of the
music, the spirit and inner meaning.
This higher expression or feeling in
music is generally recognized; yet it is
by no means a rare occurrence to hear
choirs sing hymns with absolutely no
expression whatever. Why, oh why, these
dead level performances.
Let us then, put some soul into the
___
_
ulLuluuu
music and make it live. Proper
attention
should always be paid to the composers’
directions. They supply contrasts; never.
theless, they must be subordinate and take
their place, if a sympathetic rendering is
to be hoped for.
We must endeavor to covey a correct
interpretation of the words wc sing. If
we do not, then we fail in our work.
The sentiment must come i -s', the music
second. The absence of expression is
very often the result of thoughtlessness.
Do we sing without thinks
Have we
asked uui
ourselves,
CVC1 aaivcu
auvc.\
i
■, can we
render this or that to pr ,
the best
Take for instance the hymn:
“Art thou weary, art thou languid
Art thou sore distressed:
Here the first two lines of each verse are
a question, and the last two lines a reply.
The choir alone might sing the first two
lines, and the congregation join in the
last two lines of each verse. Such treatment would present, yea, to ail >f us, the
truth in a new light; and v uld it’ not
cause the most inattentatii ■ worshipers
to think upon such things?
Truly a
“Serm0“ “ Song’’
Reading Music
Let us say at the outset that the ability
to read music at sight is an Indispensable
'fuabbj'at'on to aT’>" singer; and yet how
6W thc.r® are who possess this valuable
accomplishment. Some pro
to read;
•
j ,
do is to havc t!le. voice to
"tf* a"d ’ad acc°rding to the dictates of
not”'the Posltion the no:.- occupy on
j ^
S‘aff' At the same timc they know’
a‘nd
^ eVCn SOme admit> that without aa
accompaniment
tney <could not, with any
accompaniment they
of certai«y, sing a.single phrase.
Why is this, and why should this state
of things continue? In the first place,
ly learn mus'c
mus
many only
through a course
Utl0" the Pianoforte
pianoforte or some other iiinstrument and ba''e never studied music for
vocal purposes, which is quite another
3L*

edge or training’* and "haWny' rem^k*
There are the two notations. “The Staff”
thereon are unnecessary but, even t “d ^ “T°nic So1 Fa.” the old and the
L nn’srihilit,,
JCW,’ as they are sometimes called. Uny
doubtedly those who can read from both
DeiHS- inartistic:
notations are the most valuable members.
The ability to sing music at sight is one
We will classTffifunder two u u
‘° I? mUS’C at S’ght 'S °"e
and note their
,
heads
" m0St useful and enjoyable pleasures
Mechanical expression'6 ^
,FlrSt’ n"6 Ca" P0SSCSS: and any time spent in
exp" ThTfirst > *£?\
'LaT™** ^ ^ bring itS
expression which obeys thf various d
7
rections given. But stop! Do wp ,u j‘"
Tlme’ Attack and Release of Tones
this? Do we all so modulate our voi °
'S generally understood to be the
to correspond with even the brood
n
d,v,s,on of musical phrases into certain
cation, Say, f. p ■ or 70 " ™ lndl' cT"'valent portions in measure
It also

Thc only s™”ds which can be sustained these things and ’sing at a dead levTff? 7 refcren<* to the pace at which a piece
arC tbc V°WeIs: the consonants ha^ uo The.second is inspired bv right f ,
sb°uld be performed
sustaining power.
and good taste. This may be 7med ihe
7, g00d ch°ir sinS!^ therc must be
termed the absolute unity, the feeling for strict time
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■ necessary not only to the rendering but
Flat singing is often caused by lack of
also the enjoyment of the music. Vigor interest, bad breathing, want of sympathy.
and rhythm depend to a very large extent Do not be guilty of such.
upon the attention to the sub-divisions of
Remember!
Good singing requires
correct breathing, pronunciation, phrasing,
a beat.
Attack means the prompt striking of expression, sympathy.
the note at the right moment. A unani¬
Enthusiasm begets enthusiasm.
mous attack by a large body of singers
Strive to improve your vocal powers.
is most thrilling. Every phrase should
Produce the sound as far forward in
be attacked promptly. Be ready with the mouth as possible. Try to throw it
a chest well supplied with air and the away from you.
mouth in the correct position for the first
Make an effort to get a little practice
vowel or consonant, there must be no every day.
feeling for the tone; neither must the
Never neglect breathing exercises.
breath be heard above the sound.
Get all the fresh air you can. Keep the
Release of tone is just as important as mouth closed and breathe through the
attack. It should be clean and clear, with¬ nostrils, especially in damp and foggy
out a jerk, as in the attack. To do this at weather.
the right moment and all together is one
of the main difficulties of a choir and,
Care of the Voice
perhaps, the rarest achievement.
One of the simplest ways of strengthen¬
ing the throat is to gargle with pure cold
Suggestons
water every morning directly after
It is very essential that every member getting out of bed.
should pay the greatest attention to the
If the voice is husky, do not contin¬
conductor’s beat.
ually cough and hack. Swallowing two
The singing position should be erect. or three times is far more affective.
Keep the head up.
For a relaxed throat mix powdered
Economize time. Be on hand at the borax and honey. Dissolve this very
appointed time for practice; and, when slowly in the mouth. Mix up small quan¬
the sign is given, be ready so that a good tities as required. Put three parts of
attack can be made and so avoid bad and honey to one part of powdered borax.
weak starts.
For dryness of the throat take licorice
Listen to the harmony and endeavor to
in small quantities, frequently.
do your part to preserve the balance of
For sore throat take chlorate of potash
parts.
Good singing can come only by careful
Do not take lozenges.
practice. Consider it your duty to be in
Last but not least. Do not swallow a
your place every time and on time.
drug store when out of voice. Have a
Master your part by home practice.
Go to your breathing exer¬
When directed to sing softly do not lung bath.
cises.
slacken the time unless expressed.
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There is Beauty in Every Jar
Ingram’s
Milkweed Cream, you
will find, is more than a
skin
cleanser, more than a powder base,
more than a protection against sun
and wind. It is an actual beautifier
of the complexion. No other cream is
just like it.
Ingram’s Milkweed Cream has an
exclusive, an individual therapeutic
property that serves to “tone-up”—
revitalize—the sluggish tissues of

the skin. It soothes avvay redness
and roughness, banishes slight im¬
perfections, heals and nourishes the
skin cells. Used faithfully, it will help
you to gain and retain the beauty of
a clear, wholesome complexion—just
as it has helped thousands of attractive
women, for more than 35 years.
Go to your druggist today and purchase a
jar of Ingram’s Milkweed Cream in either
the 50 cent or the $1.00 size—the dollar
jar contains three times the quantity.
FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
Established 1885
43 Tenth Street
Detroit, Mich.
In Canada, Windsor, Ont.
!, containing samples of Ingram s Milkweed
Powder, and an eiderdown powder pad

Ingram's Milkweed Cream

By Lawrence H. Montague
The invention or origin of four part
harmony came about A. D. 1400. It is
credited to one, Dufay, a Netherlander.
Apparently little use was made of the
combination until Monteverde, the great
Italian, divided and so distributed the parts
for two violins, viola and ’cello as to
correspond to our modern idea of Soprano,
Contralto, Tenor and Bass. Bach wrote
many trios but few quartets. Haydn
really started, Mozart improved, but the
giant Beethoven first elevated each part to
a dignity of its own, instead of giving
a melody to one part, adding a suitable
bass and using the other parts merely to
fill in. Theoretically there should be no
principal part in either instrumental or
vocal quartettes. Schubert improved upon
Beethoven in providing smoothly flowing
and more equidistant parts. Mendelssohn
was one of the first to successfully employ
four voices as we conceive the modern
vocal quartette.
Ideal quartet writing contains, for
either instruments or voices, interest for
each part. Chorus or orchestral writing
may contain especial interest for only one
or two parts. For example: a melody
may be given to the upper part, a suitable
bass added, and nothing more than filling
in between; and yet this may be very sat¬
isfying to the ear on account of the many
colors of the large number of instruments
or voices.
So, much unsatisfactory
fluartet singing may be traced to the di¬
rector choosing a composition more suited
to chorus work. Observe that the above
*s a great truth and well worth considera¬
tion.
After finding a composition containing
mterest for each part, it is well to notice
whether the parts are fairly equidistant.
Even though each part may be melodious,
the effect when sung together may not be
good if they are spread over too large an
area. No wide gaps should occur between

the three upper voices and seldom more
than an octave between them and the bass.
In a chorus the soprano and bass may be
three octaves apart, but the distance be¬
tween may be filled in by dividing between
second sopranos, first and second contral¬
tos and first and second basses. In quartet
music this cannot be done and the parts
must move fairly closely together.
Also each part should not extend over
too great a range, nor stay for too long a
period at either extreme of its compass.
For example, a high B flat is often vety
effective in the soprano of a quartet if not
held for any length of time. In a chorus
a high tone may be sustained for several
measures with good effect With several
voices holding the same tone, one or two
of them may waver slightly from pitch,
run low on breath-control or make a
faulty attack, and these defects would not
be so apparent as they would be partly
covered up by the other voices. Also with
a sustained high tone, sufficient body of
tone is underneath, in a chorus, to support
and up-hold the efforts made by the
sopranos. But let a quartet soprano hold
a high tone for several measures and
unless she is far better than the best, we
know, she will neither feel nor sound com¬
fortable very long. Every fault of intona¬
tion, breath control, attack, quality or lack
of support will show cleiarly, and in addi¬
tion there will be a thinness of harmony
not to be desired in good quartet work.
Neither should the bass of a quartet
long remain on a correspondingly low
tone except in very soft work, when the
other voices lie also low.
Some of the charms of good quartet
singing are pianissimo work and shading.
Therefore, do not select many numbers
calling for prolonged fortissimo.- Long
loud passages are not suitable for quartet
work.

New and Standard Music

for the KINDERGARTEN
BOOKS OF GAMES
Autumn and Winter Games. By Margaret B. Nuth. With’ 12 full-page illus¬
trations by E. P. Keith. Twelve songs with directions for games by the authorof “Kindergarten Gift Plays.” Price, 75 cents postpaid.
Breton Singing Games. Collection by Alice B. Gillington. Similar to her
country books (Old Hampshire and other'games). Words in French and English,
photographs, music and directions. Price, 75 cents postpaid.
Games for the Seasons. Games written and arranged by Elisabeth M. Wardle.
Music composed by Walter Groocock. Twenty-six games, with preface and
full directions for playing them, arranged under the seasons to which they are
specially appropriate. Price, 75 cents postpaid.
Geographical Kindergarten Games. By Annie Ingham and Carl Sherrington.
Indian, Lapp, Arabian, and Chinese games containing songs, recitations, and
dialogues, with full instructions. The geographical game is impressive to the
child’s mind. Price, 75 cents postpaid.

SONG-TIME
Edited by REV. PERCY DEARMER and MARTIN SHAW
A comprehensive collection of more than 150 nursery rhymes, singing
games, songs and hyi
Section II.—Baby Rhymes
CONTENTS: Sectioi
-Nursery Rhymes
_ jetion IV.—Hymns
Section III.___
Section V.—Ms
and Hush Music
Price, $1.25 Postpaid
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The Choir Master

Let us now consider the ideal voices for and soprano true to pitch will overcome
quartet work.
much tendency to flat in the other voices.
A good solo soprano will not always be The bass is the foundation and even in
„
cu
a good quartet singer. Her voice may be the softest passages there should be Each Month Under This Heading We Shall Uive List of Anthems,
high, clear, true to pitch and agreeable, resonance and solidity.
Solos and Voluntaries Appropriate tor Morning and Evening
She may sing solos with style, good taste
Be careful about tremolo.
Do not Services Throughout the Year.
and authority; but her voice may not have engage singers with excessive tremolos.
Opposite "a" are anthems of moderate difficulty, opposite "b” those of a simple type.
the “fat” quality to melt into and mix with They will seldom sound exactly on pitch.
Any of the works named may be had for examination. Our retail prices are always reasonother voices. She may like solo work' so The ideal quartet should sound as one
abIe and the discounts the best °btainable’
well that she can hear only her own part new voice. When you hear a chord held SUNDAY MORNING, November 4th SUNDAY MORNING, November 18th
and try to make it the principal one. She 0n a rich smooth, mellow diapason you
ORGAN NUMBER
ORGAN NUMBER
may move too independently of the others, do not consciously single out each tone
Nocturne.Chopin—Lemare
Song of Joy.J.F. Frysinger
ANTHEM
as though they were an accompaniment to Your ear is pleased with all the tones
ANTHEM
her part.
She may not have enough blending sweetly and majestically into one
a. To Thee O Lord I Bring
a. King All Glorious.I. Barnby
middle voice to carry the others except in compiete sound Xry to train yQUr Gaston Bor eh
b. We Praise Thee.E, S. Hosmer
b. Lead Us, O Father
her upper register. Such a voice would crs to biend their voices so that the har_
OFFERTORY
P. Douglass Bird
obtrude in work with others. The ideal mony wi,i sound ]ike the chord on the
The Homeland (High or Low)
OFFERTORY
P. A. Schnecker
quartet soprano needs a quality more like diapaS0n. Do it first with “Ah” “O” and
Lord, Forever by Thy Side (Med.)
ORGAN NUMBER
a m^o-soprano, but of larger range “Oo.” When you have gotten the blending
R. M. Stults
Triumphal March_R. L. Morrison
She should sing a good high B and a good you wish try .<La>. ,<Low„ «Lou „ Then
ORGAN NUMBER
middle C. Her voice should not lose its take words contain;
those ‘ vowe,s
Allegro Pomposo.J. L. Galbraith
SUNDAY EVENING, November 4th
resonance as she approaches the fewer Latcr try A and E T
tQ teach them
ORGAN NUMBER
SUNDAY EVENING, November 18th
range. Her sense of rhythm should be listen to the other voices_ When each
Last Hope.Gottschalk—Gaul
ORGAN NUMBER
extra well developed, for she should lead
seems to melt away into the others
ANTHEM
Berceuse...'.E. A. Barrell
but not obtrude. Any unsteadiness of
that it is almost lost to its owner, they
a.
Oh
1
for
a
Closer
Walk
with
God
ANTHEM
rhythm should be caught and corrected by
blending.
Mylis B. Foster
a. Abide with Me
her. She should be very true to pitch,
b. I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say
Two rehearsals a week a recommended
F. Ftaxing ton Harker
for she has more to do with holding the
/. F. Ohl
'—one with piano, <
b. O Saviour, Precious Saviour
quicker.
le ot
/ .. ,
, much
,
1
OFFERTORY
others up than any one
of them has. bhe A j* ,
R. M. Stults
There is a Blessed Home (Med. or
Should enunciate very clearly, for her part £ d“jeCt°r f 0U+ld be food at -harmony and
OFFERTORY
Low)
.G.
H.
Fairclough
better than b
t0 p,ay the volce parts cn,y- Then
Sun of My Soul (Med.)
have your singers able to do every number
ORGAN NUMBER
any one of the others. If there is a
-S’.
F. IVidener
without help from the instrument, later
Triumph Song.Roland Diggle
principal part in quartet it is the soprano.
ORGAN NUMBER
adding the accompaniment if the selection
A quartet is no better than its soprano.
^^
^
Hero’s March. .Mendelssohn—Stewart
calls for one. Do not use much pedal or SUNDAY MORNING, November 11th
The most useful quartet contralto (not
j“c' uo n°t u
ORGAN NUMBER
SUNDAY MORNING. November 25th
.
, . ,
,
,,
thick-toned stops when
alto; alto means high and was the name
r
_
ORGAN NUMBER
Romance.F. Clifton Hayes
of the highest male voice in the old
ANTHEM
Festal Postlude.Andre—Rockwell
than ftr‘nFs constantly. Voices unconsciously
choirs) needs a rather larger voice» than
ANTHEM
a. How Excellent is Thy Loving
imitate, and excessive use of strings or
we usually find. Too much contralto is
Kindness.Edward Shippen Barnes
a. I Will Extol Thee. . / A. Coerne
reeds in accompaniments will one day
b. Great and Marvelous
seldom heard in a quartet. The soprano,
b. 0 Lord, How Manifold
result in your singers using a reedy or
A. U. Branden
tenor or bass may stand out too much, but
Edwin H. Pierce
stringy tone. Use the vox humana and
OFFERTORY
OFFERTORY
did you ever notice that you seldom hear
__
• . «.
Fairest Lord Jesus (High or Low)
Only Waiting (High or Low)
Ed. Mar so
T. D. Williams
ORGAN NUMBER
ORGAN NUMBER
Marche Moderne.E. H. Letnare
Dedication Festival March
should have » large foil voice, not nec.a- XL* ,
u
,T or
R. M. Stults
sarily lood, hot her tone should he project- ;.oi,„„„ !,». , solo £”L
eed, terv S0NDAY EVENING, November 11th
SUNDAY EVENING, November 25th
QS Very
ORGAN NUMBER
ORGAN NUMBER
Berceuse No. 2.Ralph Kinder
In the Cloister.Latvic—Stewart
ANTHEM
and above all not of the m.mi.h duality in
ANTHEM
s the solo.
the so-called chest register. There should be
a. Lord is My Portion./!. G. Colburn
a. Earth is the Lord’s../. if. Lerman
Enunciation has been but mentioned.
b. Twenty-fourth Psalm
no breaks between the chest and the head
b. Lord of the Harvest Thee We
This
has
been
reserved
for
the
end.
If
Mrs. R. R. Forman
registers.
Hail.F. H. Brackett
OFFERTORY
The ideal quartet tenor is a rare bird. —e disagree on everything else, certainly
OFFERTORY
e shall not on this. Try ever so hard to
LoXe, Divine, all Love Excelling
Very few of the greatest tenors we hear
They that Sow in Tears (High or
^ed-).C. C. Robinson
r read about would be good quartet sing_y°ur w°rds across- Everyone underLow).),
e. Roberts
ORGAN NUMBER
ORGAN NUMBER
ers. Many of them are too explosive and l?"ds T"*- some understand music.
Pean Triomphale..F. Lacey
Alla Marcia in D.II. Hackett
have not middle or lower tones in compary°“r
brs/h“',d **1 the
ison with their upper ones. They are usuP
-°f ^ teXt> and
ally too fond of hearing their own voices n f
T ‘nstr"s serving
to be able to blend theirs with others. The w„rtI
f
°
... ord\ ^ry to
quartet tenor need not of necessity be
D°' n°‘
very hlgt He should h,v, , „„i,y like tave
Z’Z
|
for six large -'
AT THE
a.high -baritone,_ but a larger range. A services of the church, no matter how
sity of i
thin reedy tenor is not suitable for quartet brilliant they may be vocally, their efforts
—.usic
Music H=
Hall Organ off 87;
87
Stops,
The East*
ratory Organ of
mustnhaV:rabedeeWphaS ST** Y°“
equal excellence
yf°r
tbat ^
stan£for“
The only substitute is a basso-cantante.
list of Aus
your part in her services, before you can
baritone is not suitable. He should be able
WILLIAM C. CARL, Director
expect your singers to reflect anything
to sing a good low E-flat and a good high like'the be'ccming"and^necesTa^y
Send for Catalog
E. Quite a range, but he will need each toward the praise of God. The purpose of
w j. a .
extreme and every tone in between. His music in the church is not to ^concerts [165 W°°dla^ St. Hartford, Conn!
1 EAST 11th ST.
NEW YORK
voice should be deep rich, and flexible, but to create clean hearts and renew right
'-It should have appeal but firmness; and he, spirits in all who hear it, from the choir
too, should be very true to pitch. A bass loft and pulpit to the pews
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Question and Answer Department
Conducted

>m de plume will be printed,
to the point.
Questions regarding particular pieces, metronomic markings, etc., not likely to be of interest
to the greater number ol ETUDE readers will not be considered.
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Tlio Range of Tenor and Soprano turist.prefer to leave them to time and the
Voices.
judgment of the future which judgment, howQ. Tenor voice: what is itT
uot always contrary—witness, the
it! Do men and 'ever"‘i is ™
women sing the «
- c?—E.
* — A.
■ ~S., Pitts- music of wWagner.
Lrakauer Player Piano is to
istrument which gives you
sense of complete mastery
d's keyboard. To play^the

art. Dipli
__PERIENC___„_
^dependent and lucrative profession by corres¬
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-r voice is the highest male a-ei
—, without counting the male-alto (usu¬
ally a hybrid voice, but properly classed as a
v
counter-tenor). In Plain Song and the older th<i
music of the Church, the air or tune was as- ,,ot'
signed to the Tenor voice, which, therefore, thal
• ang or “held” the melody: held, from the maf
«utm tenere, to hold, whence “tenor.” 2.
out
By “the same note” you evidently mean the
amc pitch. The male voiee sounds an ocave below the female voice. Thus, the lowst tenor note is C, second space of the bass
jr F clef; its high C is the third space of the
treble or G clef. The lowest soprano note is
middle C, or the note on the leger-line be¬
low the staff with the G clef; its high C is
the second leger-line above the treble staff.

read that “Tempo ruhato represents
■ation made in the time, when some
e held for more and others for less
ir strict durationIs the alteration
the accented beat alone, or throughe!—M. S. S., Greenville, Tex.
applied to the
, __ __ ,_, according to the
jntiment of the interpretation.

Saxophone Players
in Big Demand

For Bands and Orchestras, for church, lodge and
school musical affairs, for social and home enter¬
tainment, the Saxophone is the most popular instru¬
ment and one of the most beautiful. A good Saxo¬
Comparative Ranges of all Voices
phone player is always popular socially and enjoys
The following table shows the range of the
lany opportunities tr
* ** *
various voices. However, exceptional voices
layers ar- -|-J
have exceeded these limits: Russian and Af¬
rican basses frequently sing the A flat below
low C (third leger-line below the bass) ; bari¬
tones, like Jules Faure, sifig to B flat (third
line of the treble), but the quality is dis¬
tinctly baritone and not tenor; tenors, like
Tamberlik, Caruso, Lloyd, Bonci, sing to D
(fourth line of the treble) ; contraltos sing
from F (fourth line of the liass) to B flat
;st) with each new Saxophone,
(above first leger-line above treble). Alboni, -'r-'Tw.’."5T;r*K
,, , . ,
vu«. u«.fenPractice is a pleasure because
the most celebrated contralto, sang from E ..A, ^5;® strathspey is a Scotch dance, sun__quickly. You can take your place in a band
fiat (third space of the bass) to E flat above fai to th“ r<‘</l- but somewhat slower. It is within
90 days, if you so desire.
treble; Mozart declared that “the BasV? uM?fAuaraater-S"
ella,” an opera singer, sang the C in altisJLW5LS? ^ttad„e_ls?.tb_aSdAIJ- Free Trial—Easy Payments
Yon may have six days’ free trial of any Bueseher Grand
Saxophone. Cornet, Trumpet. Trombone or other instrn-* X-—y terms of payment can be arranged. Mention
lent interested in and a complete catalogue will
Q. Is i. . ..
of violins, as we know them to-aau •—juthed
M., Pittsburgh, Pa.
A. The earliest reputed maker of violins
was Gaspard Duiffopruggar, of Bologna, Italy
(1514-1571). His name is spelt indifferently
Duiffopruggar, Duiffoproucart, Duiffoprugcar,
Tienffenbrucker. There seems to be no instru¬
ment made by him, in existence, either violin,
viole, or lute, all of which he made. It
should be noticed that the first mention of
the violin, in a passage by Lanfranco, in 1553,
really refers to the viole. However, the word
violin appeared in an account of the MenusPlaisirs (Paris), dated 1529.

ANEW THEMATIC CATALOG
A Correct Reading Query.
0. 1. In Bach’s Two-part Inventions
(Schirmer), page IS, third brace, second meas¬
ure should the B be flat or natural and why!
2. In Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetique
(Schirmer), page 1)7, first brace, fourth
measure, should the A be flat or natural!—
E. G. Herron , Neb.
A. 1. The B should be natural, because
the composition has gone, in the preceding
measure, into the key of C, and it remains in
that key for eight measures.
2. Examination shows that this passage
belongs to the key of C minor; measures 1
and 5 consist of the triad of C minor. If the
A of measure 4 be natural, the result would
be so ambiguous that the final E flat of the
passage would come as a shock; whereas,
with the A flat (correctly so) the melody pro¬
gresses by the harmonic minor scale to the
third of the key, E-flat. Notice that
passage is note for note, the
the major passage on page 14x, Drace n.
Music of the Future.
Q. What is the definition of “futurist”
music! Is the Jeux d’eaux by Ravel, and
are most of Debussy’s works futurist!—R. D.
V., Montreal.
A. In its widest application, futurist mu¬
sic is a departure from generally accepted

forms, modes, progressions, or style in compo¬
sition. Such departure is, at first, altogether
experimental and expressive of the particular
composer employing it. During the experi¬
mental stage the music may be termed fu¬
turist.” It mav never be accepted. If, how¬
ever, that departure is accepted generally by
composers and their public, to the^extent that
it forms.a new school of musical thought and
its expression, it becomes no longer "futur¬
ist.” but actual and present, even as the
whole-tone scale and the Modern School of
French Composition, to which the works of
Ravel and Debussy belong.
The word “futurist” has generally been
applied In a satirical sense to compositions
which are at variance with classical writing,
which belong to no accepted school and which
contain such daring, experimental features
that its critics, by the use of the term “fu-

Appoggiature.
Q. How should the following be played!
Could you give me any rule for the inter¬
pretation of these little notes! Mozart’s
compositions are so full of them—A. Nott,

See This
Next time you’re in a
drug store, pick up a
spool of Tirro and look
at it. It is a new idea in
mending tape. t Extra
proofed. Mends most
everything from baby’s
doll to a broken tool
handle. 1001 uses in
home, garage, on golf
links — everywhere.
15c 25c 50c.
At Your Druggist
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IT is an axiom among violinists that it is
very difficult to sell and equally difficult
to buy a high-grade violin at anything like
its true value. Innumerable letters come
to the Violin Department of The Etude
asking the best way to go about selling or
buying. Especially is, this the case when
the violins are genuine old instruments
with a supposed value of hundreds or thou¬
sands of dollars. Expert judges of violin
values are very scarce, and the average
buyer or seller is all at sea as to what a
violin is really worth.
When a fine violin is to be sold, the first
thing is to have it put in first-class playing
condition by an expert repairer. This
would seem to be so self-evident a prop¬
osition that it would hardly be necessary
to mention it. Anyone desiring to sell a
house would have it repaired and painted
and put in apple-pie condition. The owner
of a car, wishing to sell it, would have the
machinery overhauled, the body painted,
and worn tires replaced with new ones.
For some strange reason, the majority of
people trying to sell their violins neglect
this very important matter and try to sell
violins that are so out of condition that it
is impossible to get a decent tone out of
them. In many cases the owners do not
know they are in bad condition, and in
others they balk on spending the money to
put them in shape.
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Cleaning a piano is a simple affair a
little good piano polish rubbed on occa¬
sionally, and then polished with a dry cloth
and the piano will look comparatively new
for a long time. With the violin it is dif¬
ferent, since the rosin flying from the bow
gets all over the top, and if it is not wiped
off carefully every day, it accumulates and
cakes up on the violin, especially around
the bridge and fingerboard, Of course if
the rosin has been wiped off daily from
the day the violin was new, the varnish
will always look fresh and bright, but
human nature is indolent and most people
either forget or will not take the trouble
to clean their violins every day.
I do not know on what the theory ;s
based, but many violin players, ipostly 0f
the “country fiddler" type, advise leaving
the rosin to accumulate, forming an un¬
sightly patch. They claim that it improves
the tone, but how this comes about they
are unable to explain. One might as well
claim that it would improve the tone of a
bell to plaster it over with cement. Any¬
one with common sense would know that
the perfectly clean, varnished top of a
violin would give out a clearer, more per¬
fect tone than one encrusted with a thick
cake of sticky rosin.

The Violinist’s Etude
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Department
“A Violinist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”

Hints on Selling a Violin

gets replies from all over the country, he
will find it a great deal of trouble to ship
the violin around by express for the pros¬
pective purchasers to see. It is also, at¬
tended by some risk through the violin
being either stolen or damaged by accident.
Many will ask to have the violin sent to
them out of pure curiosity and without
any intention of buying it. While in their
possession, the bridge may break, the
sound-post fall down, or other minor acci¬
dents happen. They may return it in its
damaged condition or try to fix it them¬
selves in a crude way, and if the owner
himself is not an expert violin repairer,
he may be constantly troubled by having
Rub the Violin Dry
to send the violin away for repairs after
it has been gotten out of shape by someone
Many people write to The Etude to
A Typical Case
he has sent it to with the view of making know how they can clean their violins when
A few weeks ago I was engaged to ap¬
they become encrusted with rosin. A
praise a violin which had been put up as
For all these reasons, it is best for the skillful violin repairer tells me that the
security for a loan. The purchaser had
owner of a valuable violin who lives in best thing to use for this condition is raw
defaulted, and the money lender was try¬
the country or small town to sell direct to linseed oil with the additi. of a very little
ing to sell the violin to realize on the loan.
a dealer or else place it on consignment pulverized pumice stone. This has to be
The first thing noticed about the violin
with the dealer, to be sold on a commis¬ very carefully applied, so that it will re¬
was that the sound-post had fallen down
sion basis. He may not be able to get its move the rosin and does not damage the
and had not been set up again. Efforts
full value by this method, but he will elim¬ varnish. Take a clean rag and put a little
had actually been made to sell the violin
inate
all the risk and bother of trying to oil on it; then dip in a box of pumice
without the sound-post being in position.
sell it himself.
Of course, every violinist knows that a
stone, which should be pulverized as fine
For the violinist who wishes to buy a as flour. Then rub lightly on the violin
violin can no more give out a good tone
good violin for his own use, there are two where the rosin or dirt i.
without its sound-post being in proper posi¬
caked. If the
rules. If he has an expert knowledge of violin is simply dirty and has no rosin
tion than a human being can function with¬
violins and violin values, he has only to caked on it, oil alone can be used. No
out heart and lungs doing their work
keep looking over the violins in the hands matter what is used, it is important to rub
properly. The violin really was a good old
of dealers and private parties until he the violin perfectly dry after cleaning.
instrument; the owner was advised to have
,
finds one which suits him at what he con¬
it put in good playing condition, and within
It often happens that the varnish on a
siders the right price. Some artists hunt new violin fails to dry for a considerable
two weeks it was then sold at a good price.
for years for a violin which is their ideal. time, owing to unskillful varnishing or the
The owner of a violin wishing to sell it
If the purchaser has not this expert knowl¬ wrong proportions of the various ingredi¬
will find it money well spent to have the
instrument put in perfect playing condition
edge, and has no friend who has it and in ents of the varnish. Violins are often sold
by the most skillful repairer who can be
whose integrity he has unbounded con¬ in this condition, and in ti ls case the rosin
found. The repairing of a few cracks, a
fidence, his only course is to go to a good, dust mixes with the sticky \aniish and can¬
well-fitted bridge and sound-post, and bassreputable dealer and to trust the latter to not be wiped or rubbed off. A violin
bar properly fitted and set, will make any
pick out a violin for him which, after a which has been used while the varnish is
violin sound many dollars better. People
trial, he likes, and which the dealer guar¬ still in a sticky condition cannot be cleaned
antees is worth the price asked.
who live in small places where there are
so that the varnish will sh ■ ■■- up well since
no expert .repairers can ship their violins
The violinist who has no expert knowl¬ the rosin dust has become part of the
by parcel post to the nearest large city.
edge of the instrument is liable to get badly varnish. The only recourse in such a case
Several firms who do first-class repairing
stung if he buys a high-priced violin on is to scrape the varnish off and re-varnish
his own judgment.
will be found in the advertising columns of
the violin.
The Etude.
If, however, the varnish dried perfectly
hard before the violin was used, and the
Owner Rarely Knows Value
'rosin has simply accumulated on top of
Quality of Practice
The violin put in proper condition, the
the varnish, the rosin can-be removed ;by
next thing is to set a proper value on it.
the careful application of oil and pumice
It is very seldom that the owner of a
stone as above described. How well a
violin knows its real value. Everyone who
violin can be cleaned depends entirely on
sees it tells him a different story. Many
how well it was varnished in the first
are deceived by fraudulent labels. They
a half practice than another student, who
: Jj J, y 0nf®!\ Every intelligent place and how perfectly the varnish dried
have a factory-made Strad, worth about dawdles along in a half-hearted way, can
” student can tell by instinct when this before the violin was used.
$10, and think it is a genuine specimen
do in four hours. The number of hours
IS reached’ and on reaching it, the
The appearance of a violin depends en¬
worth $15,000. Some people sell valuable
put in does not gauge the progress at all, f6. course 1S to stop and rest until the tirely on the care that is taken of it. The
old violins for a song, not knowing their
but it is the quality of the practice which bram and nervous system have recuperated varnish will retain its beauty for an indefi¬
true worth. Others ask absurdly high
counts. It is on record that the Anglo- whether it is within an hour, much later nite period if carefully wiped off every
prices, and in some instances succeed in
Italian violinist, Ouray, practiced for sev- in the day. or next day or longer,
day. I have seen old violins, 150 or 200
getting them.
Prize fighters have a very striking way years old, so excellently preserved that they
The best way is to have a violin ap¬ eral years for fourteen hours a day, thus
praised by a good expert. In New York, holding the world's record for number of of describing this condition, when they say looked as if they had but recently come
from the maker’s hands.
Chicago or some of our other large cities hours of daily practice. This enormous a pugilist is “over-trained,” that is he i
there are firms dealing in valuable violins, amount of practice did not make him the like a machine which has been run too
who have experts in their employ who greatest violinist in the world, however, as many hours without being rested oiled
Editor’s Note
know present-day values and can set the there were others who only averaged three adjusted and overhauled. He has lost h''
proper value on any violin. Sometimes or four hours who far out-distanced him keenness and freshness and is “tired” Th
The Excellent article, “About Good Vio¬
the repairer has had sufficient experience in in the race for violin virtuoso playing.
the same way, violinists and violin students lin Playing," by W. J. Henderson, which
handling violins to be able to set the value.
In violin practice there is a “saturation can become “over-trained” from makTng was used in the August issue, originally
A fee of a few dollars may have to be point, beyond which the practice does no too great demands on the brain and nervouf appeared in The Outlook. Unfortunately
paid for ascertaining just what a violin good. By “saturation point, I mrar,n that
nervous acknowledgment for this reprint was
that system.
omitted from the August Etude.
is, and its market value, but the money
will be well spent if the appraiser is a
real expert. If the expert is well known
in the musical world, he should be asked
to furnish a signed certificate setting forth
the name of the probable ' maker or the
school of violin making to which the in¬
strument belongs, together with the price.
Such a certificate will be of great value to
show to prospective purchasers of the in¬
strument when it comes to be sold; and
the better known the firm, the greater its
value.
Real experts, competent to appraise Cre¬
mona and other extremely valuable violins,
are found only in our largest cities and the
larger cities of Europe, such as London,
Paris, Berlin and Vienna.
The violin put in good playing order and
its value ascertained, the next thing is to
find a purchaser. If- the owner lives in a
large city, he may be able to find a pur¬
chaser himself by advertising, showing the
violin to musicians, or selling it direct to
a violin dealer. A good way to find a
purchaser is to go to the artists’ room be¬
fore or after a symphony orchestra con¬
cert and show the volin to the violinists of
the orchestra. Some of them may be look¬
ing for a violin for themselves; or, as
most of them have pupils, they may be
able to sell it to one of the latter. In
such a case, they would expect a commis¬
sion of at least 10 or 15 per cent, or more
for making the sale. In many cases sales
are effected by leaving the violin for sale
on commission with some well-known vio¬
lin dealer or repairer. If the violin is a
genuine Cremona or other valuable violin,
it is often possible to sell it to a dealer
direct, but at somewhat less than the retail
price, of course; for the dealer naturally
expects to re-sell the violin at a good profit.
In case the owner of the violin lives in
a small town, it will be very difficult for
him to sell the violin himself at its real
value if it is a high-priced instrument.
There are few customers for such instru¬
ments in the country or in the smaller
towns or villages. If he advertises and
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this scale exercise the great difficulty is
to make the rebounding bow strike the
string simultaneously with the finger of
Outfits can now be secured at a reason¬ the left hand, and it will require much
able price by which anyone can make practice before the pupil can play the
phonographic records of their own or passage evenly and fluently. The teacher
pupils’ work. A violin teacher writes to or pupil can easily devise other exercises
Tug Etude: “When a pupil plays a com¬ on the intervals of the various scales,
position at his best, I secure a blank record where three, four or more rebounding
and have him and his accompanist play it notes are used. The bowing as given in
for the record. Then I put the record Ex. 2 can easily be applied to the other
away, and in from one to three months major and minor scales. The pupil who
later I play it for the pupil and let him can execute the ricochet on the scales in
point out his own mistakes or errors, and this manner will find little difficulty in
I explain anything which is wrong with mastering any passage in it which he will
his performance. I find that pupils see be likely to meet in his exercises or pieces.
their advancement by this method, and
that it helps them from a technical stand¬
Violin Making
point especially.”
Violin Making—by Walter H. Mayson, the “Strad” Library, No. U, Third
The Ricochet
Edition, pub. by Horace Marshall & Son,
In the “William Tell” overture, after London; Charles Scribners’ Sons, New
the storm music comes the gallopade, the York.
merrymaking, and dance of the peasants.
This admirable little work should be in
What gives to the opening measures of the hands, not only of every violin maker,
this gallopade its indescribable air of but of every violin player as well, for every
gayety and joyfulness—expressing the de¬ violinist should know his instrument, and
light of the peasants that the storm is Mr. Mayson’s work is well calculated to
over—is the ricochet bowing employed by convey this knowledge.
the violinists.
Written in plain, simple English, this
The ricochet is where two or more notes work commences at the beginning and
are played in one bow, either up or down, takes up in the most minute detail the pro¬
the bow bouncing from the strings be¬ cess of making a violin, from the selection
tween notes. Stand at a pond and skip of the wood to the final varnishing and
flat stones over its surface, the stones fitting up. Thirty-one illustrations make
bouncing as they strike the surface of the the various processes clear. It contains a
water, and you will get an idea of the thousand hints on the best and most prac¬
ricochet. The stone is the bow; the water tical way to do everything connected with
is the string. This stroke is executed at the creation of a violin.
the middle of the bow or a little above.
As an example of the author’s style, and
The bow is thrown down on the string in the practical way in which he treats of the
such a manner that it bounces on the various parts of the violin and their adjust¬
string. At the same time it is pulled or ment, his remarks about the sound-post
pushed along, according to whether the [Will be of interest. He writes: “The
ricochet is being executed with the down sound-post must engage your closest atten¬
or up bow. As the bow is pulled along it tion, and must be of old Swiss pine. There
keeps bouheing on the string, making a is, again, no rule as to thickness—some
graceful, fairy-like staccato which cannot violins do best with a thick, others with a
be made by any other variety of bowing.
medium to thin post. I only tell you for
Many students fail because they keep guidance, a medium to thin is mostly used
the bow pressed to the string as in firm by me. It must be evenly rounded, and
staccato, instead of relaxing the wrist and both ends filled, so that the angles of back
arm so that the bow will bounce. Others, and belly may fit exactly when it is placed
again, fail because they forget to keep [inside. To get the EXACT length is not
pulling or pushing the bow along, the re¬ [an easy matter, but you will find this hint
useful: With a thin piece of wood gauge
sult being that they get no tone.
The ricochet, like every other bowing, the depth through the upper hole of the
should be practiced first on open strings sound hole, from the back to the outer
surface of the belly, and your post will
as in Ex. 1have to be a trifle longer than this, minus
the thickness of the belly. Then take a
sound post setter and fix the pointed end
into the wood, sloping sides towards you,
of course, and do your best to place this
most exacting, but most necessary adjunct,
just behind the center of the foot of the
bridge on the E string side—the distance
of about a good sixteenth of an inch be¬
hind the side next to the tail-piece. When
A
etcfitted it must be neither slack or tight, but
In this exercise the bow is thrown down between the two.
on the A string, the bow rebounding be¬
“Of course, this operation will be, to a
tween the first two notes. The third note novice, a horrible job. He will fume and
is played with the up bow. In case it is perspire, and, I fear, use strong language
desired to practice with the rebounding —none of which will help him, but, on the
on the up stroke, the first two notes are contrary, will retard progress. The thing
played with the up bow and the third note has to be done and done well; and it would
with the down bow. The stroke must be be much better, if the amateur cannot do
executed very lightly and delicately at it ultimately, to pay an expert for timely
first, making the bouncing very even. instruction.
After two notes can be played in even re¬
“Then fit the end pin; but before doing
bounds, three should be tried, and so on so, look through the hole in which it has
up to eight. It is of no use to try to play to go, and ascertain if the post inside be
passages requiring left-hand work until straight—which is very necessary for the
the bowing has been thoroughly mastered production of pure tone. Regulate with
on the open strings.
the broad end of the setter, and draw or
After the open string work can be done push through the sound hole on either side,
evenly and rhythmically, this bowing, in as may be necessary.”
combination with left-hand work, can be
taken up. Ex. 2 is a scale passage to be
“Artists will derive additional facil¬
played with this bowing, and which has
been found to be of the greatest assist¬ ity of execution from hearing and culti¬
ance to pupils learning to play practical vating vocal as well as instrumental
passages with this bowing. It can be music.”
—C. P. E. Bach.
used with either up or down bowing. In
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1846 the VIOLIN NAME OF FAME 1922
ALL KINDS or VIOLINS
For all Kinds of Players
MODERN USED & ANTIQUE
“ now to sm.hi r violins von peiisonal osk”
AS im:tl \ IOI.IX MAKERS AND FLAYERS our

RUGUS'V EEMtiNDER & SONS
Violin Maker., Repairers and Dealers, Exeltuively
125 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK

VIOLINS and CELLOS

Sold on Time Payments
GENUINE ITALIAN STRINGS
Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue
A. J. OETTINGER
„ . Musicians’ Supply Company
60 LaGrange Street
Boston, Mass.
A New Edition of
“Handbook of Music for
Violin and other Instruments”
We will send gladly a copy of this valuable
THEo!pRESSE£ Co!tl1712aChMtnut St., Phils, Pa

Violins

WSBffi .

Our Easy Payment Plan

-*£&S£5
8124

GUSTAV V. HENNING

Which one
will help you win
famcanafortuncl
F

DR half a century the world’s great
artists have used Conn instruments.
The stars of today in concert bands, sym¬
phony, opera and popular orchestras, have
risen to fame playing Conns. They accord
a generous measure of their success to these
superb instruments.
You will profit by following their ex¬
ample. Win success, profit, pleasure with
a Conn, “the instrument of the artists.”
Remember, with a Conn you get these
definite points of superiority:
Easier Blowing: each tone responds to
the slightest lip pressure.
Perfect Scale: accurate intonation in all
registers.
Most Reliable Action i lightest, easiest
and surest, whether slide, valve or key.
Beautiful Tone: our exclusive hydraulic
expansion process insures accurate propor¬
tions and perfect carriage for sound waves.
All exclusive Conn features at no greater
cost. Highest honors at World Expositions.

Right: DON BESTOR. Director Benson Victor
Record Artists.
Lower Left: MAL HALLETT, Director Roseland
(Broadway) Orchestra.
Lower Rights RALPH WILLIAMS, Director
Williams’ Orchestra.
FREE TRIAL; EASY PAYMENTS. Send post¬
card foj details, mentioning mstrument that interests
used jn the band. We also make high grade violins
Dealers and agents everywhere. Factory branches:
Conn New York Co.
Conn Detroit Co.
Conn New Orleans Co. Conn Cleveland Co.
Conn Chicago Co.
Conn Seattle Co.
Conn Portland Co.
Conn Atlanta Co.
C. G. CONN, Ltd., 913 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

— HIGH GRADE BAND AND
ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS

CULTIVATE
YOUR
MUSICAL
BUMP
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Earnings of Symphony Players
So many violin students write to The
Etude wanting to learn what can be earned
by symphony orchestra players that a few
words on the subject may be of interest.
A few years ago it was common to pay
symphony orchestra musicians a certain
sum for each concert, including one or
more rehearsals. At present almost all
the leading orchestras in our large cities
pay their members by the week, for a season consisting of a certain number of
weeks. It was found that this was the
only dependable method of keeping an
orchestra of high grade players together.
The salaries of first-class orchestra men
have been steadily advancing for some
years. The members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra have recently succeeded
in getting an increase in their salaries of
$15 per week. By the last settlement with
the Musicians’ Union, the orchestra association has agreed to pay them a minimum
of $75 a week, instead of $60 as heretofore. The agreement is that the musicians
will play 126 concerts a season. The season guaranteed to the men is 29 weeks,
with one week’s vacation without pay. This

increase will add about $28,000 to the
yearly expenses of the orchestia asso
ciation.
,
From the above figures it will be seen
that a member of the Chicago orches ra
can count on an income of $2,100 from t e
orchestra alone. However, most of t ic
players have other sources of income outside of the regular season. They play m
summer orchestras, teach, arrange music,
compose, and have many other sources of
income additional to their salaries as
orchestra musicians. Fifty of the men or
the Chicago orchestra play at Ravima
Park, near Chicago, for the grand opera
which is held there in the summer,
It should also be understood that the
above figures are the minimum salaries,
The concertmeister receives a much larger
salary, also the leaders of the various string
sections, the second violins, violas, ’cellos
and double basses'. Some of the wind instrument players, such as the first flute,
first oboe, first clarinet, etc., receive much
higher salaries than the rank and file of
the orchestra. Wind players of eminent
ability are always hard to find.

ORCHESTRA

Chopin’s Only Method

MUSIC

Music Supervisors and Teacher..
Stuber’s “Instrumental Music Cour.e’*jor
begmiersf
bee^uS for ^
three years in public schools with thousands of
Root’s Beginner’s Orchestra No. 1.
and will afford a repertoire for school concen^
and keep the pupil interested. This book v5
been introduced into thousands of schools con
cales and1^
playing. Arranged for
Samples upon request
E. T. ROOT & SONS
1530 East 55th St.
Chicago, Ill.

VIOLIN TEACHERS

The ACADEMY VIOLIN METHOD with 1>[ \\«
ACCOMPANIMENT for IS EG 1 \ N KKs, u tt
lsihrt. Dimelu, Hohniaiiii and delterlot.^ Intro!

Rough and Tumble
t?ROM the time they get up until
r they go to bed at night, the
le hosiery bills loom large

duCAVANAUGH MUSIC'CO.
HOSE SUPPORTERS
with the famous Oblong All-Rubber
fnd"™ vlrySGPENTLE on'hSy
Please ask for them by name.
GEORGE FROST COMPANY, Bostor
Makers, Boston Carters — Veloet Grip — for Me,

The Etude Letter Box
Some of the brightest thoughts and “happiest” ideas that have come to us in past
years are received in letters of rare interest. We welcome letters and are glad to
publish them when they contain fresh, interesting and helpful aspects of musical matters.
A Warning
To The Etude la a recent article appeared the statement
that eighteen for the male and sixteen for
the
fen
” "
’ ' ” proper time to begin voice
ing. Having- 1_ myself,
_
the victim
of improper methods in this
’
words may not be *- iriate.
intry
uiata
with
_„_„____
I_jjy in
literally yelling through the songs. Oh, that
I might have been warned, as the readers of
the article mentioned, to save my voice till
later.
Time passed and I became a member of
choirs, Then I discovered that I was not
singing properly. I began lessons with excellent teachers; but the best they could
produce fas a ‘‘semi-cultivated” voice. Almuch of it had been destroyed by
wrong use.

we should wait till daughter was twelve be¬
fore beginning her lessons.
Now I had been put off in just this way
by my father till I was sixteen, and X deter¬
mined that daughter should have a chance.
I bought a four hundred dollar piano (paying
twenty dollars down and five dollars per
month) and started her lessons at seven.
This money I made by taking charge of the
money order business and keeping the hooks
for my husband.
My daughter practiced two hours per day
—°ne in the morning while her mind was
fresh and one after school. At fourteen she
lva3 playing classical music and for the junior programs at our church.
Then we came to a larger town with better
advantages. I now provide for her tuition
by my writings and a novelty shop which I
kecP during vacation,
My advice
their
cal education earty, w...
daughters’ r
e in the formative period.

So many “vocal wrecks” have come to
acquaintance that I would give this \
of caution. Sing, but sing carefully du
Cure for the Double Movement
mi-,-- the right
To The Etude:
udy carefully under a competent
Having read the interesting article in a
tms make the most of your gifts, recent Etude, by Sidney Vantyn entitled
that you are preserving talent “Are You Guilty of the Double Movement?”
ake of you one of the elect.
I will suggest a mode of practice which can
Herbert G. Patton.
be applied to any piece of music and that by
persistent use will overcome any tendency of
*ie above habit.
The writer of the mentioned article exIt is a good idea to file in a safe place all plained minutely that the double movement
copies of The Etude. They contain so many is a hesitancy in attacking a chord or series
valuable articles which at the time of read¬ of chords ; or, worse, it is a downward move¬
ing may be too far advanced for the student; ment of the hand to find the keys after which
but in later years these same articles will be the hand is lifted and again descends, this
of great interest and help him to much val¬ time to play the chord. To effect a cure
much patience is required: but my pupils
uable information.
So many students discard n musical maga¬ haie not shown a dislike for the following
f wlthJBeauty Shops, Specialists zine after reading the materials they can inode of practice when an explanation is
digest; and in after years when their contents given that it will facilitate speed, promote
could he better understood, they are not nt complete relaxation, and insure correctness of
hand. What may seem dull and monotonous notes and fingering.
n, and thus quickly!’ to
Place the hand with the proper fingers on
the beginner will become a mine of instruc¬
tion and inspiration later on.
the notes of,t?e, flrst chord, with the arm and
The Etude contains so many splendid ar¬
+h°m™-etHIy ■■ ^xed, wait indefinitely
ticles written by experts, people who have 3r*L
a
Pictures the following chord
arrived at and gained success in their nrnfee- with its fingering. The first chord is played
staccato by an upward spring -of the hand
slon, and who give the benefit of
rather falls relaxed
f
euce in different branches of the__ non
weight m one __
Someone, specializing in some one branch
of music, may later wish to take up another. keys of the eond chord ; but docs i
.1~ merely
Then he will find that the back numbers of
... waits
.vans thei
mere maefir“— Etude contain just
' "
__
__ uKMy with a thought first of complete relaxE EVERYWHERE
needs. As a musical student, nothing was ?„bon .and then the mind again pictures the
Dept. 360
more interesting and inspiring than to get following chord with its fingering. Another
2 Fifth Avenu
out my old copies of the musical periodicals l,Pw&r<A spring and the hand plays the second
• nt on 46th St.)
vhich I had stored away for future reference, fhoid
third chord, but docs not plan
Each time I was able to understand mo
plete rein
-I™,,,.,, Ms been eife
of their contents, and each time they seem
mind knoi where the hand must next nr
to meet some particular need.
So, do not discard any such magazine
process is continued through
— _ . - section of a piece. The Ihim.k
The Etude. When you have extracted i
the information possitde for the present, pi
should be used separately, and together Tnf
metronome will be an aid and si'fafw .
serve It carefully for its future value.
heats may be the wnlfinr,
i __ 1 .
Ada Mae Hoffkbk.
Raising Funds for My Daughter’s Music
To The Etude:
At seyeu my little girl would sit at her toy
piano and play by the hour ; so I decided that practuS lndaite m
PBult ,of this kind of
she should have a musical education.
sWe^ote? that nLboral’P,D
or
My husband, making but a small salary
as postmaster in a small town, said that it
with a pupil ofr poor reading ability
would he impossible to buy a piano and that
Edward C. Kunow.

ESWi
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October 40th Anniversary Issue a Real Feast
Please mention T

ok who wiU be represented in the October ETUDE through artieles, music etc Scharw. l „ ,
imanmoff, Lhevinne. Thomas A. Edison, John Philip Sousa, A. Schoenberg CKa™;'.,
Moszkowski,
ice. R. Huntington Woodman. Emma Calve, Charles Wakefield Cadman ^
^
u!8*1' Thurmany other celebrities in the music world. Don’t miss this "ETUDE S besC’mmfci "S’ lllUn Arma

Faust School of Tuning

Reeil Orgsu and Player
Piano, l eer Book Free
27-29 Gainsboro Street
BOSTON, MASS.
THE ETUDE VIOLIN STRINGS

Bad,aching teeth!
Theyare dangerous to health. Treatthem
regularly with Dent’s Toothache Gum. It
does four things for bad teeth.

DENTS
TOOTHACHE GUM

1. Stops toothache Instantly.
2. Clean see & protect 9 cavity.
~ Retards further decay.
Destroys all odor.
Contains no creosote or harmful Ingredients.
Doea not spill or dry up like liquids At all
druggists’ 25c, or by mail upon receipt of price.
Madefor 35 years by C. S. Dent & Co. Detroit.

THEODORE PRESSER C

SPECIAL NOTICES

BAND AND ORCHESTRA MUSIC
Let us supply your needs in-this line.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices.
THEO. PRESSER CO. 1712 Chestnut St., Phiia., Pa.

AND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION
FOR ONLY 25 CENTS

PERSONAL, FOR SALE
or WANTED

WANTED—Position as
of New England Conservetm
Boston. Pianist. Three year;
voice culture. Organist and
eight years. Proficient in '.inl¬
and History. Excellent refer
H. E. S. care of The Etude._
FOR SAXE—Old Violin Outfit, '
, 133 ’Hnrrisoi
old, $50. Address. Musi
Aye,, Lancaster, Ohio.___
music teacher' ui>nti> i*osiTION in College, Conservatory or Normal
Kill,,is : puiii.,. II.moony. 1'
1U-..-1- ‘"Trained,’
Tralnedj Boston
. New
garten MusSr
Boston‘'and
Wk.
Experience, fifteen years. Write
B. P. M. care of The Etude._
FOR SALE—Schirmer’s School Orchestra
Series, unused. Modern Music nnd Musicians,
vtical, W. P. Neal. Grayson. Ky.
, for SAXE OR RENT—Virgil Tekniklavier, Mahogany. Excellent condition. !■
Van Kirk, 1333 Pine St., Phila., Pa.
I
ANNOUNCEMENTS
I
|
Rate 20c per word
I
‘ Music COMPOSED—Send words. Manu¬
scripts corrected. . Harmony, Correspondence
lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y._—MUSIC COMPOSED; manuscripts revisedBand and Orchestra arranging. Complete am
guaranteed instruction in Harmony by rood,Ro(le Jacobsen, 2638 Milwaukee Ave-.
Chicago, Ill.
_
why~n5t~57et us pi.vYFoTn®Boy Johnson’s Unbleached American
Manipulators. Phone Spruce 10386 or write
ills. 19th Street, PhHa., Pa.__
SALE—To close estate. Collection
of OLD VIOLINS; low prices. Apply »r
;st O M. Pausch, 2220 Blake St., Berkeley,
i 'alifornia
alifornln
Tlease mei
IE ETUDE when addressing
r advertisers.
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ders of THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE.
this splendidly illustrated magazinl contains just
the sort of reading every red-blooded American
hoy wants. The very best stories, both serial and
short, by the world's best writers. Special departments devoted to Radio, Mechanics, Electricity,
Athletics, Physical Training, Stamp Collecting,
Amateur, Photography, Cartooning, etc., etc.
Beautiful big pages with handsome covers in colors.
A blg lot of jokes and comic drawings.
amateur'^h'rt1'
!n <rash Prizcs for the best
on radio, mechanie!e,'’electri'city, et^Thwe^ no
reason why yoav boy should not win some of these
Cash Prizes. These Prize Contests are continuous
foil partfculam°freTHd’ B°YS> MAGAZINE gives
JTP &nk °/ it! A SIX MONTHS'
ZuWr/or only ^ CENTS. Surely you
would hke to invest this small amount in
‘f y°’ir boy, or boy friend, six solid
TnXuclif Peas"re, entertainment and
Remit ^ stamps if more convenient.
THe Sn°EE' ReJfleW Co., Inc.,
I enclose 2 MaU1 St’’ SmethP°rt, P

When Chopin wrote his Trois Nouvelles Etudes he possibly had in mind the
preparation of a method of playing
which might have been of inestimable
value to future generations if he had had
the persistence and strength to put it
down. All he did was to preface the
work with a few notes which remain
among the few things he had to say
about his wonderful art. These notes
were given to the Princess M. Czartoryska, by Chopin’s sister, after the
camposer’s death. We give them here in
the translation of Natalie Janotha.
“It must be well understood that there
is here no question of musical feeling or
style, but simply of technical execution
—mechanism, as I call it. The study of
this mechanism I divide into three parts.
To learn to play the notes with both
hands, at one key’s distance from one
another; distant, that is to say, a tone or
half a tone. This includes the diatonic
and chromatic scales and the trills.
“As no abstract method for pursuing this
study exists, all that one can do, in order
to play the notes at a half tone or whole
tone distance will be to employ combina¬
tions or fractions of scales or to practice
trills. It is unnecessary to begin the
study of the scales with that of C,
which is the easiest to read, but the
most difficult to play, as it lacks the sup¬
port afforded by the black notes.
It
will be well to play, 'first of all, the scale
of G flat, which places the hand reg¬
ularly, utilizing the long fingers for the
black keys.
The student will arrive progressively
at the scale of C, using each time one
finger less on the black keys.
The
trill should be played with three fin¬
gers; or with four as an exercise. The
chromatic scale should be practiced with
the thumb, the forefinger and middle
finger, also with the little finger, the
third and the middle fingers.
In thirds, as in sixths and octaves, use
always the same fingers.
Words were born of sounds; sounds
existed before words. A word is a cer¬
tain modification of sound. Sounds are
used to make music, just as words are
used to form a language. Thought is ex¬
pressed through sounds.
An undefined human utterance is mere
sound; the art of manipulating sounds is
music. An abstract sound does not make
music, as one word does not make a
language. For the production of music
many sounds are required. The action of
the wrist is analogous to taking breath
in singing.
N. B. No one notices inequality in the
power of the notes of a scale when it is
played very fast and equally, as regards
time. In a good mechanism the aim is,
not to play everything with an equal
sound, but to acquire a beautiful quality
of sound and a perfect shading. For a
long time players have acted, against
nature in seeking to give an equal power
to each finger. On the contrary, each
finger should have an appropriate part
assigned to it. The thumb has the great¬
est power, being the thickest finger and
the freest. Then comes the little finger,
at the other extremity of the hand, and
is assisted by the first. Finally comes
the third,- the weakest one. As to this
Siamese twin of the middle finger—bound
by one of the same ligaments—some
players try to force it with all their
might to become independent. A thing
impossible, and most likely unnecessary.
There are, then, many different qualities
of sound, just as there are several fingers.
The point is to utilize the differences;
and this, in other words, is the art of
fingering.

Relaxation
By Sidney Bushell
Young vocal students are frequently
led astray by the injudicious use of the
word “relaxation” and the insistence, in
articles upon voice culture, of a condition
of perfect relaxation being the ideal one
for the production of tone.
A moment’s thought will serve to show
that a firm, resonant tone cannot result
from an instrument in the condition of
absolute flaccidity demanded by these
writers; and what is more, they know it!
They know that good tone is the result
of a proper adjustment of all parts of the
body, yes, even the very poise of the body
itself. One great voice teacher has said,
“In singing, the first thing to be consid¬
ered is the position of the body.” And
again, “an easy, graceful, buoyant position
is an essential.” Picture the ease, grace
and buoyancy of an entirely limp body,
one in a condition of perfect relaxation!
If singing were possible under these con¬
ditions the singer would have to be carried
upon the stage on a stretcher.
If not relaxation, what, then, is the
condition these writers so persistently
advocate? It is
Not “Relaxation,” but “Release;”
release of the tone from the cramping
grasp of a tight throat, release of the
stiffened jaw and rigid tongue. Freedom!
Leave the hc^vy work to those parts of
the body especially fitted for it. The
driving power of the vocal motor is the
result of tension, somewhere. Confine it
to where it rightly belongs—all that region
below the throat. Even there it is not
the tension of rigidity, but rather the
elasticity of expansion under proper con¬
trol, which results in the “easy, graceful
and buoyant” position of the whole body.
Marie Withrow, in Some Staccato
Notes for Singers, has likened the singer’s
body to a flagstaff which furnishes a sup¬
port for the flag, and leaves the flag free
to wave. The simile is a helpful one;
and to carry it still farther, and in a
warning to be kept in mind by strivers
after “big” tone, temper the blast to the
strength of your flag, lest
“Like a wind-swayed flag it breaks
The motto it displayed.”

Reasons for Teachers’
Success
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson
1. They love their work and their
pupils.
2. They have the art of imparting what
they know.
3. They have a cheerful studio, and a
good piano always in time.
4. They are themselves cheerful and
enthusiastic.
5. They try to put into the lesson
period all they can that is helpful instead
of as little as possible.
(r.
They act appreciative of what the
pupil tries to do even though his efforts
are crude and unmusical.
7. They show their interest in their
pupils between lessons, and plan little sur¬
prises and pleasures for them.
8. They occasionally send friendly
notes to the parents, expressing satisfac¬
tion with the pupil’s progress.
“What is music? This question occu¬
pied my mind for hours last night before
I fell asleep. The very existence of music
is wonderful, I might even say miraculous.
Its domain is between thought and phe¬
nomena,
Like a twilight mediator, it
hovers between spirit and matter, related
to both yet differing from each. It is the
spirit, but spirit subject to the measure¬
ment of time; it is matter, but matter that
can dispense zinth space.”—Heine.
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I Have Found Out
How to Get Rid of
Superfluous Hair
At Once
Here’s the Secret
I had become utterly discouraged
with a heavy growth of hair on my
face and lip. I had tried every sort
of depilatory and electrolysis and
even a razor. But I couldn’t get
rid of it
Then I made a won¬
derful discovery. I
found a simple
method by which I
removed the hair at
once and most won¬
derful to relate, it
keeps the hair re¬
moved. My face is
now as smooth as a
baby’s, not only free
from superflu¬
ous hair but
from pimples
and blemishes.
I have explained
this discovery
to thousands of
women who
have had the
experT1 had
nd I
it
superfluous
It isn’t like
anything you
have ever used. It
is not a powder,
paste, wax or liquid, not a razor, not
electricity. It causes no itching or
burning and leaves no scars. As
easy to use as your comb or brush.

Send for Free Book
A book that tells just how this wonderful
method gets rid of superfluous hair is free upon
request. Don’t send a penny—just a letter or
post card. Address Annette Lanzette, Dept.
602 Care Hygienic Laboratories, 204 S. Peoria
Street, Chicago, Ill.

AMERICAN

STATIONERY
te. —
/{paper—for informal correspondence
Zand household business uses. Music
I teachers find this splendid for their
^statements, announcements and ma¬
terial orders. Noted for its sterling
quality. Printed on National Bank
Bond—exquisite writing surface.Size
/of sheet 6x7; envelopes to match.
( j Sold only by mail from Peru, Indiana. Special
* ** :ilities insure prompt service. Order a package
w. Remit with order — or, if inconvenient at
OTcZdiuBide of U.S. add 10%.'
The American Stationery Co.
1934 Park Avenue,
Peru, Indiana

200
10 O

Sheets
Envelopes

| PRINTED WITH ANY
INAME AND ADDRESS

1 THE AMERICAN STATIONERY CO.,
■
934 Part Avenue, Peru, lad.
Bend me a pack of 200 sheets and 100 enve

MONEY REFUNDED IF Y
•T WHOLLY SATISFIED
Please mention T
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Annual September Bargain Offerson New Publications arts?
The** /»«» Snerinl I.mu Introductory Prices—Good Only Until richer 15, 1923

IMPORTANT:—Order by Offer Number.

—

.—

HERE ARE NEW PUBLICATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN PRAISED HIGHLY BY FIRST PURCHASERS AND
IT IS TO ACQUAINT MORE MUSIC BUYERS WITH THE 1OF THESE W°RKS WAT WE NOW OFFER
THEM

'

AT

POSTPAID

LOW

FINAL

INTRODUCTORY

CASH

PRICES.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Send ll Orders to

NOTE BONUS OFFER ON NEXT PAGE
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SHEET MUSIC OFFERS
PIANO SOLOS
Tcaehers and Piano Players a
OFFER No. 55

Advance of Publication Offers
NEW WORKS TO BE PUBLISHED OFFERED AT SPECIAL LOW CASH PRICES
_

.

.

~

^

/U

cents

,

-n

d

—These Prices are Pasinairl

is decidedly one of the most at-

OFFER No. 62

BONUS GIVEN ON $3.00or5.00 PURCHASES

Three Sacred Songs (Low)
Introductory^Cash^Prlcel 40 cent.
Open My Eyes, 0 Lord. By R. M. Stults.

&&

-

—■*-

The Editor has Planned i

U 316 6

’___

WITH A

$5.00

^»ir

ORDER

Iglgfiisi
ice
ardering $3.00 or $5.00 of these Advance
Advanc
Offers (Nos. I to 64) are entitled to•sa
lined Pipe vign *1 *
IntroductorytalCash'P$rice,
^.eto^lS 60
«0 cen
«...
\ Southern Fantasy. By Ernest F. Hawke.

ss:girm%r

THEO. PRESSER CO.
MUSIC

PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS—MAIL ORDER
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

-of
Publication Offers (Nos. 65 to 96) and
^Publication
valuable work FREE. '

Philadelphia, Pa.
-L

?.

MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE

Advanced Study Piece.

vnrrn
eudirf AC
AN ONE
YOUR CHOICE
OF ANY

OF THESE WORKS FREE
WITH A $3.00 ORDER
Standard Graded Course of
Studies for the Piano
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Premium Workers
We have a lot of serviceable rewards
for our ever-faithful premium workers.
Every reward offered by us is the product
of a reputable manufacturer and is well
worth the little effort necessary to secure
it.
Opera Glass—No. 500/15 ligne Colmont,
brass body covered with black morocco
leather. Japanned mounting, in soft
leather case with handle, a fine instru¬
ment for only 8 new subscriptions.
New Standard Food Chopper—has
many superior features, opens wide like
a book, sanitary and convenient.
By
means of a lever, the chopper is instantly
opened for cleaning, only 4 new subscrip¬
tions.

The Annual September
Money-Saving Offers

--

Camera—the Celebrated Hawk Eye, 2A
Box Film Pack. Takes a 2% x 4%
°n oth<;r pages of this issue appears
In this issue of the Etude, please note picture, a dependable snappy companion,
one of the outstanding features in the the column given over to programs for making a faithful record for your future
music publishing world-the annual oppor- every Sunday in the month. You will pleasure, only 3 new subscriptions.
tunity for music teachers, music students find the best only of our material listed
Utility Home Kitchen Set—5 pieces— Plano InatrucWon,Studied under Emil von Saner Wynne Pvl«
and music lovers to obtain copies of the giving the organ numbers, the solos or
Arthur Friedheim. Carnegie Hall Studio 502 New Vo?k City
tntv ^“US1C ft3*10"! f l0W ;ntroduc- duets and a choice of two anthems for chopper. Four-in-one Tool, cake turner, interviews.
* BB°
* ** ay* 1011 “ t0 5 p- M- for
tory prices. All those study works, piano each service.
This will be continued handy spoon and fork, only 2 new
collections, vocal collections cantatas, oper- throughout the year to assist you in subscriptions.
ettas and violin, organ and musical litera- selecting suitable music
J
Uneda Canning Set—Two new kitchen
r^LW°rkS U"+dilr the FT1 {ntro(hE to/y
For special services of song we will be utensils, the universal opener, and wonder
Jar Lifter, only 2 new subscriptions.

BEECHW00D Sgjjghg
EMMA BOEHM-OLLER

the purpose of gaining a widespread
introduction for them because we feel sure
in thus making their merits known that
other orders will come in the future at the
fair regular prices placed upon them.
Our advertising venture in this respect is
f_v.
the music buyer’s opportunity.
All works offered iiin Advance of Publication are in courses of
__ preparation and
Hmatorl mci
are offered at low estimated
mat nt
ui maimfacture prices. Orders for these works
will be entered now, and
they
are ready delivery will be made. These
low advance prices are withdrawn as
the work appears from press.
Of
course,
_ that
__
is understood
works obtained at these liberal bargain prices cannot be returned for credit
or exchange nor is it intended that a customer shall obtain more than one copy of
work. Don’t overlook the bonus
offer < $3.00 and $5.00 cash orders for
works
l this September Money-Saving
Offer.
Teachers! Use the
“On Sale” Plan

Supervisors of
School Music
Please note
new Cantatas and
Operettas.
Crimson Eyebrows—by Mary and John
', .son Dodge, an Operetta for Mixed
', oices, easy to stage, costume and pro¬
tiuce’
'Fhe Ghosts of Hilo—by Paul Bliss, a
0Peretta for young ladies, with oriental
colof. a simple staging, inexpensive cost,lmjng and bright, catchy dialog and
musicLet’s Go Traveling—by Cynthia Dodge,
an Operetta for children, with geographical features.
The Golden Whistle—by Mrs. R. R.
Forman, an Operetta for childern with a
,u‘u' plot and bright tunes,
Bobolinks—by Dr. Busch, a Cantata for
children’s voices.
Mon-dah-min—by Paul Bliss, a Can¬
tata for treble voices.
In all an Operetta for mixed voices, an
Operetta for young ladies, two Operettas
!°
a Cantata *°r children and
*1n£n1tata for >'0,mS ladies or women’s

Teachers throughout the country may
have
ive all the conveniences of having a
metropolitan music store next door to them
through the Presser Mail Order Service. In
the City of Philadelphia, for instance,
teachers come- in ouy large retail store
and find numerous folios on the counter
containing large assortments of music for
various grades, etc. They may look through
the music in these folios at their leisure or
our salesman will go to the shelves and
carefully select various numbers so the
teacher may get the type of piece being
sought.
Such service as this is brought to the
teacher in the most remote section of the
country through the Presser “On Sale”
plan. All that is necessary is to write a
letter telling us of the type and grade of
pieces or study material that is desired
and for how many pupils. Our selection
clerks, who are experts on teaching material will see to it that a special package is
made up for you and this will be sent to
you for examination. You may keep the
music for the full teaching season using
from it that which you desire. Additional
lots also may be obtained if needed. Af
the end of the teaching year all that has
nqt been used or sold to pupils may be
returned for credit and settlement made
for the balance.

John Prindlp Srnl-T
R NofhoS nfer
p,' • , Y?*1 , Dett
JJaniel Protheroe
New Songs are about to come from our
press fronf the pens of these Splendid
composers.
Mr. Scott, has given us a lilting song
“In Canterbury Square” which is a romantic “memory” song with a haunting melodv
which sings itself.
Mr. Dett, has written two songs, one
a truly big song, “The Winding Road”
with strong dramatic possibilities, not
to sing nor to play; the other, “Open
. ° ,K-Y,e,s” ,of. a velT different type but
irresistible in its rhythm and melodic flow.

Our usual liberal professional dis, the
counts apply on music obtained

r Dr‘. *’rotheroe’s

'v'*«nlno(e”*ranteeIs

t„t„tlle.,q,!antlty,ke?t; y°"Py_ foJ_only
the material you elect to keep o

These six new Cantatas and Operettas
meet
for your use
.
,,every
• requirement
. -j—*
>*»v. durlng
, commS year together with
lma*ual new Supplementary Octavos,
We wil1 gladl.V send any or all of these
on aPProval as well as a selection of our
exceUent new unison, two-part, three-part
and SoP- AIto and Bass (Melody in Bass)
supplementary School Songs,
}Ve are also publishing a number of male
voice selections suitable for boys’ voices.

SingerS’
safred song “Soul’s

-VI-S-STyJ

The first few phrases are sufficient to X.
dear it to all soloists.

Military Hair Brush—Ebony finish,
size 4% x 2%-14 rows of medium black
bristle, in a Florence Tourist Case-black
shark skin leather, a delight to
only 4 new subscriptions.
Gold Cloth Powder Case—mighty
attractive, containing puff and mirror,
only 1 new subscription.
Best of all, send us three new subscrip¬
tions for the Etude at $2.00 each and we
will enter your own free.
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Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Founded 1878
Theodore Thomas
First Musical Director
The College is endowed and in¬
corporated. I ts aims are the Higher
Education in Music and Dramatic
Art. Young men and young women
pursue their studies in a genuine
musical atmosphere. Buildings
adjoin the magnificent Music Hall
where Grand Opera is given and the
May Music Festivals are held.
Piano, Pipe Organ, Violin, Orchestra
Voice, Theory and Composition,
Drama. Public School and
Church Music Departments.
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Cincinnati
Elm and Grant Sts.
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AN UNPARALLELED OPPORTUNITY

The University School of Music
offers courses in Piano, Voice,
Violin, Organ, Theory and Public
School Music. Students may
attend the Music School and
also take the regular work at
the University.

LOW COST of LIVING
Under University supervision, the cost of board and
room, as well as tuition, is exceptionally low. Detailed
figures are available in our catalog. The University
is governed by a board of trustees—all influential

SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO BERTHA BAUR, Director
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CARL J. WATERMAN, Dear

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
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Detroit

Year

Offers to earnest students courses of study based upon the best modern
and educational principles.
Renowned faculty of 80.
Students’
orchestra, concerts and recitals.
Diplomas and Degrees conferred.
Teachers’certificates. Desirable boardingaccommodations.

CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean.

Kindergarten and Primary
I)ept. D. 246 Highland Ave. ,H.P
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BEGINNER’S BOOK by THEO. PRESSER
School for the Pianoforte-Volume One
Price, $1.00
The greatest of first piano instructors.
STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF STUDIES
For the Pianoforte
By W. S. B. MATHEWS
In Ten Grades, Ten Volumes
Price, $1.00 each
The original and mostsuccessfu] graded course.
HARMONY BOOK FOR BEGINNERS
By PRESTON WARE OREM
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Every Music Student should have this work.

INTERNATIONAL cationalaacencv
MRS. BABCOCK
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KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
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ing, Theory. Up-to-Date. Original. Inspiring.
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KATHARINE BURROWES
D. 246 Highland Ave., H. P. Detroit, Mtch.
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Choir Masters’
Guide
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EASTMAN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

PHILADELPHIA
(39th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 10th)
unparal
A Residential and Day School of>[ unparalleled
Facilities for the attainment of a complete musical
educat

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
(Theoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privately and in Classes)
Because of its distinguished faculty, original and scientific methods, individual ir
tion, high.ideals, breadth of culture and moderate cost, combined with efifici
management, the COMBS CONSERVATORY affords opportunities
not obtainable elsewhere for a complete musical education.
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ETUDE

OF

The University of Rochester

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST

An Endowed School Offering Complete Education in Music
Should you ask me whence these stories,
Whence these legends and traditions,
With the pleasant sound of music
As of sounds upon the mountains,
I should answer, I should tell you,
From the Ups of Nawadaha,
The musician, the sweet singer.

COURSES LEADING to DEGREE BACHELOR OF MUSIC.
and 95 a:

achers.

COURSES LEADING to EASTMAN SCHOOL CERTIFICATE.

All Branches.
Normal Training Course For Teachers.
Public Per¬
formance. Four Pupils’ Recitals a week. Full Orchestral and Military
Band Departments. Two Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestras.
Conductor’s Course.
Reciprocal relations with University of Pennsylvania.

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
cordance with the new Pennsylvania requirements—i
er of a Combs certificate in Public School Music is entit
without further examination.

he Unit
to the Penn.ylvani

DORMITORIES FOR WOMEN

In addition to delightful, homelike surroundings in a musical atmosphere, the dorm
advantages not afforded in any other school of Music. Daily Supervised Practice,
Technic, Musical Science, Theory, Psychology, Chorus, Vocal and Instrumental Em
SIX SPACIOUS BUILDINGS
A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Success.
Illustrated Year Book Free

/classes

OPERATIC TRAINING (Direction Vladimir Rosing); Practical
Experience in Eastman Theatre.
MASTER CLASSES IN PIANO (Frederic Lamond)
ORGAN ACCOMPANYING OF MOTION PICTURES
Studio Equipment in Eastman Theatre,

m

ORCHESTRA and ENSEMBLE TRAINING preparing .
fessional Career.

By the side of the piano,
By the shiny, big piano,
Stood the little Hiawatha,
And he sang the songs of childhood.
Sang the songs Nokomis taught him.

rior
Pro¬

And the little Hiawatha
Learned the meaning of the music,
Learned to read and count correctly.
Of all keys hr learned the language,
Where they hid when no one played them,
How they made their sounds with hammers,
Why the strings lucre wound to sightly.

For Information, Address The Secretary,

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ROCHESTER, NEW

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, D,rector °ffiTro»Ra,

The Changeable Violin

A Musical Hiawatha

Fall Session begins September 17th

YORK

By Rena Idella Carver
In an angry mood, Louis laid his violin
down upon the table.
“I thought it would be such fun to take
lessons and learn how to play the violin.
If I had never heard Kreisler play that
night, I would never have undertaken this
task! If I had lived centuries ago, I don’t
suppose I would he taking violin lessons.
I wish I knew what they used in place of
violins then,” he declared, as he looked at
his violin.
He gasped as he watched it—for it was
moving. Its shape was changing rapidly.
Instead of his beautiful violin, there lay an
instrument which seemed to consist of a
wooden frame, which formed the side
walls, the top and the bottom being spanned
with skin, like a drum.

Administration Building, 1331 So. Broad Street
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Fall Term Sept. 10
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1 Dewitt Park, Ithaca, N. Y.
Special advantages
to
those looking to educational or
concert work. All instruments. Vocal
matic Art and Physical Training. All gradi
eligible to teach in N. Y. Public Schools,
buildings, including Donrfftories, Auditor
GymnasiumfStudio and Administration Build
Year Book Sent on RequestMASTER COURSES
with world famous artists in all departments.
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Fleet of hand was Hiawatha;
He could play his scales so swiftly
Ere. the.first had ceased resounding
E’en the last had left liis fingers.
Sure of car was Hiawatha;
He could tell a chord on hearing
Whether it was major, minor;
Tell what intervals were sounding,
Whether mazing upward, downward.
Strong of rhythm was Hiawatha;
He could fed the pulse of music.
Feel the heart-beat of the movement.
Feel the swing of every measure,
Whether swift or slow of motion.
Sound of mind was Hiawatha;
He could memorize his pieces.
Memorize his lovely pieces
With the ease and skill of master.
All the people of the village
Came to hear his wondrous music;
And the generous Hiawatha
Played for them his magic music,
Holding all the people spell-bound
Till the crimson sky and sunset
Faded in the dusk of evening.

JTHACA QONSERmTOF

Beautiful PHRASING,
And beautiful TONE,
And beautiful RHYTHM,
Is one way of saying that
Beautiful DETAILS
Combined with HARD WORK
Make really BEAUTIFUL PLAY¬
ING.

Syracuse University
he degree of Mus. B.g Special certificate s

Of all scales he learned the meaning,
Knew them all by name or number,
Knew them forewards, backwards, knew
them
Hands together and contrary.

iT

When some folks play.
They play wrong notes,
And make us wish they'd cease,
Because they are not
Doing justice
To the pretty piece.

•

A very small, wizened old man stood
scowling at Louis.
“Always wishing for something dif¬
ferent ! I declare, I’m glad I don’t have
to live in modern times. Your wish has
been granted. Now play and see how you
like this instrument,” he said.
Louis looked at the instrument and com¬
plained : “But it only lias two strings, and
such a queer bow. I don’t know how to
begin to play."

“And you thus insult the Rebec, which
was originally the Arabian Rehab. At a
later date (in the twelfth century) it was
used by the Troubadours in accompanying
singing;” and the old man looked very
fierce, indeed. “Ungrateful boy I Suppose
the fairies had sent you a Lute or Lyre,
which had no neck or fingerboard? You
would also be compelled to pluck the string
or strike it with a plectrum.”
“No bow?” gulped the frightened boy.
“No bow,” snapped the ancient creature.
“No bow, indeed,” he continued. “You
should see the Hurdy-Gurdy. The strings
were set in vibration by a wooden wheel,
which was turned by a handle at the tail
end of the instrument, the player using
his right hand for the purpose.”
“Ugh!” said Louis, with a shudder.
He looked toward his instrument, and it
had changed once more. It now had a
resonant body which came almost to a
point back of the neck, and the upper part
of the body of the instrument was smaller
than the lower; the fingerboard had frets
like our guitar; the edges were higher; the
F holes were sickle-shaped; the top was
flat, and the number of strings was six.
“That is the Viol. It appeared in the
fifteenth century,” explained the little old
“Well, I don’t want to play on that
thing, although it is better than the Rebec.
If I had my fine-toned violin back again,
I think I would have sense enough not to
wish for something different,” Louis said,
with a determined air.
He suddenly noticed that the instrument
on the table was getting smaller and more
beautiful in form. Some of the strings
disappeared and the frets dropped away.
There lay his own violin. The wrinkled
little mdn had vanished.
With a gentle touch, Louis took up his
violin and began practicing.

Mr. C. Sharp’s Chords
By 01ga_ C. Moore
Quite often we hear of music pupils
io know nothing about chords; and
ain we find those who know a great
al
Maybe the teacher was too busy
take time to talk about chords; and
lybe the pupil heard of the chords and
omptly forgot all about them. Be that
it may, the hoy in this story heard about
ords, remembered what he heard, wrote
3 chords, played them, and of course
illy learned them.
■
“I want to lie a musician and maybe
composer, some day,” said C. Sharp,
nd I won’t write jazz, either.
He had
en studying piano for nearly two years
e knew his key signatures very well and

of the Tonic of each scale in three
positions. (The Junior Etude for January
had a story about chords ill different
positions.) He knew how to make the
Major chords Minor (by lowering the
third one half step) and how to play these
in three positions, also. He knew that
chords built on the numbers 1-4-5 are
called Principal chords in a Major scale
(every letter in a Major scale may be
found in these three chords) ; so now he
was ready to learn a different kind of
chord.
At his lesson his teacher said, “The
chord of three tones, reading upward,
1-3-5, has a special name, “Triad." The
first part of the word, “Tri”, means three.
The new kind of chord, which wc will

now learn, has four tones. It is a triad
with another third added above (C-E-GB). A four-tone chord reading upward
1-3-S-7 is called a seventh chord.. Such
a chord may lie built on any tone of the
Major scale the same as a triad; but all
are not melodious. The one built on the
fifth tone, called the Dominant, is really
very pretty but it does not sound satisfac¬
tory alone. It needs another tone to
follow it to end well. That tone is the
Tonic (or first tone of any scale).
This seventh chord built on the Domin¬
ant, is called the Chord of the Dominant
Seventh. (Dominant means ruler). Mus¬
icians say that the Dominant Seventh
resolves into the Tonic.
Now play this chord in four positions
as you played the triads in three positions;
for a chord may have as many positions
as there are letters in it.
The lesson was over; so C. Sharp went
home to practice. He played the seventh
chord in four positions like this: G-B-DF, B-D-F-G, D-F-G-B, F-G-B-D. He
was very careful to mak? the upper tones
sing connectedly one to the other just as he
had done in playing triads. Remembering
that his teacher had said, “the Dominant
seventh chord resolves into the Tonic,” he
tried it out. Taking the key of C for the
example, he first played the Dominant
seventh as it comes in the scale. Then the
Tonic chord of C that was nearest. GB-D-F, G-C-E. It sounded pretty nice;
so he decided to try the Tonic chord first,
then the Dominant seventh chard, then
back again to the Tonic chord: G-C-E,
G-B-D-F, G-C-E. These all sounded so
pretty to C. Sharp that he kept trying
other combinations always staying in the
Key o.f C. Here are some of the combin¬
ations he made.
(Coming down the key-board)
Tonic
Dominant Tonic
G-C-E, F-G-B-D, E-G-C,
E-G-C, F-G-B-D, E-G-C.
E-G-C, D-F-G-B, E-G-C.
C-E-G, D-F-G-B, E-G-C.
C-E-G, B-D-F-G, C-E-G.
In the evening, C. Sharp, proud of what
he had done, played these chords for his
father, who said, “Son, you have been well
named for you can see sharp. Such com¬
binations of chords could be used as end¬
ings to songs and are called “Perfect
Cadences.” To be a composer, one must
know all these things. You have done
well so far—I am proud of yore”

Bird Songs
I often wondered why it is
That little tiny birds
Can make their songs so beautiful
They can’t be told in words.
And all the woods for miles around
Will echo back their song,
How can such sounds come from the
throat
Of birds three inches long?

—
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The Junior Etude Contests, discontinued for the Summer,
will be resumed next month

Musical Clubs

Letter Box

Do you belong to a musical club?
They are really very good things, and
the study of music with your friends is
sometimes even more interesting than by
yourself. (That does not mean that it
interferes with music lessons, but is “ex-

Dear Junior Etude:
Junior Btudfthat ““nought i^wouidwrite
to you too. The Etude is the best musical
taking it three years"’0 r°ad' 1 have been
Will the girl by the name of Marjorie
Bieuse'write°t wrobe bo the Junior Etude

Publications that Aid the
Teacher to Successfully
Instruct Piano Beginners
BEGINNER’S BOOK
SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE—Vol, One

to wait for the recitals.
it is not nr.„
necessary to belong to a club of any kind D My 'In
to enter the Junior Etude contests. Some- j?™ >
times Junior readers write to ask how they %"n
can join the contest; and you know there to play :

■

1 -a. S, - A*. .o

Klondike, Texas
Etcd“-

By Theodore Presser

Price, $1.00

I Used More Extensively Than Any Other Elementary Instruction Book |

SAVE MONEY!
Magazines clubbed with ETUDE at tempting prices. Note that quotations
are only good until October 31st, 1923. Prices advance on that day.

THREE BIG MONEY-SAVING COMBINATIONS
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE...$2.00\ Remjt for
Pictorial Review. 1-50/
a|l
Youth’s Companion. 2.501 ^ gg
Regular Price.$6-00\ SAVE $135
After October 31st.$5.00 J bAVt ^

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. ,$2.0c\
McCall’s. 1.00/
Modern Priscilla. 2.00\

Regular Price.$3.0cl g
$
After October 31st.$4.00 |aAVt* ^

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00\ Remit
Modern Priscilla..2-°°f

both

Regular Price.

SAVE $0.75

. $3.40

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE...$2.00\ Remit
Pictorial Review...both

I SAVE $0.75

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00\ Remit
Pathfinder..• •..•• 1-°°f

both

) SAVE $0.65

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00\ Remit
Today’s Housewife.*.. L°°(

both

Regular Price.

Regular Price. .$4.
After October 31st. $4.00

I SAVE $0.85

.$3,501

$3.10
SAVE $0.40

..$3.25

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00j Remit
Sunset (the great Pacific monthly). •• 2-5Q(
Regular Price.
After October 31st ..

for

both

.TTio, $3.25
..$3.50

) SAVE $0.40

SAVE $1.25

$3.75

) SAVE $0.75

.$2.00\Remit for
. 2.00/
both

..$3.25

$3.00

) SAVE $1.00

.$2.00\ Remit for
.. 2.50/
both

.$4.5o( $3.60

Regular Price.
After October 31st..

..$4.00

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE..
Violinist.

ISAVE $0.90

.$2.00\ Remit for
. 2.00/
both

.4.001 $3.35

Regular Price.
After October 31st..

. .$3.50

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE..

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00\ Remit for
Designer.
. 2.00/
both
Delineator..
Regular Price.
4
Regular Price.
After October 31st...
...":::::':::$3.5o
) save $0.90
After October 31st..

$ .ooi $3.10

so.

.$4.00(

Regular Price .
After October 31st-.

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE..
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE..$2.00\ Remit for
Beauty.
Woman’s Home Companion.•• L50[
both
Regular Price.
After October 31st..

$4.10

$4.50(

After October 31st.$4.25

for ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE..
Christian Herald.

$3,001 $2.15
After October 31st.$2.25

$2.50

Regular Price ..$3.25(
SAVE $0.75
..$2.75

After October 31st..

for ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .$2.00\ Remit for
both
Youth’s Companion... .$2.50/

$3.oo( $2.35
After October 31st......$2.50

$4.85

for ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.$2.00\ Remit for
American Magazine. 2.50f
both

"ilFoi $2.75
After October 31st.$2.85

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .$2.00'l Remit for
Woman’s Home Companion. 1.50 '
all
American Magazine. 2.50'
>
Regular Price.$6.00'
g
1 SAVE $1.15
After October 31st.$5.00

for ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE...$2.00 Remit for
People’s Home Journal. .. 1.25f
both

,$4.oo( $3.25

After October 31st ..

Remit for
a{l
yg

) SAVE $0.65

.$2.00| Remit

for

. 1.5o/

both

.,.$3.50(

$2.70

..$3.00

ISAVE $0.80

NOW IS THE TIME TO STOCK UP YOUR WINTER’S SUPPLY OF MAGAZINES
REMEMBER, PRICES ADVANCE OCTOBER 31st
Price $2.00 a year

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

Price$2.00ayear

Canadian, Add Postage 25c—Foreign Add Postage 72c.

THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers

Philadelphia, Pa.

Atlantic City demanded the
salt that pours

O

NCE ordinary salt was used
in its great hotels.
Then pleasure seeking patrons
demanded a salt they didn’t have
to “fuss with.” And on restau¬
rant and hotel tables appeared
Morton’s—always a delightful
convenience.
Morton’s pours—rain or shine;
does it naturally, too; the cube
crystals tumble off one another.
They donot cake and cause waste.

Don’t overlook Morton’s other
distinguished quality—its vigor.
It imparts to foods a brisk, de¬
lightful, lasting flavor difficult to
obtain with ordinary salts weak¬
ened by the addition of ingredi¬
ents to make them pour.
Convenience, flavor and economy
are overworked words but they
have a real meaning when you
use Morton’s.

MORTON SALT COMPANY
CHICAGO

Helpful Hints on

Using Salt

gspsa&g gga**

Horton's
Ff?ee running

Salt

